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Foreward

     Welcome to the first book in the Realm Quest Endless Adventures: Demon Seed series.  Before you 
dive in and begin enjoying the story, let me give you a brief introduction to what Realm Quest is and 
what you can expect from this book and others that will follow.
     What is the Realm Quest Endless Adventure series?  The RQEA stories are what I call Pulp Fantasy.  
There is nothing too complex contained in this book.  My stories are easy to read and digest and are 
short enough to enjoy in a single weekend.  You won’t find anything in here that will rival J.R.R. Tolkien 
or Stephen King, just a fast, fun and easy story.  Each and every book will clock in around 100 pages to 
give you bite size chunks of easy to read, yet highly entertaining, stories.  
     The stories themselves are serial, meaning that they follow the adventures of a group of character 
throughout every book.  To get full enjoyment out of the books you will need to start at book one and 
read them in order.  Think of these books as episodes of your favorite sitcom or a drama.  Each 
installment advances the story a little down the line.  Sure you could read them out of order and get a 
fulfilling story with each one, but the overall story will make much more sense if you read them in order.
     The Realm Quest world is a Fantasy world.  Expect exotic monsters, wondrous magical items and 
characters that, although have the same human quirks that we do, accomplish some truly heroic feats 
along the way.  Based loosely on an old Dungeons & Dragons world of mine, and inspired by the king of 
all web based serial fantasy stories The Adventures by Thomas Miller (which is still being written at the 
time of this writing (at chapter 807)), these stories will bring you all the triumphs and failures of ten 
special adventurers as they make their way through life.  
     These stories have been previously posted on the Internet in a script format but are no longer 
available.  The book you hold in your hands is a rewrite of the original story with 6,500 words added to 
make the story that much more fulfilling.  
     It’s been a long ride since I started writing Realm Quest in 1998 as a hobby and I am happy to finally 
bring you this book.  I hope you get as much enjoyment out of reading the following story as I did 
writing it. 

-DH



1

Raven

       Raven slowly wandered down a narrow street that ran along edge of Throffhorn’s riverfront.  
Most of the surrounding buildings were run down with age covered with peeling paint and rotting 
boards that were swollen from moisture.  A faint smell of stagnant water and shoreline greenery 
filled the air.  Dusk was quickly approaching and a series of lamps, hung at irregular intervals, lit 
the surrounding areas with a faint glow.  Nearby buildings took on a golden hue as their smooth 
surfaces reflected the last rays of the setting sun.  Without thought raven followed a familiar path 
one she had traveled a dozen times before.   She was so deep in thought that she didn‘t even look 
up at her surrounds. Her mind was in such a whirl that it hurt to think about it all.  But she did.  
She thought about it all, every last bit of disturbing memory and troubling query.  But as she 
sorted through her thoughts, trying to put them to rest, all she could grasp onto was the clinking 
of her chain mail shirt.  
     Clink, clink, clink.  
     With each step she took the thick rings of her armor clanked together producing a sharp 
metallic sound.  Each time she tried to sort things out in her head it was there.  
     Clink, clink, clink.  
     Oddly enough, as irritating as it was, Raven found the noise soothing.  It’s gentle twinkling 
pattern gave her a sense of normalcy in her chaotic world, something she could grab a hold of; 
something that would always consistently be there.  She thanked the gods that fortune had not 
allowed her the time to change out of her armor.  Normally she would have changed out of the 
bulky chain mail and into something a little more civilized and stealthy.  That was always the 
case when she was tracking a mark through the city.  
     Tonight Raven was finally closing the distance between herself and her latest target and taking 
the time to change into her leathers would just not do.  She did not want to be late for her meeting 
with her Throffhorn informant.  He was so impatience and would not wait long and without the 
information that he had Raven wouldn’t have a chance in hell of finding her mark.  Throffhorn 
was a large trade city with thousands of citizens coming and going each day.  Her mark would 
find no trouble blending into it’s populace.  She needed that information.  Besides Raven didn’t 
think her armor would draw much attention.  There were, after all, other armed people in the city.  
Guards, mercenaries and adventurers wandering the city streets was a common sight.  The sun 
was almost set, concealing her in a comforting dimness.  And this was the seedier side of the city.  
Who was going to make a fuss about an armored warrior here?  She was sure that the sight of her 
attire wasn’t much of a surprise in this locale.  Maybe that was why her informant had chosen to 
meet at a small pub in such an isolated area.  They would be able to mask their intentions 
perfectly.
     Clink, clink, clink.  
     As Raven quickened her pace, her hand went with habit to her chest.  Her fingers softly 
touched the small golden medallion that hung there nestled between her breasts.  She gently traced 
the inscription of the Houkahtan Knight's coat of arms along its smooth surface which signified 
its wearer being one of their number.  It was the only evidence left that signified she was once a 
member of the Houkahtan 
army, unless you count the nightmarish memories that she had of her exile from her homeland.  
Her chest heaved with a deep sigh.  Now she was a bounty hunter, a mercenary, a pathetic 
lyncher looking
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for a way to redeem herself in the eyes of the Houkahtan knights and her father.  She sighed 
again.  Her father had been crushed and very disappointed by the news of her dishonor.  He was 
the army’s arms master in charge of training the Houkahtan Knights and the only one to stand by 
her side as she first strived and then succeeded in becoming the only female knight in the whole 
Houkahtan army.  She let the medallion fall from her hand.  It clinked loudly against her chain 
mail shirt.  
     Clunk!  
     A whisper slithered from the shadows off to her right drawing Raven away from her thoughts.  
Her body tensed with battle honed instinct.  Following the noise she saw a group of ruffians 
standing in the darkened corner of a nearby building talking quietly with one another.  A pair of 
them glanced up at her for a moment before returning to their hushed conversation. Maybe her 
armor was attracting some attention.  Her thoughts of concern were quickly forgotten as she 
looked up and saw that she was at her destination, The Golden Griffon, as directly in front of 
her.  She gave her medallion a quick rub for luck and hoped that this meeting would lead to her 
fleeting redemption.  With one last glance behind her she entered the pub.  
   Inside the pub there was already a few patrons drinking at the various tables scattered about 
the room.  Raven slowly scanned the interior of the small building giving her eyes time to adjust 
to the dim lighting.  There was one particularly loud man sitting at the bar conversing with the 
bartender and a voluptuous barmaid.  By the sound of his slurred speech it was obvious that the 
guy had been here for quite a while and already had a few drinks too many.  Once again she 
carefully scanned the pub's interior.  In one shadowy corner, in the back of the pub, she saw a 
thin man shrouded in a light green cloak and a hood that obscured most of his face as he quietly 
ate his dinner.  There was something about his cautious movements that bothered her.  It was 
almost as if he wanted to appear to be eating his dinner but was actually casing the place.  But 
why?  Was he going to rob the pub?  Maybe for a quick get away?  And why hide his face?  
Especially in such a seedy part of town as this.  Would any of the drunken patrons here actually 
remember him in the morning? She would have to remember to keep an eye on him.  In another 
darken corner at the opposite side of the room as the cloaked stranger sat her informant.  She 
could not see his face through the shadows but she knew that it was him.  There was something 
about the way he sat in his chair.  He lounged on his chair lazily and carefree with a bit of 
cockiness, but Raven knew he would be ready to spring to action within the blink of an eye.  And 
there was the fact that he was sitting in the shadowy corner of a pub far away from the few 
people it held.  
  Nothing like drawing unwanted suspicion to yourself, she thought to herself.  Even in the 
rundown area of town like this, where the local watch guard rarely frequented, it’s suspicious 
behavior.  Thinking of that brought a smile to Raven’s face.
   If anything, he was predictable.  
   But why all the precautions?  Who was going to find them in this dive?  she asked herself. 
   With a warrior’s grace she silently walked up to the table where here informant sat finally 
getting her first good look at his face.  It was her informant One Eyed Jack.  And there was a 
good reason for that name.  The man was dressed in studded black leathers that ran from his feet 
all the way up to his jaw line and had a large black patch covering his left eye.  A long jagged scar 
ran from under the patch down across his left cheek.  Raven took a moment to study the grinning 
face that One Eyed Jack had painted on the front of the eye patch.  Two sinister eyes and a 
mischievously evil grin lined with sharp teeth leered at her.  It was the perfect reflection of the 
dark personality that lingered behind the eye patch.
   “Glad you could make it Raven.  I like your attire.”  One Eyed Jack said smiling with a devilish 
grin 
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looking Raven up and down, his eye lingering in certain areas.
   Raven looked at herself once again thinking about her chain mail and sat down.  Her hand went 
under the table and grabbed a hold of the hilt of her thigh dagger filling her with reassurance.   
Raven smiled back with a devilish grin of her own that mirror One Eyed Jack's.  
   “I didn't want to risk changing and miss a chance to see you One-eye.  You know how I miss 
you on those long trips into the wilderness.”  Her voice dripped with sarcasm.
   “Always the diplomat aren't you?” One Eyed Jack retorted with a smug look.
   Raven smiled and winked at him with her right eyed and then very obviously with her left eye.  
One Eyed Jack's smile slid off his face.  He shifted in his chair suddenly uncomfortable with the 
conversation.  One Eyed Jack thumbed the side of his eye patch and sneered at Raven.  
   “You know Raven, if I hadn’t already forgiven you, I would have to reach over the table and 
kill you for that little display.”
   “You forgave me?  Yeah right.” Raven said with a surprised chuckle.  Her smile faded a bit, but 
she held on to a fraction of it, not wanting to let One Eyed Jack known that she believed his 
threat was real.  Under the table she tightened her grip on her thigh dagger.  They sat in silence for 
a long moments staring at one another.  Finally Raven broke the silence.
   “So where did our boy go after he left Citiral?” she asked.
   The devilish grin jumped back onto One Eyed Jack's face making the scar on his cheek wriggle 
like a snake.
   “You mean after you let him go?” he asked with a smug smile.
   Raven waved One Eyed Jack's comment off.  
   “Yes, well, where is he?” she asked
   “Right here in the city actually.  I'm surprised that you weren't able to track him here.  Are you 
getting rusty?”  One Eyed Jack said and smiled with his toothy grin.  “He arrived a few days ago 
and he has been quite busy.  Word on the streets is that he was taken in by the Flaming Skulls.  
You know who they are don't you?”
   Raven nodded.  The Flaming Skulls were one of the ruthless thieves guilds that vied for control 
of Throffhorn‘s underground trading.  It would pose a problem if her mark had been able to 
procure guild protection.  Especially if the guild had been forewarned of her coming to the city.  
Maybe she would be able to find someone to draw her mark out into the open for her.  Someone 
that knew the city well but had no connections to the Flaming Skulls.  She suddenly looked up at 
Jack with a twinkle in her eyes.
   One Eyed Jack immediately shook his head profusely.  
   “Oh No!  I know exactly what you are thinking.  There is no way that I am going to help you 
get him away from The Skulls.  And don't think that look of yours is going to work this time!” he 
exclaimed reeling back from her intense look
   Raven gave One Eyed Jack her best puppy-dog eyes.
   “You want to cross the Flaming Skulls, that's your choice, but leave me out of it.  You are on 
your own this time.  All I can offer you is a description and a possible location for the grab,” he 
said continuing his protest.
   Well that is better than nothing, Raven thought to herself.
   Raven had never actually seen her mark.  She only had a bunch of descriptions that she had 
paid handsomely for.  Now she would see just how accurate they were and if they were worth 
the gold she had paid for them.  One thing about One Eyed Jack, he was thorough and very, very 
accurate.  She waited long moments for One Eyed Jack to speak.  She watched him roll the words 
over and over in his 
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mouth savoring the growing silence.  She could have sworn that he was doing it on purpose to 
watch her squirm.  She was beginning to get irritated, a dark frown slowly spreading across her 
pretty face.  She absentmindedly fiddled with the end of her long black braid that roped it’s way 
front the back of her head and down across her right shoulder.  As if this was exactly what One 
Eyed Jack was waiting for, he spoke.
   “Here is what to look for.  Your mark is of average height, oh six feet tall, average weight, 
maybe a little thinner…brown eyes and a mop of brown hair…Oh, and no distinguishing  
features,” he said with his voice trailed off.
   “Well that was a real...average description,” she said.  One Eyed Jack shrugged.  Raven found 
herself disappointed with One Eyed Jack’s lack of detail.
   “Well there is one thing,” One Eyed Jack added
   Raven stared at One Eyed Jack with wide eyed.  
   “Well?” she asked anxiously.
   “He wears a rather unique version of the standard Skulls ring.  It has two serpents with human 
skulls for heads that entwined around his finger each devouring each others tails.  It also has fiery 
rubies for eyes,” he explained
   He watched Raven's eyes get that certain sparkle they did when she thought that she had found 
the final clue needed to bring her target down.  One Eyed Jack chuckled to himself.
   “That should make him easy to identify if I can locate him.  Where do we...I mean ‘I’ look for 
him?” she said shifting excitedly in her chair.  
   Clink,  clink, clink.
One Eyed Jack leaned back in his chair laughing, and placed both hands casually behind his head.  
He definitely had that look of cockiness now.  
   “Right here,” he answered offhandedly and began to laugh louder.  The shocked look on Raven's 
face made it impossible for him not to.  “That's right.  He comes here a lot.  I guess that being in 
the guild has made him feel safe.  Even if he has only been in it a few days,” he continued
   Raven quickly scanned the pub with her imagination running wild with the idea of her hit 
already being somewhere in the growing number of patrons.  Could her mark be the wildly loud 
man talking with the bartender?  Was he the mysterious man shrouded in his green cloak?  Up at 
the front of the pub along the main bar where four of the ruffians that she had saw earlier 
whispering in the darkened streets.  They were drinking ale and talking closely with the 
bartender.  And some time during her short conversation with One Eyed Jack a minstrel had 
taken a spot near the pub's hearth and had begun playing his harp.  She turned back to One Eyed 
Jack to question him some more.
   “Are you serious?” she asked
   One Eyed Jack waved down the barmaid.  “Yep.  Why don't we have a drink and wait to see if 
he shows up?”
   The busty barmaid set a goblet of wine in front of each of them.  Raven looked at One Eyed 
Jack and saw that all too familiar devilish grin.  She smiled back and pushed the goblet to one 
side.
   “I'll have a mug of ale thank you,” she said looking One Eyed Jack squarely in his good eye.  
“I'll not drink your wine and end up in your arms in the morning again.  You are not a good 
enough thief to steal my heart a second time.”
   A teasing smile crossed her lips.  They both laughed.  Raven finally let go of the dagger that she 
had forgotten was in her grasp.  They both sat there listening to the minstrel that had suddenly 
added voice to 
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his harp.  Raven and One Eyed Jack looked at each other and with the same shocked look in their 
eyes, silently agreeing that the bard was possibly the worst singer they had ever heard.
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2

Slink

     Formalities.  
     Slink hated them.  Where ever he went, he was forced to deal with formalities.  His current 
trip to the trade city of Throffhorn was no different.  Here he was being led by three members of 
the local thieves guild to meet with their guild master.  Their guild master wanted Slink to offer 
his word that he would not commit any unsanctioned thieving during his stay within the city.  
What a joke, "illegal crimes".  But it was a formality.  A formality that the guild deemed 
necessary.  Slink did not.  What was he going to do, sully the good name of the thieves guild?  His 
mood continued to sour until a sudden thought crossed his mind.
     “Maybe I could I just give you my word that I won't steal anything?  You could tell that to 
your guild master and save us all a lot of trouble” he said to one of his rogue escorts with a wiry 
smile.
     “Yeah right,” answered one of the thieves, “save you a lot of time.  Us on the other hand 
would have to explain to the guild master why we took it upon ourselves to judge you and let 
you go.”
The other two thieves just glared at Slink.
     Slink laughed at the thieves glaring looks as he continued to be led.  His mind took in every 
twist and turn that they took throughout the city.  He took in every building, every signpost, 
anything that could be used as a marker to help him escape later if need be.  
     He thought back to a few days earlier when he first came to the borders of the city.  His target 
had entered the city immediately upon reaching its gates.  Slink had decided to hang back awhile 
in the forest south of the city and wait it out.  No need to step on the toes of the local thieves 
guild when he could just wait for his mark to eventually leave the city.  Slink was confident that 
his mark would do just that  because there was no place in the city for him to unload the package 
he carried.  If it was as valuable as Slink thought it was, there would be no fence in Throffhorn 
that could afford it, much less hang on to it for long.  Not with a competent thieves guild in the 
city.  But after three days of anxious waiting Slink had come to the conclusion that his mark had 
decided to stash the package and make himself a temporary home in the city.   It was time for 
Slink to head into the city and root his mark out.  The best place he could think of getting the 
information he needed was the local Thieves Guild.  
     After a mid afternoon lunch, Slink walked through the southern gates of Throffhorn and 
immediately began looking for a guild thief.  Walking through the market place Slink spotted a 
few men that looked like they could be guild members.  Slink’s keen eyes noticed that while each 
man looked like he was shopping, there wasn’t much shopping being done.  He decided that it 
would work to his advantage to let the thieves come to him.  Bringing him to the thieves guild by 
their own choice would put them at ease with the whole situation.  It was easy to draw attention 
upon himself.  All he had to do was act suspicious and make like he was casing a passerby, 
getting ready to flinch a few coins.  That would definitely get the thieves attention.  An outsider 
would not be allowed to steal unsanctioned in a city controlled by a thieves guild.  Almost 
immediately there were over a half dozen thieves in the area keeping a close eye on him ready to 
advance on him with a seconds notice.  Slink made a few flicks of the wrist in Thieves Cant, the 
secret language of thieves, signaling to his watchers that he was also a thief.  Three of the thieves 
approach Slink and with a stern grasp of each arm guided him into an alley behind the Market 
Place.  Slink allowed himself to be guided into the dimly lit alley.  Normally being
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 man-handled would be enough cause for him to draw his sword but today he would let it slide.  
He needed information. If feigning to be a hapless pickpocket helped get that information so be it.  
There would be time to deal with his three captors later if the need arose.
     That was his situation now.  As the thief in front of him led him through the twisting back 
street of the city Slink thought to himself, amateurs.  They should have blindfolded him before 
walking him to the guild.  The young thief had the memory of an elephant.  It would be easy for 
him to make his way back in a hurry if needed.  Looking around, Slink noticed the grimier 
inhabitants of Throffhorn, beggars, street urchins, orphans.  He did not pity them in the slightest.  
Most of them probably belonged to the Beggars Guild.  But still, some of them could have been 
legitimately poor and desperate, looking only to survive.  
     It brought back memories of his more innocent days when he was just a young boy.  He was 
only eleven when his parents were killed and his childhood home burnt to the ground.  Left with 
no other relatives, he became a street urchin living off the street in a hostile world.  He thought 
back to how he was bullied and beaten by older and stronger street people and almost starved to 
death before a local thief found him.  That thief, a seedy yet caring man named Verdain, had 
nursed him back to health.  At the time Slink thought that his days under the tutelage of Verdain 
had been the luckiest time of his life.  Now sometimes he thought that he had been nothing more 
than a pet to the thief; and a bargaining chip to get in better with the thieves guild in town.  It was 
a month after the thief had found Slink that he brought the young boy to the Newport thieves 
Guild.  After a few grueling tests, Slink was deemed to have possessed the talents to become a 
thief of the guild.  He was immediately taken from Verdain and thrust into the ranks of guild 
initiatives.  Verdain moved into a high ranking job within the guild and never spoke to Slink again.  
And since that day his life had changed.  Sometimes Slink thought for the better and sometimes 
for the worst.  Either way he was having the time of his life, independent and free, chasing marks 
across the countryside.
     The group of thieves leading him came to a dead end.
     “Wait here! “ announced the first thief.
     The thief ran across the way and leaned against a few barrels standing haphazardly in the far 
corner.  The second thief leaned on a single barrel where they were standing.  A panel on the side 
of a nearby building flipped open to reveal a darker panel inscribed with an odd symbol Slink had 
never seen before. It looked like a carelessly scribbled little doodle or script of some kind.  To 
Slink it looked like a strange dagger he once saw a pirate wield.  It was probably the guild’s 
symbol.  The third thief stepped over to the panel, knocked on it three times, slapped it once, 
waited a moment and then knocked twice more.  A secret door silently swung open right next to 
Slink.
     “Get in,” said the second thief as he pushed Slink inside the dark doorway.
     One of the other thieves lit a lantern and they made their way down the long slopping 
corridor.  They turned sharply to the left and after a few steps down a short corridor they turned 
back to the right. Slink was led into a large dimly lit hall that was mostly barren except for a few 
scattered tables and chairs.  Filling those chairs were thieves and rouges of various ages and races.  
Slink immediately took note of the patchwork armors they wore.  Most of it consisted of leather 
mails or padded armors with an occasional studded leather here and there.  Some of the thieves 
wore spiked neck guards and gloves, while others wore thick leathery pauldrons and greaves.  
There was no doubt that this guild, like many others, had some sort of initiation whereas 
apprentice rouges had to steal there first set of armor.  This practice usually led the novice thief 
to owning a mismatched, yet personal suit of protection.  Slink had heard that some guilds would 
give its thieves pieces of enchanted armors for doing exceptionally well on
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 important missions.  Those pieces were usually marked with the guilds symbol.  Slink took a 
quick look around and noticed that quite a few of the surrounding rouges wore leather vests 
etched with a silvery gray dagger.  The symbol was similar to the one Slink had seen earlier on the 
secret door leading into the guild.  
     The trio of thieves prodded him along toward a massive table at the far end of the room.  
Behind the table, sitting on a large oaken chair, was a man of some girth. As Slink approached 
him, the men sitting to either side of the large man rose, placing their hands upon the weapons 
hanging at their belts.  Slink was stopped directly in front of the table.  The large man slowly 
stood up to greet Slink.  He was a portly man, but not so fat as he was bulky.  In his prime this 
man must have been a brute.  He had a balding head, partially covered with gray and silver hair 
and wore a fine suit of oiled black leathers.  Across his vest was tooled the same silvery dagger 
that Slink had seen earlier.  Strapped to the man’s belt was a ornate looking short sword and three 
daggers.  There was no doubt in Slink’s mind that more were hidden among his body.  
     Along side to the man’s left and right side were two men who looked exactly alike.  Each man 
was tall and lean and had long dark brown hair that was tied into a ponytail in the back.  Both 
were dressed in fine leather armor and wore a long sword on their belt.  The only difference 
between them was that the guard to the left had along scar running across his right cheekbone.
     “Welcome Slink of Newport, wandering thief extraordinaire,” announced the portly man in a 
commanding voice.
    “HAIL SLINK!”  the gathered thieves shouted in less than perfect unison.
     Slink looked around the room studying both the welcoming thieves and the general layout of 
the hall.  He turned to face his welcomer.
     “Such a warm welcome.  I'm touched.  To what do I owe the honor?” he asked
     “I am Herrod, Guild master of the Shadow Daggers.  I bid you welcome to Throffhorn and 
offer you the customary hand of membership,” the portly man answered with a thick smile.
     Herrod held out his right hand pointing his first three fingers toward Slink.  Slink reached out 
to grab the hand extended to him but at the last moment he pulled his hand away raising it in the 
air and making a fist.  He stood there in that position until Herrod spoke again.
     Herrod frowned.  “Then it is done. You have honorably denied the guild’s offer.  You do 
understand what this binds you to don’t you?”
     “Yes master Herrod.  The location of your Guild will remain a secret and I will not steal in 
your city without your permission,” Slink assured the guild master.  Inside he cringed with 
repulsion over the formalities he was forced to endure.  He knew that one day they would be the 
end of him.
     “Good.  Good.” Herrod said watch’s Slink through scrutinizing eyes.
     Slink let out a sigh.  Herrod stepped from his chair and slowly circled the large table that he 
had been sitting behind.  Neither one of his twin guards moved to follow him but continued to 
hold Slink in a suspicious glare.  Their hands never left the hilts of their swords.  His slow arching 
path led his right behind Slink who continued to stare forward toward the guild master’s empty 
chair.
     Herrod leaned over Slinks shoulder.  “I know why you are here Slink.  And if it weren't for all 
the trouble I am having with the Flaming Skulls over thieving boundaries, I would have gotten to 
your mark days ago.”  The guild master mused at his taunting of the thief. When he saw Slink’s 
body stiffen with tension he continued with a smirk.  “Letting him ride it out?  Your master 
should have taught you better than that.”
     Slink shifted irritably to one side but the guild master spoke again before the feisty thief could 
spat 
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out a smart retort.
     “I will allow you, who I think is much more capable than I have seen so far, to chase your 
quarry through Throffhorn as long as you are quick and quiet about it.” Herrod ordered.
     Slink bowed slightly.  “Thank you Master Herrod.  Very generous of your Master Herrod,” 
he answered snidely.
     Herrod put a hand on Slink's shoulder and turned him around, shaking him a little.
     “You can dispense with the formalities Slink.  If what I hear about you and your wild 
behaviors is true I can imagine what the stress of keeping that obnoxious tongue of yours silent is 
doing to you.  Speak freely young thief,” the guild master commanded.
     Slink smiled devilishly once and let out all the frustration that was building up inside of him.
    “Thank you Herrod.  Now, can you please remove that filthy paw from my shoulder you fat 
bastard?” Slink spat out. 
     Half a dozen thieves drew their weapons and stepped forward.  Herrod took his hand from 
Slink's shoulder and raised it into the air.  The angered thieves stopped their advance on Slink and 
stepped back 
into an uneasy stance, their weapons still drawn.  Slink noticed that Herrod's personal guards had 
also drawn their weapons but had not advanced.  Herrod laughed heartily as he walked back to 
his seat.
     “Why do I need your permission to chase my mark through Throffhorn?  I am not breaking 
any guild rules.  Why did I have to meet with you?  Surely your three cadets over there could 
have just followed me and made sure I behaved,” Slink asked gesturing toward his escort.  The 
trio of thieves grumbled something angrily under their breath when they heard the word “cadets” 
but made no move toward Slink.
     “Why did I have to meet with you,” Slink repeated looking Herrod directly in the eyes.
     Herrod sat down.  “Because I can deliver you your mark.  Besides the sooner you capture him 
the sooner you will be out of my hair and I can get back to concentrating on those damn Skulls.”
     Slink eyed the guild master and his guards.  “I don't think you will have to worry about me.  I 
will be less trouble than that balding head of yours.  Anyway, how could you help me if you 
can’t even help yourself defeat these 'Skulls?”
     Herrod reached down behind the table and pulled at something.  Instinctively Slink's hand 
went to his sword, as did all of the hands of Herrod's men seeing Slink's reaction.  Herrod laughed 
so loudly that it shook his mighty girth.  In his hand was a small leather pouch.  The Guild 
master opened it and shook out its contents onto the table.  As strangely marked coins landed on 
the table and bounced every which way, a large ring clunked loudly on the oak surface.  Herrod 
motioned for Slink to approach.  Slink did with his hand still on the pommel of his sword.
     Herrod picked up the ring and offered it to Slink.  “Your mark has been in the company of a 
wizard the last day or so.  There is another wizard in the city that will be able to lead you to the 
first.  But he will only help you on one condition.   He must deem you trustworthy first before 
he will aid you.  That means that you will have to wear this.  Think of it as a symbol of 
friendship.”
     “Friendship?” Slink asked curiously.  He had learned long ago you didn’t offer friendship 
freely.  It had to be earned.
     “Ok.  Think of it as a pact of non-aggression,” Herrod reassured him.  Now that was 
something that Slink could deal with.
     Slink cautiously took the ring.  “Hmmmmm....”
    “I can assure you that it is not magical.  Merely a symbol to assure the wizard,” the guild 
master said.
     Herrod explained this, making a symbol in Thieves Cant, that showed he was not lying.  A 
thief never 
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lied using Thieves Cant.  It was dishonorable to their trade.  Slink studied the ring for a moment.  
More formalities.
     Herrod watched the young thief turn the ring over and over in his hands.
     “Come now Slink.  You are putting to much thought into this.  Our wizard friend just needs a 
little guarantee that no harm will befall him,” Herrod said in a fatherly voice that made the small 
hairs on the back of Slink’s neck stand up.
     “There are no guarantees in our line of work,” Slink said with a sneer.
     “Yes, yes. Well, put it on and be gone with you.  Get your mark and leave Throffhorn,” 
Herrod said offhandedly but kept a watchful eye on his guest.  After a long pause, not seeing the 
reaction he was looking for Herrod spoke again. “And Slink, don't take this the wrong way but I 
hope I never see you again,” Herrod said adamantly hammering his point home.
     Slink put the ring on his middle finger, the only one the large ring would fit on and answered 
the guild master in the only Thief’s Cant he thought appropriate.  He stuck out his middle finger 
and raised it to Herrod.  The guild master howled in laughter as the three thieves that led Slink 
into the Guildhall roughly grabbed him and led him away.  Once outside they led him to the city 
docks.  There they left him there without a word, which was a smart move on their part since 
most thieves could identify a person by their voice alone, and where quickly gone.  
     Slink wandered for a few moments to get his bearing.  The air was thick and musty, tinged 
with the faint smell of rotting vegetation from the nearby river.  It reminded him of the ocean 
back home.  The gentle seaside winds would blow the smell to him as he practiced his skills on 
the streets of Newport.  How many time had he sat on the ancient outcrop of ruined stones near 
the city’s harbor and watched the galleys sail out to sea?  He had always wished that he was one 
of its passengers slowly and silently drifting out to sea and away from his childhood problems.
     As he daydreamed about days gone by the thief lazily wandered the streets that wound its 
way along the river.  A half an hour later Slink found himself in the heart of the Riverfront 
District.  The sun had set some time ago bathing the surrounding buildings in its crimson glow.  It 
would soon be dark.  Looking ahead of him Slink found himself standing in front of a pub called 
the Golden Griffon.  Suddenly he had the urge for some good ale and a bit of mischief.  This place 
looked just right.
     “Today is the first day of a glorious and profitable new life,” he said to himself.  
     He walked up to the pub but before stepping inside he took one last look at the ring on his 
finger.  Wrapped around the middle finger on his right hand was two serpents with skulls for 
heads and rubies for eyes which were eating each others tails.
     “Yep, today is going to be a brand new start,” he said still talking to himself.  The young thief 
entered the pub.
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Lanneth

     Lanneth was miserable.  He had been forced out of his home by his loved ones, forced to 
wander the wild, untamed lands of man, forced to enter their cramped untidy cities.  He had been 
forced to be an elf in a human’s world.  It had been weeks since his banishment from his 
homeland in the Forest of Silver. 
     Forest of Silver, Lanneth thought to himself.  He had also been forced to use the human name 
for his homeland.  He could easily hide his gentle elven features behind his cloak but uttering his 
homelands true elfin name would draw unwanted suspicion upon him.  Lanneth had grown up 
with bedtime stories about the savage nature of men.  He was not about to discover its wrath 
now that he was all alone in a strange land.  His head was still reeling with shock and wonder over 
being sent away from his forest home.
     The forest elders had called him wild, impetuous, untamed by nature.  He was everything that 
a proper young elf was not.  They told him that he needed to learn to control his chaotic nature 
before it destroyed him.  It was his innate talent that had been the seed of his demise.  His thirst 
for magic was his undoing.  
     Lanneth had been born with the gift of controlling magic especially the magical energies 
surrounding the Forest of Silver.  It was a gift that his parents were extremely proud of.  Mages 
among the elves were rare, especially one of Lanneth’s potential.  While most elven lads grew up 
learning the fine arts of the woodsman and bowyer Lanneth was destine for the mystical arts.  
Along with his talent for magic, Lanneth was giving the thirst for knowledge and the insatiable 
drive to motivate him in the searching for it.  Once his studies began Lanneth quickly learned all 
that the forest elder could, and would, teach the young elf.  
     It was about this time in Lanneth’s young life, when boredom from lack of things to learn, 
turned Lanneth to a rebellious youth.  He would venture further and further into the wild areas of 
the forest hoping to find something worth his interest, something worth discovering and learning 
about.  Each time he returned from one of his "adventures" the forest elders would reprimand 
him.  They would tell him, 'it is not proper for a High Elf of your good standings to wander out 
into the land of the wild elves. Do you want to become like them?  How do you think this makes 
your parents feel when you bring all this shame and embarrassment onto them? Go back to your 
studies and behave like the proper young High Elf you should be.'  The elders were like that.  All 
tradition and honor, thinking themselves above everything else in the forest just because they had 
been born "High Elves".  But their speech had worked on Lanneth.  He didn’t want to shame his 
parents.  He wanted to be a proper elf and someday become a high mage on the elven council.  He 
went back home and threw himself into his studies hoping to find something in all his tomes that 
he might have missed.  He wanted to make his parents proud of him so he studied and studied 
and studied some more.  This lasted for six exhausting months until that old familiar feeling 
started to creep back into his mind slowly dissolving his resolve.  He had already reread the 
hundreds of tomes that where in his father’s library and had found nothing new, nothing to 
satisfy his curiosities.  Over the next few days he fought his urges to go adventuring into the 
depths of the forest.  In the end his lust for exploration won him over.  He hatched a plan in his 
mind to explore a certain dark area of the forest the following day.     
     But that day of adventuring never came, for early the next morning, a strange wizard appeared 
in the 
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village.  He was human, but that seemed to matter little to the forest elders.   Many of the elves, 
especially the young ones of the village, turned out to see the wizard. Many of them, including 
Lanneth, had never seen a man before.  There were many bedtime stories recounting their sinister 
and savage history - how they were created long ago by an evil and shunned race of dark elves - 
but no first hand knowledge of them.  Lanneth viewed the coming of the wizard as the perfect 
opportunity for a little research.  He had to learn everything about this strange man, everything 
that made him different form the elves.  Savage or not the elders did not seem to fear him.  Why 
should he then?
     The Forest Elders greeted the wizard as a friend and introduced him to the elves of the village 
as an old mage that had helped out other villages of the Forest of Silver in the past. He was to be 
treated with respect as long as he stayed with them.  Lanneth could not remember ever hearing 
about the human mage before but it did not matter.  He was a mage and that meant he had magic 
skills from outside the forest.  Lanneth remembered approaching the wizard that afternoon to 
introduce himself.  The wizard was surprisingly pleasant and took an interest in the young elf.
     Lanneth and the wizard quickly became friends and formed an instant bond.  Mathias, which 
Lanneth learned was the wizard’s name, was impressed by Lanneth's thirst for knowledge and 
drive to learn.  Lanneth was impressed by all the knowledge Mathias had to offer him.  It wasn’t 
long before Lanneth had learned many new spells and magical techniques from the old mage.  
     With much disappointment Mathias left a few months later with a promise to return the 
following year.  With Mathias’ departure an old friend returned -- boredom.  Lanneth quickly 
decided it was time to wander deep into the forest and try out his new spells that he had learned.  
He hadn’t told the Elders about everything that Mathias had taught him.  Many of the magic 
spells and incantations that the old wizard had taught him were forbidden to an elf of Lanneth’s 
age.  That night there was a celebration to honor the good fortune the elves had received from the 
forest gods.  Lanneth decided to head into the forest the morning after the celebration.  That night 
at the celebration, as it reached it's fevered pitch Lanneth made an unwise, and potentially deadly, 
decision.  He used one of his newly learned spells to create some fireworks.  In his excited to 
show off his new found powers Lanneth fumbled over the words of the incantation causing the 
spell to go awry.  The spell exploded in a blast of multi-colored flames starting the elders house 
on fire.  It had been the last straw.  The elders decided that Lanneth's chaotic nature, his lack of 
discipline and restraint, and his learning the forbidden Fire Magic had to be dealt with.  And dealt 
with severely.  It was decided that he was to be sent away to wander the lands of men and see 
first hand what their chaotic natures, much like his, could wroth.  He had to stay away until he 
had learned his lesson.
     Lanneth had followed the Starshine River out of the far side of the forest escorted by a group 
of fellow High elves, half feeling sorry for Lanneth and the other half loathing him, and entered 
the world of men.  He follow the coastline east of his forest homeland traveling northward until 
he reached another unknown river.  This wide and raging river had a small line of trees growing 
along each shore.  He struck out west along these trees, which grew thicker as he went, traveling 
deeper into man's land.  He avoided all human settlements, men were still a curiosity to him but 
made him nervous, and hunted for his food.  Occasionally he would meet up with a group of 
Wood elves or halflings and learned a little about the surrounding area through gossip and idle 
chatter.  One particularly friendly group of Hairfoot Halfling traded Lanneth's string of fish for a 
crude map that they had gotten from a nearby lumberjack camp.  Lanneth soon learned that he 
was heading toward the border lands of a kingdom called The Seven Baronies which guarded the 
southern border of a much larger kingdom to the north called Houkahtan.  
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     Up until four days ago Lanneth was doing ok for himself with out much in the way of a 
hostile encounter.  That was when he got the unshakable feeling that he was being followed by 
someone or something.  With his knowledge of the forest and traveling among the trees the elf 
was able to stay ahead of his stalker but that left him with no time to hunt or gather food along 
the way.  And whatever the thing was it was getting closer.  It wasn’t long before he was out of 
food and was forced to seek a town or village to buy some provisions.  Lanneth remembered the 
bag of strange coins that the forest elders had given him to use in the human lands.  He 
remembered their smooth gold finish and the strange faces stamped into them.  Obviously they 
were images of some important figure, a king or lord maybe.  Lanneth had thought that it was 
strange using coins to “buy” things.  So at first he scoffed a the coins and the elder’s insistence 
that he take them.  Now he was glad for them and the elder‘s insight.  He might actually have to 
“buy” some supplies.  In his forest village the elves didn’t purchase things.  Everyone did their 
part to provide for everyone else.  Every elf had a single duty to perform in the community, one 
that would help bring prosperity to the whole.  Lanneth thought about his part in that large 
communal wheel and couldn’t for the life of him think of what his part was.  Maybe that was 
part of his banishment.  He had to figure out what his worth was.  
     That night he came to a city along the banks of the river he had been following.  It was marked 
on the map as a trade city called Throffhorn. Laying eyes upon the city, he was suddenly 
overwhelmed by a claustrophobic feeling.  It seemed too big and tall with many of its windows lit 
by lamps casting a merry little glow in the approaching dusk.  Everything looked clustered 
together and there was no sight of a living tree anywhere with the city.  How did men live 
without the touch of nature in their lives?
But the feeling of his tracker breathing down his neck caused him more fear than finally meeting 
men so Lanneth slowly pulled up his hood and cautiously made his way into the city.
     He was immediately assaulted by the sights and smells of the city -- and the lack of trees 
anywhere.  It was disturbing to not see any foliage of any kind in the city, not there was any 
room with how close all the building where constructed.  Lanneth then heard his first human 
voice within the city.  It was talking with a harsh tone to another person.  Lanneth quickly 
became spooked and ducked into the first public building that had its light on.  A sign above its 
door named it the Golden Griffon and seemed to be a pub of some sorts. 
     Inside there were a few people sitting about the pub having drinks.  Lanneth found a secluded 
corner table and sat down in its dim light, hiding behind his hood.  He stared at the variety of men 
that sat at the bar who were blissfully unaware of his elfin existence.  A barmaid came over to 
take his order, fried seasoned potatoes and various other vegetables, before quickly leaving him 
alone to cower in the corner.  For some reason she seemed to be in a hurry to get back to her 
conversation with the loud men at the bar.  She would laugh loudly every time the men said 
something and accepted a gold coin once and awhile.  Lanneth thought of the pouch of similar 
coins that hung at his belt.  Watching the others he slowly became more at ease with his 
surrounding and took delight in watching the other patrons of the pub.  Most of them were 
already drunk, downing mug after mug of beer and ale, complaining about work, the weather, or 
their wife.  Somehow they didn’t seem as intimidating when Lanneth realized they had many of 
the same problems as the elves did, albeit in a cruder fashion.
     His food arrived and he had eaten half of it when a sinister looking man dressed in fashionable 
black leathers and an eye patch entered the bar.  The man scanned the room once and slithered 
into the other darkened corner of the room opposite Lanneth.  He scanned the room again 
stopping his gaze on Lanneth.  He flashed the elf a devilish grin that sent shivers down his back.  
Lanneth flinched.  With a nod the man went back to his thoughts.  It was only minutes later when 
a young woman dressed in a 
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chain mail shirt strode into the pub, taking a seat across from the man in black.  Immediately they 
fell into a deep conversation.  Lanneth barely had a chance to take in her whole lovely vision 
before a group of five rough looking men stomped into the pub.  The walked up to the bar 
shouting lively to the bartender and began downing the mugs of beer that he brought them.  Some 
time later another lone man entered the pub.  He looked like a wandering minstrel or bard of some 
type.  And to Lanneth's surprise the man was half-elven.  He looked like he had the tainted of 
Wild elf in him and was very charming in a boyish way.  Wild elves were usually the only elves 
to mate with humans.  The bartender said something to the bard and pointed to the hearth.  The 
half-elf nodded and wandered over to the fireplace and began to unpack.  He opened his 
instrument case and pulled out a finely made harp.  It looked to made out of dark maple -- a fine 
instrument indeed.  The bard began to play a light refreshing melody.  Lanneth sat there fixated 
on the music.  It brought thoughts of his homeland to mind.  The melody was so enchanting.  It 
ended up being the bard's horrible voice that snapped him out of his daydream.  The voice 
seemed even more horrid compared to the gentle plucking of his harp.  The song continued, 
grating on the elf's delicate ears and obviously everyone else in the pub for two more verses 
before the bartender reacted to his patrons failing moods.  The bartender cleared his throat loudly 
and gave the bard a sharp look.  The singing bard seemed to be put off a bit by this but ceased his 
caterwauling and concentrated on playing his harp.  The pub patrons calmed immediately and 
went back to their drinking.  
   Lanneth continued his dinner and went back to watching the crowd.  The bard playing the harp 
was keeping a lustful eye on the woman in the chain mail and her sneaky looking friend continued 
their conversation in the shadowed corner across from him.  The rough looking men at the bar 
continued to drink and act way too civilized for their barbaric looks.  Lanneth had a bad feeling 
about them.  To him they looked like troublemakers.  Since he was an excellent judge of character 
he decided to keep an eye on them.  
   My first night in a human city is definitely going to be interesting, he thought to himself as he 
pulled his hood a little tighter around his face.
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4

Merrick

     Merrick had arrived in the trade city of Throffhorn a day earlier and in quite a hurry.  Up until 
recently he had been enjoying a cushy job at a small villa up river from Throffhorn.  He had been 
hired to play his harp for the rich and lonely widow of an adventuring warrior.  One day, years 
ago, the warrior had returned home from one of his many adventures in an urn, the unfortunate 
victim of a Red Dragon's breath.  Ever since then the widow had been using her late husband’s 
vast wealth to pamper herself in every way imaginable.  Up until a week ago that fancy had been 
Merrick.  But that was how it always was for him.  Merrick had a knack for finding wealthy yet 
lonely women that would fall head over heels for his harp playing and romantic talk.  Merrick 
had enjoyed the widow's company for many weeks, enjoyed being pampered himself by the 
woman and her servants.  But like it always did the novelty eventually wore off and the gold 
grew thin.
     So in the dead of night Merrick made his escape.  He stealth fully shimmied down a drainpipe 
outside their bedroom window and out of the widows life.  A week later he found himself 
downriver in the bustling trade city of Throffhorn.  He spent his first day there looking for a 
suitable place to play his harp but, having little luck, he ended up settling on a small run down 
pub on the wrong side of town.  But gold was gold and he had to eat.  It was not as glamorous as 
playing in a luxurious riverside villa but it would have to do.  Besides, the wretched needed loving 
too.  He was ready to pull a few strings tonight, be it harp or heart.  
     Merrick arrived at the pub the following evening at the pub with his harp case held firmly 
under his arm.  He stopped and read the sign hanging above the pubs door.  It read: "Golden 
Griffon."  He looked the run down pub over once, with its peeling paint and broken windows, 
and decided that he would have his work cut out for himself.  He took a deep breath and walked 
into the pub.  Inside he saw the bartender quickly looking his way.  Was he watching the door for 
some reason?
     “Over by the hearth,”  the bartender grumbled and  pointed at the fireplace.
     Merrick nodded proudly and walked over to the stone ledge surround a fireplace.  It was lit 
and shone with a merry little glow.  He sat his case on the hearth and opened it.  As he took out 
his dark maple harp he took a moment to look around the pub.  He had to know what his odds 
where going to be in this place.  Up at the bar, talking with the frowning bartender who was 
periodically scanning the bar himself, were a bunch of rough looking men dressed in leather vests.
Merrick thought to himself, Thugs no doubt.  I will have to keep an eye on them.
     No matter though, as long as the ale flowed the thugs would be content.  Merrick just had to 
remember not to sing any songs about drunken sailors.  He could still remember what had 
happened the last time he did that.  Even thought it had been a small seaport town, many sailors 
showed up to enjoy the local entertainment.  Trying to appease them Merrick broke into a round 
of bawdy drinking songs about life on the sea.  Many of the sailors were already drunk on ale and 
quickly put words to Merrick’s melodies.  It wasn’t long before the entire bar began to sing along 
and become rowdy.  The partying crowd soon turned into a fighting crowd.  After a single spilled 
drink mates of one galley took up arms against rival sailors and the chaos ensued.  Merrick didn’t 
want to repeat that performance even though he was proud of the fact that his playing could 
invoke such passionate feelings in others.
     Seated in a darkened corner off to his right was a tall, thin man that was obviously trying to 
keep his 
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identity concealed behind his hood.  Maybe he was another rouge looking for a chance to work 
the crowd over.  This pub certainly seemed to be the place for something shady like that to 
happen.  
     Merrick frowned as he studied the mysterious man.  He had a certain distaste for thieves.  
They had no class.  Sure, he would often acquire things that weren't his and he wasn't always 
deserving, but at least his ill gotten spoils required skill and tack.  A thief just took things.  
Merrick persuaded people into giving him things with his charming personality.  In Merrick’s 
eye there was a difference.  He felt justified.  Most of the time trying to get those things was 
more rewarding than actually getting them. Of course the gold didn't hurt.  He would have to keep 
an eye on that person too.  
     In another darkened corner off to his left were two people deep in conversation. The one 
facing him was a handsome man, if you could over look his eye patch and the ugly scar running 
down his cheek.  Merrick could see the devil in his eye and in the distinct way that he smiled.  
The man was talking with a woman that was dressed in a chain mail coat.  Maybe this crowd was 
rougher than he thought.  His eyes studied on the woman for a moment.  From what he could tell 
from his viewpoint she had a lovely figure.  She was obviously not a stranger to combat either.  
Her arms were toned and flexed slightly as she shifted from side to side in her chair.  For some 
reason, which Merrick could not see, she had one of her hands under the table.  She was 
definitely someone who could present Merrick with certain possibilities.  He would have to see 
how the evening panned out for him.  
     As soon as he had his harp readied, he began to pluck away at a light melody that he had 
learned from an elder valley elf in a woods far to the south.  What a generous old elf he had been.  
Merrick almost felt guilty when he ran off with the elf's pretty granddaughter.  He played 
through the song and into the next one.  The pub's patrons seemed to be enjoying his songs, as 
much as this drunken riff-raff could, so he decided to stir it up a bit.  A while ago as he traveled 
from city to city he had curbed his boredom by writing lyrics for the very song he was playing 
now.  Now was the time to debut those words.  In a loud, flat voice Merrick began to sing.  There 
was an immediate reaction.  Everyone had turned to watch him.  He even got a chance to get a 
good look at the woman in chain mail’s face.
   Indeed ! What a lovely creature she is! Merrick thought to himself.
   This motivated Merrick into singing with even more fervor and volume.  By the look in their 
eyes he could tell that they were stunned by the beauty of his voice.  He had made it through two 
verses before the bartender signaled to him to stop singing and just play the harp.
   The bartender is right.  The crowd here is already mesmerized by my singing.  Better to save 
some for later when there are more people to listen,  Merrick thought to himself.  
   Merrick doubled his efforts in making the song sound even more beautiful for the lovely woman 
in chain mail.  He tried to get another look at her face but she had gone back to her conversation 
with the 
man with the patch.  From that moment on he kept an eye on this beauty and played his harp 
just for her.   The night seemed to be going well until the pub door opened and destiny walked in.
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5

Barfight!

     Raven was sitting with One Eyed Jack contemplating plans of action for capturing her mark.  
While Jack had no intention in helping Raven with the actual capture, he was more than willing to 
help her form the plan.  She felt strange getting help from Jack with no strings attached.  She 
would have to be careful just in case there was a secret string dangling somewhere.  They 
continued to talk and work through plan after plan.  It was easy to concentrate on the work at 
hand now that the pub’s minstrel had ceased his singing.  He was very skilled at the harp but it 
was his singing that was hopeless.  The pair were in the middle of fleshing out "Plan D" when 
Jack became distracted with something over Raven’s shoulder.
     “What?” Raven asked.
     Raven turned to look at what had captured One Eyed Jack's attention.  She noticed that the 
minstrel was still looking at her through the corner of his eyes.  That was starting to irritate her.  
If she wasn't so busy she would go over there and straighten things out.  It was the man she saw 
beyond the minstrel that made her blood begin to race.     
     There, standing ever so casually in the doorway was a tall thin man with short, thick brown 
hair.  A very average looking man that just happened to be wearing a golden ring.   She watched 
him like a hawk following his every move.  She watched him order a drink from the bartender.  
She watched him slap the barmaid on the ass.  She watched him walk toward a table in the middle 
of the pub.  She also noticed
how some of the ruffians stiffened as the man walked passed them.  He plopped down in a chair 
with his back to Raven and One Eyed Jack, facing the doorway that exited the pub.
     “Is this guy for real?” Raven asked with surprise.  One Eyed Jack shrugged indifferently.
     Raven looked closely at the ring on the man’s finger.  He was sitting close enough to her now 
that she could get a proper look at it.  There is was, two skulled serpents eating each others tails 
with rubies for eyes.  Seeing it, Raven stiffened with anticipation.  Her hand went to the dagger 
that was strapped to her thigh and she drew it.  It’s blade made a gentle scrapping sound as it 
slowly emerged from its sheath.  Before One Eyed Jack could react Raven was up out of her chair 
and rushing over to the man.  She grabbed him by the back of the hair and pulled him backwards, 
forcing him off balance.  She brought the dagger up and rested it's razor sharp edge against the 
man's throat.  She heard One Eyed Jack call out her name.  Normally this would have worried her 
but she was too preoccupied to worry about Jack using her real name during the seize.
     “What in the Nine Hells?!?” Slink exclaimed as beer splashed against his coat.  He was careful 
not to pull away from Raven and the dagger she had against his throat.
     “That was real stupid sitting with your back to me and my friend.  Especially for a wanted 
man like yourself,” Raven hissed.
     “Hmmmm.  And do you always "hunt" with your back to the door?” Slink taunted her.
     His sarcasm quickly died away as Raven pressed the dagger’s blade harder against his throat.
     “I wouldn't get to cocky if I were you.  I followed you a long way and at this point I have no 
problem with throwing your lifeless body over my pack horse and hauling you back,” she 
explained.
     “And where exactly would that be?  I have no idea what you are talking about,” Slink said 
trying to acted calm and collected.
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     “Trelkaman?  His daughter and her diamonds?  Does that ring any bells?” Raven questioned 
the thief.
     Raven didn't expect any answers from the thief.  They usually never said anything when they 
knew that they were busted and if they did it was always a denial.
     “No.  And why should it?” Slink said denying Raven’s accusations.  She hesitated for a 
moment.
     Slink was starting to regain some of his daringness.  He thought that if he could keep the 
woman talking he could distract her long enough to get away.  Maybe he could even start to piece 
all of it together.  Raven was about to push him further when the ruffians from the bar stood up 
and stepped toward the two of them.
     “Yes, why should it?  My dear lady I think that you have made a mistake.  This man is not 
the man you are looking for,” said one of the ruffians. He was one of the men she had seen earlier 
outside the pub.
     Raven thought that the ruffian could have been the group’s leader by the way that he was 
standing.  There was an air of confidence in the way he stood there, one hand on the grip of his 
sword, the other pointing at Raven and her quarry.  She looked him over and noticed that he was 
wearing a skull ring too.  It was not quite like the one that her captive wore but close enough.  
     Great, more thieves, she thought to herself.  Slink noticed that Raven was looking at the 
ruffians rings and then his.
     “Nice ring you have there.  Just like your friends,” Raven said nodding toward the ruffian that 
stood before them.
     “The ring?  It was given to me.  I was supposed to meet the owner here,” Slink offered 
quickly.
     “Bah!  You are a liar!  You murdered one of our guild members and stole it.  You are a thief's 
thief,” the ruffian screamed.
     “Worst than a dog!  Worst than boot scum!” another ruffian yelled.
     Raven was confused.  Something didn't add up right.  If her captive was not a member of the 
Flaming Skulls then who was he and why did he have that ring?  Did he actually steal the ring?  
Was this all an elaborate scheme to get rid of her and the bounty she wanted to claim?  And what 
about the information One Eyed Jack had given her?  But she got no answers to her questions as 
the leader of the ruffians charged her.
     “By right of vengeance you die traitor,”  the ruffian screamed as he drew his sword.
     Instinctively Raven drew the dagger away from her captive's throat and hurled it at the 
charging ruffian.  It’s blade sank deep into the ruffian’s throat dropping him in mid stride.  He fell 
to the floor with a thud.  There was a moment of shocked silence before another ruffian yelled 
out, breaking the tension.
     “Murderer!” the ruffian screamed.  He charged Raven with the other ruffians closed behind.
     “You had better grab whatever weapons you have thief because we are in for quite a fight,” 
Raven said to Slink.
    Raven pushed him out of the way and drew her sword.  Slink skillfully rolled to one side and 
into a crouching position.  Suddenly his hands were full of thin, sharp throwing knives.  Raven 
kicked the first ruffian to reach her square in the stomach driving him back.  He fell to the floor 
with both hands clutching his abdomen.  A sharp gasp escaped his lips.  The warrioress expertly 
spun around and jabbed her sword into the abdomen of another ruffian.  Out of the corner of her 
eye see could see three more scruffy warriors entering the pub.  Suddenly there was a pained cry 
and Raven turned to see a ruffian, who had snuck up behind her, fall to the floor, a knife sticking 
out of his back.  Slink winked at her and 
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threw a knife at her head.  It whizzed closely passed her head and struck an approaching ruffian 
behind her right in the eye.  She quickly turned and fended off the attacks of two other ruffians.  
Slink drew his sword and joined her in the fray, standing side by side.  They continued to 
exchange blows with the pair of remaining ruffians  At one point a ruffian’s blade had caught 
Raven on the forearm.   Slink suffered a slight wound to his leg.  Raven swung low with her 
sword and caught one of the ruffians in the knee, dropping him to the floor.  Blood gushed wildly 
from the gash across the ruffian’s knee.  The blow had nearly severed his lower leg from the rest 
of his body.  Raven took a moment to look around but Slink was no where in sight.  But she had 
little time to worry about him for the other ruffian was charging her from behind.  She turned to 
parry the attack but the ruffian’s sword caught her on the arm knocking her own sword out of her 
hand.  The ruffian raised his sword high to deliver the killing blow.
     This is it,  she thought to herself.
     Suddenly the point of a sword appeared from the belly of the ruffian.  A circle of crimson red 
spread from the sword point.  With a gurgle the ruffian fell to the floor revealing the minstrel 
standing behind him, bloodied sword in hand. He offered Raven a hand.  She used it to pull 
herself up.
     “Merrick the Wanderer at your service my fair damsel in distress,”  the minstrel said valiantly.  
His voice was oozing with charm which irritated Raven as much as the lusty look in his eyes.
     “I am never in distress dear Merrick,” Raven said.  She turned and kicked the ruffian with the 
bloodied knee in the head as he tried to crawl away.  She could now see Slink standing in the 
pub's doorway skillfully finishing off a newly arrived opponent.
     “That seems to be all of them,” Raven said.  She leaned back on the bar to rest surveying the 
carnage around her.  Suddenly the pub’s bartender leaped up from behind the bar with a huge axe 
in his hands.
     “DIE BITCH!!” the bartender screamed as he swung the large axe at a surprised Raven.
     There was a loud popping sound and a streak of red as a magic missile soared across the room.  
It slammed into the bartender knocking him backward.  He landed behind the bar quite dead.  The 
front of his shirt smoldered and filled the air with the thick stench of burnt flesh.  Raven and 
Merrick looked to the back of the pub.  There they saw the hooded man standing there still 
pointing at the bar where the bartender once stood.  A wisp of smoke still curled up from the tip 
of his slender finger.  He slowly reached up and pulled his hood back revealing an elfin face.
     “I couldn't let such a glorious battle end that way,” the mysterious elf said.
     He continued to point at them.  Raven leaned over the bar and looked at the burnt man.  Just 
as she suspected.  He worn a skull ring on a chain around his neck.  It must have fallen out when 
he was hit by elf‘s magic.  Suddenly there were shouts from outside.
     “It seems that the city guards have been alerted,” Merrick announced
     “Yes, we should leave.  By the way, my name is Slink, my lady,” Slink said with a smile.  The 
smile he now wore reminded her so much of One Eyed Jack.  Merrick looked annoyed by this.  
She turned to where she was sitting with Jack earlier and was not surprised to see that he was 
gone.  What did take her by surprise was the jeweled dagger that was stuck into the tabletop.  She 
turned back to Slink.
     “I am Raven,”  She shook the hand that Slink had offered her.  “And you?”  She turned to the 
elf mage.
     “This is just what I wanted to avoid.  Well, at least I won't have to wander these lands alone,”  
he was muttering to himself.  He turned to the others.   “I am Lanneth.”
     “And I am Merrick, wandering minstrel, swashbuckler extraordinaire!” the bard exclaimed 
before being asked.
     No one seemed to be overly impressed with the title but Merrick continued to stand tall.  
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     “Follow me,” Raven ordered without explanation.  They headed for the back of the pub 
following Raven's lead.  Merrick grabbed his harp, putting it into it's case and hurried after his 
new found friends.  As Raven passed her table she pulled the jeweled dagger out of it leaving a 
little splinter it the table top.
     “Nice blade,” Slink said eyeing up the jeweled dagger.
     Raven didn't have to look at the blade to figure out what it was and what it meant.  It was a 
message from One Eyed Jack.  Like he had always said, 'an eye for and eye'.  This was the dagger 
that had taken his.  A dagger that once belonged to her.  She put the dagger in her empty thigh 
sheaths and continued toward the back of the pub without answering Slink.  The group entered a 
small and cluttered storeroom and headed out a backdoor.  They emptied out into a dark 
alleyway that ran behind the local businesses.  Surprisingly they met with no resistance.
     “It's too quiet, ”  Slink said in a low voice.   
     “I agree,” Raven whispered.
     “I could sing a heroic song,” Merrick said a bit loudly.
     “No!” Raven, Slink and Lanneth exclaimed in unison.
     “And be more quiet too.  I have an idea,” Raven whispered to the others.
     Raven led them thirty feet down the alley to a small steel plate imbedded in the cobblestone 
road.  She turned to Merrick.
     “Is that harp case of yours waterproof minstrel?” Raven asked the bard/
     “Yes it is.  Why?” Merrick asked
     But Merrick already knew the answer.  Raven bent down and searched the plate for a 
moment.  With a grunt she lifted the plate out of its recess and moved to the side revealing a dark 
hole leading down.
     “My, what big muscles she has,”  he whispered to Merrick.  
     Oh yes, he thought to himself, his eye's were fixated on her shapely backside.
     Raven quickly hurried everyone into the hole.   There was a series of metal rungs set into the 
side of the descending hole.  They were slippery, covered with grime and a growth of slimy 
fungus, but no one managed to fall.  In moments they were all in a small squarish chamber below 
the street.
     “Anyone got a torch?” Slink asked scanning the darkened room.
     “Not to worry,” Lanneth said.
     The elf chanted a few words.  Suddenly with a flash of bright light the end of his walking stick 
glowed with a steady amber light.  It took a moment for their eyes to adjust to the bright light.  
They all looked around and saw that they were in a small fifteen by fifteen foot chamber.  
Circular tunnels led off in all directions.  The group looked to Raven for an explanation.
     “We are in the sewer system under the city.  It is our only chance to escape Throffhorn 
without being detected.  And even then, I don't think it will be long before they figure out where 
we have went so let’s get moving,” Raven explained.  She ordered them all down the tunnel to 
their right.
     “Are you sure this is the right tunnel?”  Merrick asked.  He looked worried.
     “Do you doubt me?” she said and smiled deviously.
     Merrick saw that smile and was suddenly more confident.  He would brave the dark tunnels of 
Throffhorn’s sewer system for his lady.  Getting her desired results Raven ordered them forward.  
They traveled down the tunnel, Raven leading with Lanneth and his glowing walking stick 
second, Merrick following them and Slink bringing up the rear.  The tunnel slowly slopped 
downward and became damp.  Minutes later the tunnel was coated with a slimy film making it 
quite slippery.  Twice Slink had to catch Merrick from falling.  As they continued on the level of 
water in the bottom of the tunnel rose for a trickle to a puddle.  The puddle went from being at 
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their ankles to there knees, getting colder as they went.  After a half an hour the water was up to 
their waist.
     “Ah Raven?  Are we going to get out of here before the water reaches our necks?” Slink asked.
     “This water is level with the river.  The tunnel slowly slopes downward as we travel out.  I 
am hoping that the river is low.  Otherwise we may be in a bit of trouble,” Raven said.
     Merrick swallowed hard and held his harp case above the water.  They walk another couple of 
minutes and found the water level reaching their chests.  It was cold now and Lanneth's teeth 
began to chatter.  Fortunately for them they came to a rusted grate blocking off the exit to the 
tunnel.  Merrick was relieve yet concerned at the same time.  What if they had come all this way 
to be trapped by the locked grate?  What if there was a sudden surge of water and they were all 
drowned in this miserable place?  Before Slink could shimmy his way up to the front of the 
group and suggest that he find a way to pick its lock, Raven gave it a sturdy kick and knocked it 
out into the river.
     “Lanneth, dose that light,” Raven ordered.  Lanneth spoke a few words and the light went out.  
As their eyes adjusted to the sudden darkness she spoke to them.
     “We will wade out into the river and up to the bank but don't leave the river yet.  Let's have a 
look around to see what is happening first ok?” Raven explained.
     They all nodded in agreement.  
     “Be careful not to wade too far out though.  The river’s current is strong enough to pull you 
under,” she said to everyone but looked at Merrick when she spoke.  Merrick smiled back at her 
but she was already heading out of the tunnel and didn’t notice.
     One by one they slowly waded into the cold river and made their way to the river bank.  
Merrick even managed to do it without making much noise or being swept downriver by the 
swift current.  Partially hidden behind an old fishing boat they could see a bunch of men standing 
around a coach.  They looked very similar to the ruffians they had battled at the Golden Griffon.  
There was two men who looked familiar to Raven and Slink.  One was the guild master Herrod 
and the other was a man that could have been Slink -- tall, thin, dark mop of hair on his head.  
And in his hands he carried a strange box.  It was a small, roughly a foot and a half wide and just 
as tall.  It was made out of polished wood or marble or some other material that glittered in the 
surrounding torchlight.  It’s surface was smooth and showed no signs of a handle or clasps.
    “My mark.” Slink said at the same time as Raven did.  They looked at each other with surprise 
as the men by the coach began to speak.  They listened closely.
     “Godspeed to you Maxwell,” Herrod said to the mysterious man that looked like Slink.
     “And thank you Master Herrod.  To be honest I didn't think you were going to be able to pull 
it off.  You managed to kill two birds with one stone  That meddlesome   bounty hunter will die 
protecting her interests and Slink will be killed by the Flaming Skulls because he is in the 
possession of the ring you stole from your rivals,”  Maxwell said laughing.
     “Yes, all in one tidy package.  And the city will blame the Flaming Skulls for the whole 
incident taking some of the heat off my Shadow Daggers,” Herrod said.  They both laughed again 
as Maxwell put the strange box in the coach.
     “And to think that fool Slink bought the whole story about the ring belonging to a wizard that 
could have lead him to his prize?” Maxwell asked looking at the strange box.
     “Apparently.  Otherwise he wouldn't have been at the Golden Griffon.  I am sure that the 
sight of the elven mage that your men were tracking backed up my story.  Just like that bounty 
hunter believed everything that One Eyed Jack had told her,” Herrod answered.  They both 
laughed again at length.     
     “Good luck with your package.  By tomorrow night you should be safe in WoodVale.  
Demmer will 
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be able to help you once you get there,” Herrod continued.
     They shook hands, exchanging something in Thieves Cant that Slink couldn’t quite make out, 
and Maxwell entered the coach.  Raven watched the coach ride out of the stable gates into the 
dark night.  Slink glared at Herrod.
     “I was set up,” Slink snarled.
     “So was I,” Raven said holding Slink back, “there will be another day.”  Slink eased back.  
Raven turned to her other two friends.
     “Well my fellow accomplices, it looks like Slink and I are off to WoodVale.  Are you two with 
us?” Raven asked.
     “We do not seem to have much choice,” Lanneth said quietly.  Deep down Lanneth was 
happy about leaving the city and getting back to the forest.  Merrick bowed as best he could 
considering the position he was in.
     “My fair lady, I will follow you anywhere,”  Merrick said.
     Slink whispered to Lanneth.  “Yeah, following right behind her.”  He winked at the elf.
     Disgusting humans, Lanneth thought to himself.
     “Great.  Just don't sing ok?”  she asked and then laughed.
Slink and Lanneth began to laugh too.
     “Why?!?”  Merrick asked confused.
     They crawled out of the river and hurried toward the stable’s gates.  They borrowed a few 
horses that had been tethered there and rode out of the city heading towards WoodVale.
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6

Durenda

     Durenda entered the bustling trade city of Throffhorn through its southern city gates, the 
Woodland Gate, and she wandered through its many streets with a heavy mind.  She had been 
lost in thought ever since she had left her small home in the Sacred Grove of Tharn and traveled 
to the city.  She could not, in her mind, figure out how her life had become such a contradiction of 
it's self.  She had always been a child of nature.  It was in her blood -- literally.  
     Generations ago one of her ancestors had been a Fey woman.  A Dryad actually. That woman 
had given birth to a half Fey, half human baby.  Ever since that birth many of her descendants 
had been given the gift of Faerie magic and a strong tie to the forces of nature and usually became 
druids.  This was especially true in female offspring like Durenda.  As she grew up in the care of 
the druids in the Sacred Grove, Durenda discovered that she had a natural affinity for nature and 
natural things.  Her garden was always the big, brightest and greenest and even prospered under 
the worst of conditions.  Her plants thrived when no one else’s did.  And her life oak grew 
mighty in the few years since being planted in her adolescence.  It was no surprise to any one 
when she was chosen to be a future caretaker of the sacred grove.  Once a generation the most 
promising of druids was selected for the honor.  Their duty was to protect the scared grove, 
making sure it survived any threat from the outside world.  It was an honor to even be considered 
for the position much less be granted it.  And even more so at the a young age of fifteen.  
Durenda was thrilled when she was told, much to the pleasure of the elder druids of the Sacred 
grove.  It had been her life long dream and the reason for her intense studies.  He parents would 
have been so proud.  For days she ran about the grove laughing and singing causing the grove to 
bloom in wild colors, reacting to her cheerful mood.  But that didn't last long.  
     It was a few weeks after that joyful day went the dreams began to occur.  At first they were 
little more than feelings of foreboding and nervousness.  Durenda thought they were just 
butterflies that she was feeling toward her upcoming induction into the ranks of druids and 
druidess of the sacred grove.  One day she even approached a fellow druidess and spoke to her 
about it.  The druidess reassured her that it was in fact just her being nervous.  
     But days later the dreams started to take shape in her mind.  At first she would dream about a 
lone candle flickering in a dark void.  Next she started dreaming about dancing around a campfire 
dressed in silky Fey dresses.  Her dancing would cause the campfire to roar into a huge bonfire.  
And yet in another dream the bonfires would roar out of control and burn the sacred grove down.  
She would wake up every night in a cold sweat unable to fall back asleep.  Weeks after the 
dreams came the daydreaming.  She would find herself wandering in secluded locations of the 
sacred grove, not knowing how she got there, and left with the vague notion of thinking about 
fire.  The mere sight of flames, as little as a candle flame, would put her into a trance.  She would 
often turn a candle side to side and watch the flame consume and melt the wax away.  Then, the 
day before, she had the urge to start a fire, right in the middle of the grove, she deiced it was time 
to get some help.  She was a child of nature and was to become a tender of the forests in less than 
a month.  How could she have such destructive thoughts about fire.  Her whole life was about 
creation not destruction.  How could she be expected to protected her precious trees when all she 
wanted to do was to burn them down?  She had to seek help before the other Druids of the grove 
found out.  She had often heard stories about the city of Throffhorn and knew that 
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there were great healers there.  Maybe if she snuck out early in the morning and sought one of 
them out, she could get her cure and be back before anyone knew the better.  She had felt that 
way the day before, but not this morning she wasn’t so sure.
    Durenda eventually wandered into the temple district of Throffhorn and found an Empath's 
Guild.  She quickly entered and saw many people waiting to see the healers.  Even though she 
was in a hurry to return to the Sacred Grove wanting to sneak back in without discovery, she 
sighed and took her place in line.  She looked around the room and was shaken by what she saw.  
So many sick and ill people filled the room.  It was warm and stuffy, nothing like the great open 
expanses of her forest home.  Most people had sniffles, which wasn't to uncommon considering 
it was early Autumn and the first days of the allergy season.  Durenda saw one man who had a 
bloodied bandage wrapped around his knee covering a stump where his leg use to be.
     “God damn her!  I'll get her for what she has done to my leg!” screamed an injured man who 
was holding the bandaged stump.  Durenda looked wide eyed at the man and then his leg.  An old 
lady that was standing next to Durenda leaned over in a fit of coughing.
     “There was some sort of fight last night at the riverfront,” said the sick lady.  Cough, cough.  
“He should feel lucky that it was only his leg that he lost and not his life.”  Cough.  “Some sort 
of renegade adventurers, a woman, a nasty thief, some bard that couldn't sing and a elfin mage.  
Can you imagine?  I heard that he was the only survivor.”  Cough, cough, cough!  “I heard that 
they slaughtered the poor barkeep too.  Achoo!”
    “Bless you.  That is just horrible.  I hope that they find those viscous people and  bring them 
to justice,” Durenda said.
     The old woman looked at her for a moment and hobbled away without further conversation.  
Durenda supposed that she didn't seem to convincing to the old lady.  She did want to see those 
evil people brought to justice but her heart and mind just wasn't into voicing it.  They were both 
concentrating on getting better.    
     She had to wait over three hours to get to see an empath. It did nothing to help the 
nervousness she felt in her belly.  But when it was finally her turn she wished to herself that she 
would have had another three hours to wait.  What if the Empath found out that there something 
seriously wrong with her?  What if she was cursed or something, forced to leave her grove 
forever?
     Durenda was led into a small room by a nurse and told to sit on a small cot.  It seemed like 
hours before the Empath finally arrived. The Empath walked in and stood in front of her.  She 
was younger than Durenda would have thought.  Barley ten years older than her own tender age 
of fifteen.  But the healer wore a mask of aged stress across her face.  Fine lines creased her 
handsome face and a weariness clung to her like an oversized cloak.  A faint smile crossed her face 
as she stretched out her arms.  The woman's long white robes flowed from her making her look 
like an angel.  That image comforted Durenda a little.  Something inside her knew this woman 
would be able to help her.  
     The Empath placed her fingertips lightly on Durenda's temples without a word.  She closed 
her eyes and concentrated.  There was a moment of complete silence.  Durenda thought she felt a 
strange tingling sensation flutter gently across her mind.  Suddenly the Empath's eyes snapped 
open with surprise.  Durenda became worried.
     “What is it?” Durenda asked.
     “Nothing,” the Empath answered softly.
    “No really, you can tell me.  I am a big girl now,” Durenda said with her bravest face.  The 
petite druidess fidgeted on   the cot betraying the boldness in her voice.  Deep inside she was 
terrified by what 
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could possibly be wrong.
    “No, I mean there is nothing wrong with you.  At least not physically.  Why exactly did you 
come here to see me?” the Empath asked.  She told the Empath her whole story in detail. “I can 
see your reasons for concern.  But I have to be honest with you, there doesn't seem to be 
anything that I can do for you.  You will need to see the Seer Alexander,” the Empath continued.
     “Where would I find him then?”   Durenda’s voice was filled with anxiety.
     The Empath looked at her sadly.  “I am sorry but he is out of town for two months.  You 
could come back and see him then.  I could tell him you are coming.”
     Durenda’s spirits dropped.  That would be long after she had gone through her rights of 
passage within the grove.  She needed to clear up her problem up before the initiation.  Her fellow 
druids would surely detect her inner turmoil.  
     “Isn't there any other option?  I only have a few weeks,” the druidess asked.
     “He might see you in WoodVale.  He is busy but if you went there and told him your story, I 
am sure that he would help you,” the Empath answered.
     Durenda's mood immediately changed for the better.  A smile grew on her face.  It turned into 
a big grin as she lunged forward to hug the Empath.
     “Thank you, thank you!” she exclaimed.
   Durenda ran out of the room, out of the Empath's guild and down the road toward the coach 
house, determined to catch the next coach to Woodvale.  The Empath watched her as she ran 
away.
     “God bless you my child.  You are going to need it to face the troubles ahead of you,” the 
Empath said softly to herself before turning away.  The Empath returned to the growing line of 
coughs and sniffles.
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7

Moonstar and Gwereth

     Moonstar walked proudly through the Church District Of Throffhorn with her head held high.  
On her clerical robes, stitched across her chest which was also held high, was the emblem of her 
God, Thauaras.
Thauaras was the God of Nature and Woodlands.  Barley tilting her head from its regal position, 
she scanned the various churches and temples that lined the main street through the temple 
district.  To the far left and behind her was the Temple of Thauaras, which she had just left.  
Also a few steps behind her was her holy guide, Gwereth.  Moonstar was a good and just, kind 
and caring woman, but sometimes her pride in her God and her position in the church got the 
better of her.  That was where Gwereth came in.  Every priestess in the church of Thauaras was 
given an advisor, a counselor or sorts, to help them as they went out into the world to spread the 
word of Thauaras.  Moonstar was a gifted young woman, one that showed great promise in the 
eyes of the church elders.  As such, she was the youngest emissary that the church had.  And 
being the best of the next generation of priests and priestess, she was given the greatest tutor that 
the church had.  Gwereth.  
     He took a long look at the priestess as she marched in front of him.  He watched that usual 
regal step that filled her steps and the way that she held her head up no matter the situation.  He 
imagined the look that was surely to be in her eyes, a sense of pride, that sparkle of conviction, 
that faint hint of arrogance.  Moonstar carried the belief that she could accomplish anything even 
if it were on faith alone.  There was also that fiery temper of hers.  It was as red hot as the curly 
auburn locks that feel about her shoulders.  These were some of the many things that he had to 
deal with on a daily basis.  Whenever Moonstar left the church he was there with her.  When she 
needed guidance he guided her.  When she needed advising he advised her.  And when she needed 
humility he humbled her.  And with Moonstar that was often the case.  She could have a sharp 
tongue that would lash out without thought.  
     Today had been one of those days.  The two of them had just come from the Throffhorn 
chapter of the Thauaras faith.  They had met with the priests there to discuss the erection of a 
temple of their faith in the woodlands to the northwest beyond the town of WoodVale.  The 
priests had shown some concern about building a temple in that area due to the reports of goblin 
activity.  Moonstar had stood her ground and reminded the priests that Thauaras was the God of 
Woodlands and would not let a bunch of measly goblins stop such an important task.  This did 
not sit well with the priests.  A mere acolyte reminding them the ways of their God.  They did 
not comment on her words but Gwereth could see it in their eyes. And Moonstar was just getting 
started.  It only took one "silly priest" comment before Gwereth bid them farewell and rushed 
the priestess out of their chambers.  
     Gwereth caught up with the young priestess and walked stride for stride with her.
     “Did you really have to start in with the fathers like that Moonstar?  They were just pointing 
out a possible obstacle,” Gwereth inquired.  Moonstar continued to march proudly along the 
street without a word.  “You should learn to show more respect than that.  They are on our side, 
for Thauaras' sake,” Gwereth continued.  Still no comment from the defiant little priestess.  
Gwereth scowled at her.
     “Don't you look at me that way.  They gave us the final approval didn't they?  You should be 
happy that we are heading for the forest.  And not a minute too soon.  Your temperament is 
always better when we are out of doors,” Moonstar said.  She smiled a little and poked Gwereth 
in the ribs.
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 My temperament? Gwereth thought to himself.
     “One of these days that sharp tongue of yours is going to get you in trouble,” Gwereth 
warned her.
     “Sometimes you need to be assertive to get your point across,” Moonstar said.
     “Sometimes?!?  What did I do to deserve this?” the elder priest exclaimed.  Moonstar turned 
and flashed him one of her angelic smiles.  She twisted a curl of her lovely red hair.
      “Oh come on Gwereth, you know you love it,” she said with a thick smile.   She giggled a 
little and marched off toward the coach house.  Gwereth shook his head, again muttering under 
his breath.  But his mood was betrayed by a little smile that touched the corner of his lips.  Yes, 
he really did care for her.  She was like the daughter he never had.  He caught up with Moonstar 
as she rounded a corner.  They had arrived at the coach house.  There was a horse drawn coach 
awaiting them.  As they boarded Gwereth helped Moonstar up into the high stepped coach. 
Moonstar took the opportunity to poke some fun at the priest by commenting on his age.
     “I didn't think you were ever going to catch up old man,”  she laughing and patted him on the 
shoulder.
     Gwereth followed her into the coach muttering something about impetuous youth.  They had 
settled in and the coach had just started to move when they heard someone call out.
     “Wait! Wait, don't leave yet!” yelled a feminine voice.
     Gwereth looked out his window for a moment before signaling the coach driver to stop.  A 
minute later a young woman, who was dressed in green robes with long blonde hair that was in 
disarray, ran up to the coach.  Gwereth helped the petite form inside.
     “Thank Belonda that you stopped.  I thought I was going to miss the last coach to 
WoodVale,” the woman said as Gwereth finished pulling her up inside the coach.  Seeing the fiery 
look from Moonstar, the woman sat down next to Gwereth.
     “Great.  Another one that can't keep up.”  she said to no one in particular.  Gwereth flashed 
her a sharp look and turned back to the woman.
     “Belonda?” Gwereth questioned the woman.  The woman looked at him for a moment and 
then spoke.
     “Oh please, let me introduce myself.  I am Durenda, druidess of the Sacred Groves of Tharn, 
patron of Belonda the Goddess of the Woodland creatures,” Durenda announced.
    Moonstar looked at Durenda indifferently.  “Come to advise us not to cut down anymore of 
your precious trees?” she said.  Gwereth gave Moonstar a sharp look.  Durenda looked confused.
     “I am Gwereth, advisor to Moonstar.”  he said and pointed at the smug priestess.  “This here 
is Moonstar, priestess of Thauaras the God of Nature and Woodlands, which I am sure that you 
are familiar with.  We are on a mission to WoodVale to build a temple of Thauaras in the woods 
to the west of the village.”
     Durenda took it all in for a moment.  “I hadn't heard of that.  It must have been arranged 
during my absence from the grove.”
     “I'm not surprised that you didn't know.  It is only a matter of concern for important 
members of the Thauaras faith,” Moonstar said coldly.   Suddenly a devilish smile flashed on 
Durenda's face.
     “So then what concern is it of yours?” Durenda said innocently.   Moonstar's jaw fell open 
wide.  Gwereth shook his head and dropped his face into his hands.
     This is going to be a long ride, he thought to himself.  
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8

Tyrahne

     Tyrahne stood up and wiped the sweat off his brow.  Spending the morning chopping wood 
had been a good workout for him.  He was hot and sweaty and his muscles bulged, pumped from 
the hours of exercise.  His wood bins had been run low from the harsh winter of the year before 
and he had put it off long enough.  That morning he had decided to scour the woods for wind falls 
and other dead trees to cut up for fire wood.  He would never, ever cut down a living tree.  That 
would be sacrilege to his ranger beliefs.  
     He set his axe down next to the chopping block and grabbed a ladle out of a nearby bucket.  
He took a long drink of water from the ladle.  Surprisingly the water was still cool and had not 
warmed much in the growing day.  Dropping the ladle back into the bucket he tilted his head back 
and inhaled deeply.  He held the breath for a moment before exhaling with satisfaction.  The fresh 
clean smell of the forest and the nature it held was exhilarating to his senses.  Life as a wilderness 
ranger had been good to him.  The sense of freedom that it held was invigorating.  He had not a 
care in the world.  Survive the day and enjoy its rewards.  
     Just then a pair of blue bellied wood sparrows landed on a branch near him.  Tyrahne listened 
to the sweet song that twittered out of their beaks.  He whistled out a few notes that echoed the 
sparrow’s song.  They hoped slowly down the branch, closer to the whistling ranger and 
continued to sing to him for a moment before flying off.  Tyrahne smiled to himself as he 
watched them fly off into the bright blue sky.  
     He was felling very good about the day in general when the feeling came over him.  A sudden 
foreboding feeling washed over him with frightening speed.  There was a sense of dread that 
seemed to blanket the surrounding woods.  The woods became silent and still.  Tyrahne sniffed 
the air and studied the land for a moment.
     “GOBLINS!!!” Tyrahne exclaimed.  The ranger seemed to say this to the woods around him 
in warning.
     He could hear the faint sounds of horses galloping off in the distance.  They grew louder and 
louder with each passing moment.  Then e could hear the distinct sound of something he hadn’t 
heard in sometime -- clashing steel.  Tyrahne reached down and grabbed his axe.  He spun around 
and ran off toward the approaching sound of battle.  Within seconds he came to the clearing south 
of his cottage were the road between Throffhorn and WoodVale ran.  A small coach pulled by 
four white mares rounded the corner far off to his left.  Looking with his keen vision the ranger 
could see a small green humanoid attacking the coach driver, another one was trying to unhitch 
the team of horses, and a few more were attacking the coach itself.  Fortunately it looked like the 
people inside the coach were fighting back.  Thank god it wasn’t full of frightened nobles.  With 
incredible speed Tyrahne ran ahead to intercept the approaching coach.  The goblin at the hitch 
must have pulled its pin free for the team of horses continued to gallop passed Tyrahne and 
down the road as the coach veered off the road and smashed into a nearby oak tree.  The impact 
was strong enough to throw the driver and his attacker to the forest ground with a bone crunching 
thud.  A few of the goblins hanging on to the side of the coach were also catapulted to the ground.  
Tyrahne charged two of the foul creatures that were already getting up.  They were small, three 
to four feet tall with green skinned hairless bodies.  They had little beady yellow eyes sunk into a 
wicked face and sharp features.  They hissed at the ranger as they drew their 
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nasty little daggers.  With a mighty swing the ranger chopped the first goblin through the mid 
section.
     “Die foul creatures of darkness and filth!” Tyrahne exclaimed.
     The other goblin darted around him and swung its filthy dagger at his head.  Tyrahne ducked 
as he pulled his axe free from the slain goblin.  He swung his weapon around and chopped the 
goblin in the hip.  The little creature fell to the ground squealing madly but quickly died from its 
grievous wounds.  Tyrahne looked up to see another goblin fall from the coach with a dagger 
buried deep within its throat.  It gurgled once and died also.  The ranger took one step toward the 
ruined coach before the rest of the goblins hopped off it and fled into the forest.  One of the foul 
creatures stopped short of the trees and turned to the ranger.
     “You’s will pay for dis hooman!” the goblin cursed at Tyrahne.  It grunted and ran off into the 
forest.
     Tyrahne started in their direction for moment and considered giving them chase before a sound 
pulled him from his thoughts.  It was a woman’s voice.  He made haste to the overturned coach 
and opened its door.  It fell off its hinges in the rangers hands.  He threw it to the ground and 
leaned inside, reaching for the coach’s occupants.  A dazed Moonstar grabbed his hand and pulled 
herself out.  She was obviously trying to look like she was in control of the situation.  With the 
ranger’s help the priestess found her way safely to the forest ground.  Gwereth emerged from the 
coach next.
     “Thank you kind sir.  Thauaras has blessed us with your assistance,” a crumpled looking 
Gwereth thanked the ranger
     “You are very welcome.  Is everyone alright?” Tyrahne asked the winded strangers.
     Gwereth nodded affirmatively still trying to catch his breath.  Moonstar hurried over to the 
driver of the coach.  There was a muffled sound from inside the coach that immediately drew 
Tyrahne’s attention.  He leaned inside of the coaches doorway and help a bruised Durenda out of 
it.  Eyes met eyes and for a moment Tyrahne was speechless.  Durenda brushed a strand of 
blonde hair out of her eyes and attempted to smile.  Her step faltered a bit and Tyrahne offered 
his arm.  She accepted it and smiled more genuinely as he helped her down.  They joined Gwereth 
and together they walked over to Moonstar.
     “The driver is dead.  His neck is broken.  The goblin attacking him must have fled into the 
forest with the others,” she said as she looked up at the others.  Durenda shuddered at the sight 
of the twisted and broken form of the coach driver.  She huddled closer to Gwereth and Tyrahne 
who bowed their head for a moments silence.  
     Gwereth turned to the ranger.  “I am Gwereth, adviser to the priestess Moonstar.”  He 
pointed at Moonstar.  The priestess wave a hand of acknowledgement above her head as she 
continued to give last rites to the fallen driver.  “We are faithful servants of Thauaras.”  He 
extended a hand to the ranger.  Tyrahne shook his hand and then turned to face Durenda.  
     “And who may you be my lady?” He asked.   He took her hand in his and kissed it gently.
Durenda blushed slightly.  “I am Durenda, druidess of the scared grove of Tharn, patron of the 
Goddess Belonda.”  Her voice was as wavering as her legs were.
     Tyrahne bowed deeply.  “It is a pleasure to meet you lady Durenda.”  He stood there for a 
moment looking at her until the situation became awkward.  “Why don’t we give Moonstar a 
hand and then I can take you to my cottage.  You can freshen up there.” he offered.  This gave the 
situation time to relax.
     Gwereth and Tyrahne gave Moonstar a hand with burying the driver in a shallow grave not far 
from the crash site.  The men told her it was not necessary but she insisted in helping.  Once 
Moonstar set her mind to something she stuck with it.  Each of them prayed to their own gods 
before following Tyrahne to his home.  As they walked Gwereth and Tyrahne talked.
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     “Do you have any idea why the goblins would attack your coach?” he asked the priest.
     “I am not be certain but it may have to do with our current mission,” Gwereth responded.  
Tyrahne looked at him curiously.  “We are heading to WoodVale to meet with a guide that will 
bring  us to a certain location within the woods west of the town.  It is there that we intend to 
erect a new temple dedicated to Thauaras.  The priests in Throffhorn warned us about goblins in 
these parts but frankly I did not think they were bold enough to attack us this close to the city.”
     “Not usually.  Goblins don’t travel this far south and east unless provoked.  I can not imagine 
that building your  temple would be enough to provoke them.  I would think that they would be 
tempted by the resources it would bring them,” Tyrahne commented.  Gwereth looked at the 
ranger questionably.  He wished he hadn’t once he heard the explanation.
     “Food.  Man flesh,”  Tyrahne said grimly.  There was a moment of silence between them.  “I 
can help you get to WoodVale if you would like,” he said glancing at Durenda.  “I know the 
forest quite well and could steer you around possible goblin traps.  I also have some fine steeds at 
my cottage that would bear you to WoodVale quickly.”
     “That would be much appreciated.  I am not looking forward to marching the whole way to 
WoodVale on foot,” the priest said.  He laughed and the conversation became lighter between the 
two.  Moonstar fell in with Durenda behind the two men.
     “That was quite a show that you put on back there,” Moonstar said snidely.
     Durenda looked surprised.  “What ever do you mean?”  She spoke softly with her sweet 
voice.
     “We could all tell how you were swooning for the ranger back there.  It was obvious,”  
Moonstar accused the druidess.
     “I was shaken up by the crash and Tyrahne helped me out of the coach.  He was just being a 
gentleman,” Durenda insisted.
     “Those wobbly knees weren’t from the crash,” Moonstar said smiling viscously, “besides, 
Tyrahne wasn’t in the crash and he seemed weak in the knees also.”
    “Well, if he is sweet on me then so be it.  That wouldn’t be so bad,” Durenda said blushing as 
she looked ahead and stared at the tanned muscular bare back of the ranger.  She looked him up 
and down admiring the thick cords of muscle that made up his arms.  
     Yes indeed, she thought to herself.  Both women walked in silence each lost in their own 
thoughts.
     In moments they were standing in front of Tyrahne’s cottage.  It was neither big nor bold but 
in its own way it shouted “home”.  It’s wooden structure decorated by all sorts of clinging ivies 
made it appear to blend in with the rest of the surrounding woods.  Tyrahne showed them to a 
small water pump around the side and gave them a moment to wash up and enjoy a cool drink of 
water.  The ranger quickly retrieved a pack from inside his modest cottage.  He pulled out a green 
tunic and a vest of leather and immediately donned them.  Along with new clothing the ranger 
strapped a sheathed long sword to his belt.    
     Durenda was surprisingly disappointed when all his bulging muscles were covered by the 
shirt.  It was a disappointment that Moonstar hadn’t fail to notice.  Durenda caught the 
priestess’ eyes on her.  Moonstar smirked once and turned away.  Durenda blush slightly and 
also turned away.  Tyrahne waited for them to finish, before leading them around the cottage to a 
small fenced in corral.  The ranger readied a horse for each of them.
     “Mount up everyone.  We will be in WoodVale by dusk,” Tyrahne said offering each of them 
the reins of their horse.  Gwereth and Moonstar preceded to get up on their horses.  Durenda 
struggled with hers until Tyrahne went to her and offered her a hand up.  Durenda’s eyes 
immediately fell upon Moonstar who was watching the whole event.  She raised an eyebrow to 
the druidess in a silent ‘I-told-
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you-so’ and started laughing to herself.  Gwereth looked at the priestess and wondered what sort 
of mischievousness she was up to now.  But he got no answer from either the priestess or the 
poor harassed druidess.  With guilty pleasure Durenda accepted Tyrahne’s help.  With ease the 
ranger hoisted the petite druidess up onto her horse before mounting his own.  Taking the lead 
Tyrahne led them out of the corral and back to the forest road that led to WoodVale.
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9

Craedus

     Craedus was lost.  Not slightly lost but extremely lost.  He was a strong dwarves warrior, a 
cunning adversary and an expert miner, but when it came to reading a map he was at a loss.  It 
was a wonder how he had gotten this far.  It had been months since he had left his family in the 
Tower Peaks in search of the fabled Lost City Of The Dwarves.  The first leg of his journey was 
easy enough and he didn’t need a map to navigate his journey.  He was very knowledgeable when 
it came to the mountain peaks within his homeland.  He had traveled along the Towering Peaks to 
a winding mountain range called the Serpentine Mountains.  He had followed those peaks until 
they twisted away from his intended direction.  Then he had to leave the familiar mountains and 
head out across country to reach the Barren Peaks far to the southwest.  It was sometime during 
those days that he had first misread his map and made a wrong turn.  It was a turn that found him 
lost in a strange forest of man.  
     Craedus wandered for days without sight of anything familiar.  No mountains, no towns and 
nothing to battle.  It wasn’t long before he got sick of eating the roots and berries he had foraged 
from the forest.  He wanted to be back in the mountains were he could hunt for wild ram and goat 
or perhaps a mountain elk if he were lucky.  He craved anything that he could catch and roast 
over an open fire.  Hunting would also give him the opportunity to swing his huge double bladed 
battle axe a bit.  Craedus craved battle almost as much as the location of the Lost City.  All 
dwarves in the Tower Peaks were renown for their love of battle but in Craedus there burned a 
lust for it.  The clash of steel and the roar of battle lit a fire in his soul.  Thinking of it made him 
long for his mountainous home and the warring with their giant kin rivals.  He didn’t want to be 
lost in the realm of man in the center of a thick stifling forest. 
     It felt so muggy and suffocating within the trees, nothing like the great wide expanses that the 
mountains afforded him.  He could barely taste any fresh air down below the canopy of trees that 
kept it forever dusk.  It had been days, or maybe even weeks, since Craedus lost track of time 
within the forest.  He almost jumped for joy when he reached a small creek.  After a failed 
attempt at catching fish bare handed, and an anger fueled attempt to bash them with his battle 
axe, he followed the twisting creek through the forest hoping for a break in the trees.  He was 
very disappointed, and angered, when three days later the creek ended up in a small algae coated 
pond.  Craedus was swearing to his gods when he noticed a strange group of trees on the other 
side of the pond.  He fought the urge to cast his battle axe into the water in complete anger.  He 
was no tracker and couldn’t even guess what type of trees they were, but he did know that they 
were different than the rest.  He skirted the pond the best he could, managing to only soak one 
boot, and found that the forest thinned out beyond those new trees.  
   Picking up the pace Craedus hurried off along this new direction.  Within half an hour he came 
to a small dirt road winding through the forest.  He walked out to the middle of the road, which 
he though was more like a wide path.  He looked to what he thought was north and south.  As far 
as he could tell to the north the road traveled quite far ahead before turning to the left and behind 
some trees.  To the south the road took a sharp right behind those strange trees he had followed 
out from the pond.  Craedus withdrew his map from his backpack and began to the scribbles on 
it.  He could not find anything on it that looked like the road to him.  
   He was still studying the map when the sound came to him.  He was looking at the map so 
intently that he didn’t realize that it was the sound of galloping horses.  As the sound grew 
louder that little voice in 
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the back of his head that would singing to him during battle urged him to look up.  He finally did 
and had only seconds to decide his next course of action.  Craedus’ stubby yet powerful legs 
hurled him to the side of the road.   He jumped out of the way of four horses that suddenly 
rounded the corner to the south.  They came to a halt as Craedus picked himself up.
   “What it Thauaras’ Fist was that?” Gwereth cursed, disappointed in the delay.
   Moonstar scolded Gwereth for swearing as Tyrahne guided his horse over the spot were the 
dwarf had landed.
  “Who is Thauaras?” asked the dwarf as he brushed the dirt from off his tunic and pant legs.  
Everyone on horseback looked at the dwarf with a startled look.  The dwarf was short and stout, 
like all dwarves tended to be, and was very hairy.  He had long dark brown hair that was pulled 
back behind his head , tied together with a thick cord.  It ran down his back in a thick clump.  He 
had a weathered face creased with lines, a thick wide nose in its center, and eyes filled with an 
untamed look.  A bushy moustache framed his upper lip while a snarled beard framed the lower 
one.  The end of his long beard was braided with a fine golden string.  He was dressed in dirty 
clothes that no doubt hid his armor.  He had a bulging pack on his back and a mighty battle axe on 
his belt.  It was Moonstar that finally broke the silence.
   “Thauaras is the god of these woods.  He is the one who gave you the insight to jump clear of 
our horses before we tramped you to death,” Moonstar answered.
   Craedus looked at the priestess with a look of disbelief.  “Bah!  I am protected by Khom, Lord 
of the mountains.”  
   “Funny, I don’t see any mountains around here.  I think it was Thauaras that was watching 
over you,” Moonstar said.
   “You mean got me lost in those trees in the first place,” Craedus announced.  “No, Khom 
watches over me when I am gone from my mountain homeland.”
   The dwarf’s words irritated Moonstar.  She was about to say something else when Gwereth 
came to her side and hushed her.  Tyrahne dismounted and walked over to the dwarf.  Durenda 
giggled when she saw how Tyrahne had to bend slightly to address the dwarf.  Tyrahne was 
easily two feet taller than the dwarf.
   “Hail and well met friend.”  Tyrahne said and extended a hand to Craedus.  The dwarf shook it 
with his small yet strong hand.  “I am Tyrahne, a ranger of these woods.  These are my 
companions, Moonstar, a priestess of Thauaras, her advisor Gwereth, and Durenda, a druidess of 
the Sacred Grove of Tharn.”  Tyrahne gestured at each one as he introduced them.  Craedus 
looked them over a moment and then introduced himself also.
  “I am Craedus Stonebeard of the Stonebeard clan, eighth tribe of Grudus Strongaxe of the 
Towering Peaks.  May your beard grow long,” Craedus said proudly.  He bowed to them.  
Tyrahne bowed back.
   “You are a long way from home mighty Craedus.  What brings you here to our woods on this 
fine day?” Gwereth asked already forgetting his anger.
   “I am in search of the fabled Lost City of the Dwarves, but it seems like my mapmaker has 
made an error.  Now I am lost and in need of provisions,” Craedus explained holding his map out 
for Tyrahne to see.  The ranger leaned over and noticed that there was no noticeable error on the 
map but decided not to tell the dwarf.
   “You can get provisions and a new map in WoodVale.  It is only a few leagues to the west and 
north of here,” Tyrahne said.  He pointed in the direction that Craedus had already decided was 
north.  He looked unbelievably at the ranger for a moment.  “If you would like, you can join us.  
The ladies could share a horse and you could use theirs.”  Moonstar and Durenda glared at each 
other and then at Tyrahne in 
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protest of Tyrahne’s idea.  But before either of them could voice their opinion Craedus spoke.
   “Nay.   Horses are for men to ride.  I will walk,” the dwarf said waving the offer away with his 
hand.  Tyrahne nodded and got back up on his horse.
   “Suit yourself.  Maybe we will meet again in WoodVale,” he said.  Both of the women sighed a 
breath of relief.
   “Maybe,” Craedus said indifferently.
   “Fare thee well master dwarf,” Tyrahne said.
   One after another they bid the dwarf farewell and rode off leaving him to his thoughts.  Craedus 
adjusted his pack and started his journey to Woodvale down the road he just knew headed north.
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10

Maxwell Confronted

     All four of them sat at a small corner table, Raven and Lanneth on one side with Slink and 
Merrick facing them.  Merrick had tried to maneuver himself into the spot across from Raven but 
to no avail.  She had plans to discuss with Slink.  The group had arrived in WoodVale just as 
dawn was approaching.  They had little choice in inns, for the town only had three small ones, 
but the decision came easy for Raven.  She had picked the One Eyed Basilisk.  Everybody knew 
why she had picked this particular inn even before she kicked at its sign and spat out his name.  
     “Jack!” she had snarled.  She was after One Eyed Jack.  
     That was fine with Slink.  He was counting on the fact that Jack was with Maxwell.  He was 
the one Slink was after.  He was now more that just “a hit” that Slink was tracking for sport.  It 
had nothing to do with the bounty anymore.  Once Maxwell had drawn Herrod, the Shadow 
Daggers and just about every thug in Throffhorn into his tangled web and spun them around 
Slink, it became personal.  Slink’s whole career as a thief was based on two things: anonymity 
and his calm, collected sense of mind.  He had lost the first in Throffhorn.  He was about to lose 
the other here in Woodvale.  It was a rare occasion when Slink lost his temper but when he did, 
the recipient was always sorry that the rogue did.  
     So, as Raven and Slink mulled over their plans for Jack and Maxwell, Slink’s temper became 
sharp and fine tuned.  It became the perfect compliment for the growing rage within Raven, blunt 
and devastating.  She would not suffer betrayal again.  Especially so close to the heart.  Neither 
Merrick nor Lanneth spoke much during the conversation.  The mage for the most part seemed to 
stare ahead with a strange frown on his face.  Merrick wasn’t sure whether it showed displeasure 
about his companions plans that he was having some sort of unpleasant daydream.  He did notice 
that occasionally the mage’s melancholy eyes would shift quickly in Raven’s direction for a 
moment and then back into space.  Merrick thought that maybe Lanneth had heard something in 
the pair’s conversation he did not agree with but chose to stay silent.  The bard on the other hand 
was a bit more vocal about the plans that were being formed around him.  Here and there Merrick 
would point out parts of the plan that he could not or would not do.  He pointed out that while 
Slink was an agile rouge and Raven was a powerful warrior, Lanneth and himself were neither.  
     It was after Merrick’s third objection that Raven took a moment to stretch and look about the 
room.  It was a small dining hall.  There were a half a dozen simple wooden tables, each 
surrounded by four wooden chairs.  Besides their group the hall was currently empty except for a 
maid who was wiping down the tables.  Raven noticed for the first time the daze that Lanneth 
was in.  He was staring intently out the window with that strange look she had seen him wear the 
day before.  Raven supposed that it was probably hard for him to be inside a town again, even 
though Woodvale was basically a bunch of buildings among the trees of the forest.  Maybe it was 
the stuffy little room that they were in.  Maybe he was just homesick.  Raven could relate to 
that.  She hadn’t returned to her home for over three years and she still got homesick on occasion.  
     She turned to Slink again and they recounted all the information that they had managed to 
gather that day.  It had been an easy task tracking Maxwell down once they started to ask 
around.  WoodVale rarely saw any strangers other than the merchants that arrived daily from 
Throffhorn.  Maxwell and his cohorts had come to town disguised as Throffhorn nobles on their 
way further north.  While this made it easy to 
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find them, it make them a lot less accessible.  It seemed that the locals met even less nobles and 
were doing everything in their power to make sure their special guests were well treated and very 
comfortable.  That meant not letting then be disturbed by anyone.  Raven and Slink were able to 
find out where they were staying and what room, but were not able to get to the room.  They 
decided that the best course of action would be to sneak into Maxwell’s inn late at night.  The 
forest canopy blocked out most of the moonlight which would provide perfect cover for them.  
And there was another way that the forest could aid them.  WoodVale was built in and around 
the trees of the forest in an attempt to not disturb that natural order of things.  This meant that 
some buildings were built around and between trees.  Sometimes within the trees thick branches.  
What resulted was a wooden maze made of lattices and braces connecting all manner of trees and 
buildings.  It would be possible for the four of them to travel all the way to Maxwell’s inn 
without ever stepping foot on the ground.  This would allow them to avoid WoodVale’s watch 
guards who patrolled the forest floor.  The four of them could easily take the guards by force but 
they were just innocents obstacles.  Raven did not want to be marked as an outlaw in yet another 
town or city.  The plan was to travel through the town from tree to tree and building to building 
until they reached Maxwell.  There they would give him the surprise of a lifetime.  Merrick 
wasn’t to happy about the plan in general but could find little to object to.  He figured that it was 
the best he was going to get out of Raven.
     “So, now that we know what we are going to do and when, lets go prepare,” she said.
     Everyone got up wordlessly and followed Raven up to their room.  Merrick ran the plan 
through his head trying to think of something that he could dispute or improve on.  Lanneth still 
wore his face of indifference and Slink beamed with the thought of impending revenge.  Once they 
reached their room each one of them prepared their own way.   Raven excused herself to the small 
washroom off of the main bedroom and donned her flexible studded leather mail.  She belted on 
her long sword and the jeweled dagger to her thigh sheath and headed back to the bedroom.  Slink 
was going through a huge collection of knives that he had laid out on the table, testing the point of 
each ones blade, looking for the right one to stick into Maxwell.  Merrick looked at the pile with 
amazement.  He was surprised to see how many knives the rouge had hidden on himself at any 
given time.  He looked up once to admire Raven and the way her black leather armor clung tightly 
to her form before returning to the soothing melody that he was playing on his harp.  Lanneth 
was quietly sitting, legs crossed, at the foot of the bed studying one of the huge tomes that he 
carried with him.  It was perhaps an hour later when Raven spoke.
     “Well my friends it is time,” she said.  She let her hand fall away from the medallion around 
her neck.
     Slink chuckled evilly as they all got up and headed toward the window.  Raven threw it open 
and felt a cool breeze flow over her.   She could hear the crickets chirping outside now that 
Merrick had stopped playing his harp.  One by one they shimmied out the window and onto a 
large oak beam that connected the One Eyed Basilisk to a nearby tree.  The tree was enormous.  
It had to be at least twenty five feet thick.  As they slowly made their way across the branch 
Lanneth held out his hand and caressed its cold bark.  Pangs of homesickness ran through him.  
He quickly turned from the tree and forced the thought of home out of his mind.  Raven nudged 
him along.  They made good time walking from rooftop to rooftop, but the longer they walked 
the more Merrick seemed to falter.
     “Are you ok Merrick?” Raven asked the bard.
     “Yes, I just don’t like heights very much,” Merrick answered.
     The bard tried his best to act bravely, especially in front of Raven but she could see the fear 
that danced in his eyes.  She looked at Slink.  He had noticed it too.  They needed to reach 
Maxwell’s inn as 
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quickly as possible.  Raven decided to steer them in a more direct route, hoping to cut their travel 
time significantly.  Slink was about to question her decision to deviate from their plan but stayed 
quiet after getting a hushed look from her.  She quickly led them up and down beams that were 
tilting at greater and greater angles as they traveled to the northern part of WoodVale.  They 
circled one particularly large tree and found that the other side the beam they were following 
abruptly ended.  Raven looked across the way and saw that their destination was within reach.  
One last obstacle and they would be at Maxwell’s inn.  And that was were she would find One 
Eyed Jack.  She turned to address the others.
     “Sorry guys, but we are going to have to jump across to the other side.  The inn that Maxwell 
is staying at it right on the other side,” she said and pointed across the gap to a  multi-leveled 
building built right out of a large oak tree.  
     “Raven, couldn’t we just climb down the tree here and head over to the inn on the ground?” 
Merrick asked nervously.
     “The whole reason we are up here is to avoid the patrol on the ground.  I’m sorry Merrick but 
we need to finish this up here in the trees,” Raven explained.  Merrick grew silent.
     Raven looked at Merrick.  He was staring wide eyed at the large gap that  laid out ahead of 
him.  It was going to take more than a little persuasion to get him to jump.  Slink obviously 
thought that action was better than words.  He took a step back, got a running start, and then 
jumped.  With a graceful arc he flew through the air and gently landed on a platform opposite the 
gap without a sound.  He turned to his friends and raised his arms high in a silent “Ta-da!”  
Instead of bolstering Merrick’s self confidence it only added to his anxiety.  It was Lanneth, who 
was usually quiet, stepped forward and spoke directly to the shaken bard.
     “Merrick.  Take a good look at the gap that looms before you.  Go ahead and take a good 
look,” Lanneth started.  The bard’s eyes grew wide as he cautiously peered over the edge.  Raven 
suddenly became worried.  What was the elf up to? “Take a good look at how insignificant it is 
compared to you.  To you who is of elfin blood.  Can you feel it in your veins.  Urging you on.  
Daring you to prove the greatness of your birth blood.  You can do it Merrick,” Lanneth 
continued.
     At first there was no change in Merrick.  Then slowly the fear in his eyes faded and the look 
of anxiety slipped away.  He backed up much like Slink did and ran toward the end of the beam.  
With a mighty leap Merrick threw himself into the air.  With a thud he landed on the other 
side...barely.  He laid on the far side with his legs dangling over the edge.  He let out a loud grunt 
as Slink grabbed his arm and half dragged him onto the platform.
     “Great job elf buddy.  You made it across,” Slink congratulated him.
     “Only half way though,” Merrick said thinking about his less than gracefully landing.  He 
looked disappointed with himself.
     “That is because you are only a half-elf,” Slink mused.  He smiled at the bard.
     Merrick couldn’t help but laugh at Slink’s comment as he stood up and brushed himself off.  
Raven quickly jumped across to join them with Lanneth following right behind her.  Slink was 
amazed at how easily the elf hurdled the gap.  Maybe there was something to his speech about 
the elfin blood line.  Raven walked over to Merrick and patted him on the back.
     “Good job Merrick.  I knew you could do it,” Raven complimented the bard.  She knew that 
any sort of praise from her would have Merrick following her even more intently for days to 
come but it was worth the look of pride that shone in his face.  She knew that Merrick wouldn’t 
be any more trouble tonight.
     Their moment of celebration was cut short when a faint glow was cast upon them.  They 
quickly 
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ducked into the shadows of a nearby branch.  They watched as three of the towns watchmen 
slowly walked along the path that led under the gap they had just jumped across.  Raven felt her 
heart beat in her chest as the guard paused for a moment.  The trio looked around scanning the 
nearby trees.  Had the watchmen seen them?  Heard them?  One of the guards said something 
making another guard laugh out loud.  With that they continued on with their patrol.  A minute 
later the guards were gone and the foursome was lost in the darkness of the night once again.  
Raven urged them on toward Maxwell’s inn.  
     Scurrying along a thick branch they found a small window near the roof’s peak.  It was locked 
but Slink had his lock picks out and worked on it quickly.  It popped open in no time.  The 
window opened to a dimly lit hallway.  They all crawled in through the window and into the inn.  
Raven gasped with excitement.  Without word she held up four fingers and pointed down the 
hallway.  Slowly the group crept down the hall to the fourth door on the right.  Slink gently 
touched the doorknob and gave it slight turn.  For some reason it wasn’t locked.  Slink found that 
strange.  For all of Maxwell’s precautious leaving the door unlocked was out of character.  Did 
they have the right room?  Raven and Slink cautiously crouched down and pressed an ear against 
the door.  Lanneth and Merrick waited contently behind them trying to make sense out of the 
muffled sounds coming from behind the door.
     “I do not care if Lord Braneth is awaiting the Crynexicon.  I will not deliver the cube to him 
until I discover its full powers and what they are capable of.  I will not turn it over until I 
discover   its full potential,” said a voice that sounded like Maxwell’s
    “But Lord, the Crynexicon is crucial to the war,” said a man’s voice.  Neither Raven nor Slink 
recognized this voice.  Could this have been the voice of Demmer, Maxwell’s contact?
     What war? Raven thought to herself.
     “Plotting against the Houkahtan army is not what I would call a wise choice, even with the 
power of the Crynexicon,” said Maxwell’s voice.
     “You forget about the wizard.  Almaxus is very powerful and influential,” said a voice that 
Raven instantly recognized.  One Eyed Jack’s voice.  Raven stiffened when she heard his voice.  
Slink put a hand on her shoulder to calm her.  But who was this Almaxus?  Raven had never 
heard of him.
     “Is everything a game of subterfuge to you One Eye?” said Maxwell’s voice.
     “That’s how the world goes ‘round.  Double dealings and double crossings.  Get use to it,” 
said One Eyed Jack’s voice.  There was a muffled sound as if a chair suddenly scrapped against 
the floor.
     “Do not presume to tell me the ways of life cyclops, less you lose your other eye.  We will 
rule the world through power and force not by sneaking around in the shadows.  When the time is 
right we will use the power of the cube and conquer all.  Ezmerelda are you ready?” asked 
Maxwell’s voice.
     “Yes m’lord,” said a woman’s raspy voice.  Raven figured that the croaking voice belonged to 
an aged woman.
     “Gentlemen?” said Maxwell’s voice.  There was the sound of shuffling feet.  “Open the gate 
witch!”
     Raven and Slink looked at each other as the crackling sound of arcane magic grew in the room 
beyond.
     “NOW!” Raven shouted.  She stood up and kicked the door in almost wrenching it from it’s 
hinges.
     Slink darted into the room, quickly followed by Raven and Merrick, with Lanneth standing in 
the open doorway.  There were so many people in the small room that he could advance no 
further.  Maxwell and his cohorts spun around to face their assailants.  Raven could see a glowing 
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door shaped object behind them.  It seemed to ripple like the surface of a lake.  In a flash 
everyone drew their weapons and charged their opponents.  One Eyed Jack moved to confront 
Raven while the other man, who was obviously Demmer, closed on Merrick.  Slink slipped 
around the group and headed for the 
shimmering portal where Maxwell and a strange woman stood.  Maxwell was barking orders at 
her as she continued to chant and wave her arms about.  As she did the doorway grew brighter 
and brighter.  Raven brought her long sword down on One Eyed Jack but he was able to block it 
with one of his main gauche.
     “Just couldn’t bare to live without me could you honey?” One Eyed Jack said taunting Raven.
     “You are going to lose that tongue of yours next,” Raven snapped.
     Raven swung her sword low and was blocked again by one of One Eyed Jack’s twin blades.  
As he held her sword pinned he swung his other blade high and sliced into her shoulder.  Next to 
them Merrick had drawn his short sword and swung it at Demmer.  Although the man was very 
large and was wearing bulky chain mail he was faster.  He jump out of the way of the bard’s 
attack and brought his own short sword down across Merrick’s chest slashing him viciously.  
Almost immediately the bard became sluggish.  He made one feeble attempt to strike Demmer 
and fell to the floor in an unmoving heap.
     “One down!” Demmer cheered.  He turned and headed toward Lanneth just as the mage began 
to chant.  Slink had finally reached the glowing portal but was stopped by his imposter, 
Maxwell.
     “So, finally we meet pawn,” Maxwell said raising a massive silver sword.
     “I am nobodies pawn,” Slink snarled.  He spun to one side, ducking and avoiding a sudden 
sword attack, and brought a dagger up under Maxwell’s breastplate.  The knife struck home.  
Maxwell laughed and grabbed the stunned rogue by the neck with a thick steel gauntlet, Slink‘s 
dagger still stuck between his ribs.
     “It seems like your puny mortal weapons can not harm me.  Too bad for you,” Maxwell said 
laughing evilly.  There was a faint buzzing noise and then Maxwell’s gauntlet snapped to life.  
The blue-white glow of electricity ran down the metal gauntlet and enveloped Slink’s head.  
Slink’s body jerked violently about thrashing in Maxwell’s grip before going limp.  Maxwell 
threw the body aside.  Slink fell into a heap twisted like a forgotten rag doll.
     “Jack, quit dancing with your wench and come through the gate,” Maxwell ordered.
     Demmer swung at Lanneth missing him but interrupted his spell in the process.  Demmer was 
trying to pull his blade free from the doorframe where it was stuck when he heard his master’s 
order.  The warrior slowly backed away from the mage, abandoning his weapon, and retreated 
toward the glowing gateway.  Lanneth began to prepare another spell, this time aiming for One 
Eyed Jack.
     “Well time for me to go sweetheart and time for you to die,”  One Eyed Jack said.  
     He lunged one of his blades at her.  She jumped to one side and swung her sword at Jack’s 
exposed chest.  He spun to one side barely avoiding her attack.  As she stepped past him, he 
brought his elbow down hard on the back of her head.  Raven fell to the floor in a daze.  Jack 
stepped back and retreated into the gate.  Raven looked up to see One Eyed Jack half submerged 
within the shimmering portal.  The half of him that was within the shimmering light seemed to 
waver as if it were underwater and then faded away.
     “Until we meet again my sweetheart,” he said blowing her a kiss.
     “Count on it One Eye,” Raven said staring coldly at One Eyed Jack.  
     With his devilish grin, that told her that he was counting on their next meeting, he stepped 
fully through the gate and vanished.  A fraction of a second after Jack disappeared a magic missile 
slammed into the portals rippling surface.  A strange thing happened then.  The faint humming 
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that the gate was producing turned into a wailing high pitched squeal as the gate turned from a 
passive blue to a fiery red.  It began to pulsate slowly at first and then faster and faster.  At its 
last moment the gate flashed brightly with a sickening crimson burst and then winked out of 
existence.  Raven shook her head as Lanneth helped her up.
     “I am sorry Raven.  I tried to get him for you....”  Lanneth said softly.
     “It’s ok Lanneth.  I think you got him,” Raven said as she rubbed the back of her head.  A 
large goose egg was already forming there.  Slink was still stunned from Maxwell’s shocking grasp 
but was still alive.  They sat him up and leaned him against the nearby wall.  Raven was relieved 
when he began to stir.
     “Ugh.  Wazzzit.  Uh.  W-What happened?” Slink asked weakly.
     “Maxwell zapped you with some sort of electrical spell from his gauntlets.  You are lucky to 
be alive,” Lanneth said.   Slink looked at the two of them.
     “And the half breed?” Slink asked.  They all looked at the bard’s prone form.  
     Raven rushed over to him and turn him over.  Merrick had a deep gash across his chest that 
was still bleeding.  Carefully she tore a long piece off of the bard’s cape and bandaged his wound.  
Raven was not sure if he was alive or dead until he began to stir.  Slink managed to drag himself 
over to the fallen bard.
     “Let me see that wound,” Slink said weakly.  He looked at it closely and noticed a bit of 
foamy yellow ichor surrounding the wound.   “It’s Sickle Berry Juice,” he continued.  Raven and 
Lanneth looked at the rouge curiously.  “Its a highly concentrated form of sleeping agent.  I use it 
myself sometimes.  He should be ok in a little bit.  The cut looks worse that the poisoning does.”  
     As they waited for Merrick’s poisoned slumber to wear off they searched the room.  Maxwell 
left nothing behind that would offer a clue as to where they were headed.  Lanneth had been 
looking out the windows again.  This time he wasn’t longing for the great outdoors but a strange 
glow to the north.  He turned around with ashen face.
     “My God!  The city is on fire!” he screamed.
     Raven grabbed the groggy Merrick and hauled him out of the room as they all scrambled for a 
way out of the inn.
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11

Forest Fire!

     Tyrahne, Durenda, Moonstar and Gwereth reached the WoodVale main gates around dusk.  
Just inside the city they found a place to board their steeds for the night.  The stables consisted 
of a single roomed barn, and while their inn wasn’t much bigger, they were more than happy to 
be off their horses.  They all decided a good night sleep was in order before they went their 
separate ways in the morning.  Moonstar and Gwereth needed to find their forest guide, Durenda 
wanted to find Alexander and Tyrahne’s cottage awaited him.  They entered the Wandering 
Pilgrim inn and rented the last two rooms available.  The men took one room and the women took 
the other.  Gwereth wondered if he was going to have to dash across the hall in the middle of the 
night to save the petite druidess from one of Moonstar’s moods.  They went to their rooms with 
little conversation.  Even the women, who were usually bickering, were silent.
     Soon they were all in bed sound asleep except for Tyrahne.  He could not fall asleep.  His 
mind was on Durenda who was sleeping in the room next to him.  Gwereth’s gentle snoring lulled 
him into a trace as he stared out the room’s window.  Every puffy little cloud that reflected the 
moon’s light seemed to take a form that in some why reminded him of the druidess.  What 
exactly was it about her that had captured his attention so?  Was it her sweet voice, her starry 
blue eyes, her innocent face framed in long flowing tresses of golden blonde hair?  Maybe it was 
the way that she made him feel when she was around him.  She invigorated him much in the way 
he felt when he was deep within the forest with the beauty of nature surrounding him.  He felt 
peaceful and relaxed and full of life all at the same time.  He was pondering this when something 
caught his attention.  At first he thought it was the reflection of a torch being carried by one of 
the town’s watchmen.  As he turned his head and took a good look through the open window he 
realized that it was much more than that.  Then the terrifying reality set in.
     “FIRE!” he yelled.  His scream was loud enough to awaken Gwereth who had rolled over in 
his sleep and was facing him.
     “Wha, What?” Gwereth mumbled.  He rubbed the sleep out of his eyes.
     “There is a forest fire in the city to the northwest!  We must hurry!” the ranger explained with 
haste.  He jumped up out of the bed and quickly grabbed the wad of clothes that he had worn 
earlier that day.   Gwereth quickly did the same. 
Tyrahne was still trying to strap on his sword as he exiting his room.  He made it to the ladies 
room and pounded furiously on their door.  The door wiped open to reveal a sleepy eyed 
Moonstar dressed in a long night shirt with tussled red curls bent in a sleeping formation.
     “This had better be good,” the priestess snapped wearily  She didn’t sound to happy to be 
woke up in the middle of the night.
     “It is the forest.  It is on fire!” Tyrahne exclaimed.
     The color drained from the priestess’ face.  She slammed the door in Tyrahne’s face.  He could 
hear muffles words from behind the door and within moments a half dressed Moonstar emerged.  
     “Let’s go,” she said.  She continued to fasten the buttons on her shirt as she joined Gwereth, 
who had fallen in behind Tyrahne, and the pair headed down the hall.  Tyrahne waited a moment 
for Durenda to join him.  She never came out of her room.  After another moment Tyrahne 
knocked loudly on the doorframe and stuck his head into the room.  Durenda was standing in her 
nightgown, clothes in hand, 
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staring out of her window.  She seemed like she was in some sort of trance swaying back and 
forth slightly.
     Durenda whispered to herself, “So close....”
     “Durenda?  Durenda?!?” Tyrahne said.  She slowly turned around and stared at him blankly.  
“Are you coming with us?”  For a moment she was silent and still.  Then suddenly that familiar 
sparkle in her eyes returned.
     “Uh, yes, the fire...we must hurry,” she said.  She started to remove her nightgown.  “Um, 
Tyrahne, could you?”  she said as she stopped undressing an waited.
     “Oh right,” Tyrahne said blushing.   He stopped staring at Durenda and left the room closing 
the door behind him.  
     A minute later she emerged from the room fully dressed.   She was still blushing.  They ran 
down the hall and out of the Wandering Pilgrim hoping to catch up to Moonstar and Gwereth.  
They found them standing together just outside of the inn.  Moonstar was tapping her foot 
impatiently.
     “It’s about time you two showed up.  Lets go!“ Moonstar said angrily.  She led them around 
the inn and down a road that led to the north and west toward the forest fire.  They rounded 
another building and the huge tree it was built next to and entered a large clearing.  It was some 
sort of park or courtyard.  They stopped in its center to try and get their bearings.
      “Let us continue north,” Gwereth said pointing to the right.
     “Wait!  What is that sound?” Tyrahne asked.  The others strained to hear what Tyrahne’s 
sharp senses had heard.  Out of the shadows from the south a hoard of goblins poured into view.  
They saw the four companions and squealed.  
     “More fresh meats!” the goblin leader squealed.  They drew their nasty little knives and 
charged the outnumbered companions.  Tyrahne drew his sword and Moonstar grabbed her mace 
as Gwereth and Durenda readied their staves.  They braced themselves for the goblin onslaught.
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12

Goblin’s Attack

   Raven, followed by Slink, Merrick and Lanneth left the Woodland King Inn and headed west 
down the road that led toward the raging forest fire’s glow.  They ran around various building and 
misplaced trees.       “Whos!“ Raven yelled calling them to a halt.  She pointed to something 
ahead of them.  There was a small humanoid shaped blur in the darkness running away from 
them.  That could only mean trouble.  They listened for a moment.  
   “What is it fair lady?” Merrick asked Raven.
   “Hush a moment and listen.  What does it sound like to you?” Raven asked her friends.
   “Goblins!” Slink exclaimed.  The rogue drew a handful of daggers from within the folds of his 
clothes.
   “Here we go again,” Merrick said.  He sighed and drew his sword from its scabbard.  His 
friends did the same and followed Raven to a large courtyard of sorts.
   Within the lamp light the four of them saw a horrific sight.  A hoard of goblins were attempting 
to overpower a small group of men and women.  It looked like they were succeeding. To Raven 
they looked like a group of religious pilgrims.  The only one really doing anything to stem the 
tide of the goblins was their guide and he wouldn’t hold out for long against such an 
overwhelming number of opponents.  Raven joined the fray swinging her long sword in mighty 
arcs.  The first goblin that she connected with lost its head.  Merrick stepped in behind her and 
attacked the nearest goblin.  The foul creature hissed at him as it block the bard’s attack.  Slink 
melted into the shadows and made his way to the other side of the battle.  Lanneth stepped back, 
half shielded by a nearby tree trunk and began to chant.  Raven dodged a dagger that was poised 
for her head, turned and slashed a goblin.  She kicked another one who went sailing in Merrick’s 
direction.
   “Heads up minstrel,” Raven warned the bard.  Merrick turned to impale the goblin on the end 
of his sword.
   “Ugh.  The foul things can’t even die gracefully,” he said with distaste.  While Merrick studied 
the dying goblin three swords came down upon the preoccupied bard, one catching him across the 
leg and another on the arm.   
   Slink had made his way around to the other side of the goblin hoard.  There he could see an 
older man with a long staff fighting back to back with a young woman wielding a mace.  They 
were doing quite well for themselves, considering they were surrounded by a swarm of goblins, 
and had only a minor cut or two.  A few paces away was a large warrior who was plowing 
through the hoard with a thick sword.  He was covered from head to toe in blood but Slink 
figured that had to be from the goblins he was slaying in great number.  Closest to Slink was a 
young woman dressed in long flowing robes.  She was trying to defend herself, armed with a 
gnarled staff, against a trio of goblins.  As she struck one of the goblins in the head, knocking its 
battered helm off it’s head, the other two cut her.  One slashed its blade across her forearm and 
the other smashed her in the side with its club.  She screamed in pain.  Slink could see that at the 
woman wasn’t going to last long.  He rushed forward and backstabbed one of the goblins in the 
back.  It fell to the ground with a horrible squeal.  He turned and stabbed another of the creatures 
in the ear who also fell to the ground dead.  Durenda and her goblin assailant looked up in 
surprise.  Slink stepped forward and slit the goblin’s throat.
   “Who are you?” Durenda asked with a gasp.  She looked more relieved than startled by the 
sudden 
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help.
   “Your friendly neighborhood rescuer,” Slink said in grand fashion.  He grinned as he fanned out 
his hands to display a half dozen knives.  “You had better get ready because the fight is not.”  
Slink continued to stick the foul creatures with knife after knife while Durenda did her best to 
bash any goblin that came close enough to her staff.
   On the far side of the battle Lanneth’s chanting had reached a fevered pitch.  With a flick of his 
wrists he gestured at a large group of goblins that had been awaiting there chance to attack the 
companions.
     “Rest your urges to attack us foul creatures of goblinkin,” Lanneth said.  Suddenly a dozen of 
the goblins yawned and became sluggish.  Slowly they slumped to the ground and fell into a deep 
slumber.  The goblin leader became shocked when he saw half of his remaining force fall in a 
single attack.  He grunted something in a language that Lanneth could not understand and the 
remaining goblins scattered into the surrounding darkness.  The few that remained were easily 
dispatched by the companions.  
     The two groups met in the middle of the courtyard leaning wearily upon their weapons.  
Bodies of slain goblins littered the ground around them.  Merrick grunted in distaste as he limped 
over to Raven’s side a hand pressed tenderly on the bandage that wound around his chest.  
Durenda had taken the arm that Slink had offered her and walked over to join the group. When 
she saw Tyrahne she quickly dropped Slink‘s arm.  Tyrahne held out a welcoming hand to 
Raven.
   “Hail and well met warrior.  I thank you for the timely aid in slaying these foul creatures,” 
Tyrahne said.
   “Well met.  And you are welcome,” Raven said shaking the rangers hand.
   “I am Tyrahne, protector of the woods outside of WoodVale and Throffhorn.  My friends are 
Moonstar, priestess of Thauaras and her advisor Gwereth, and Durenda, druidess of the scared 
grove of Tharn.”  He gestured to each one of them.  Durenda had wandered a few steps away.
   “I am Raven, bounty hunter, and these are my friends Slink, master acquirer, Merrick, traveling 
minstrel, and Lanneth, high elven mage.”  Each one of them bowed as his name was called.  
Tyrahne and Gwereth returned the bows.
   “We are lucky that you and your friends had found us.  I fear that those goblins may have been 
too much for us,” Tyrahne said.
   “Bah, Thauaras would have protected us,” Moonstar scoffed.  No one commented on this.
   “What happened here?  Are the goblins the cause of this fire?” Raven asked.
   “We don’t know.  We were just on our way to investigate when these goblins attack us,” 
Gwereth explained.
   “Us too.  Why don’t we all stick together and find out,” Merrick said.  The bard secretly hoped 
that the larger group would deter further goblins from attacking them.  They all agreed that 
Merrick’s suggestion was a  good idea.  They hastily bound their wounds and started out for the 
fire.  Tyrahne looked about and noticed that one of their number was missing.
   “Where is Durenda?” he said suddenly becoming worried.
   “The druidess?  I dunno.  She was hear a minute ago.  Maybe she went on ahead,” Slink said.
   Tyrahne looked worried.  They all left the courtyard at a running pace hoping to catch up with 
Durenda and find out what had started the fire.
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13

Temptations

     Durenda couldn’t take it any longer.  She could feel the heat of the forest fire on the back of 
her neck even though the fire was quite far from them.  She thought that she was imagining it all 
until she felt the beads of sweat form on her neck and trickle down her back.  Most disturbing 
was that she could hear the fire call out to her in a soft and serene voice.  It was almost as if it 
were singing to her.  It was calling to her and she felt the urge to go to it.  While Tyrahne was 
greeting their new friends she took the opportunity to flee.  She slipped into the shadows and 
headed towards the flames.  She started out in a brisk walk which turned into a jog and finally 
ended up a full fledged sprint.  The fire loomed ahead of her, a big and bright crimson blur, that 
grew larger as she approached.   
     She finally stopped when she was twenty feet from the flames.  A wall of heat and smoke 
washed over her as she stared at the fiery storm in front of her.  Slowly she inched her way 
toward the wall of flames that raged before her.  Both trees and buildings yielded to the all 
consuming fury of the forest fire turning instantly to ash.  Durenda’s face turned red and flush 
from the approaching heat.  Streams of sweat trickled down her face.  But she did not feel the 
searing heat through her mysterious trance.  Her inner thoughts buffered her from feeling anything 
but lust for the flames around her.  She stood there, mere feet away from the inferno watching it 
advance slowly upon her and the inner buildings of Woodvale.   A smile turned up the corner of 
her lips.  As the flames licked the sides of a nearby building she caught blurred glimpses of 
humanoids dancing in celebration.  They were obscured by the wall of flames somehow she knew 
that they were more of the goblins that had attack her friends earlier.  Her friends.  For some 
reason she was having a hard time remembering who they were.  She could not picture them in 
her mind.  Not a single image of their faces.  She had no memory of why they were in her mind to 
begin with.  She could not even decide why the thought of them was even important at that 
moment.  She let the elusive thought slip from her mind and turned back to the fire.  Yes, that 
was all that mattered, the flames.  
     She continued to stare ahead at the blaze as it inched closer and closer to her.  She could smell 
her hair being singed.  Then she saw the dark form.  Slowly, and with much effort, she pulled her 
gaze away from the flames to see what was taunting her.  Just on the other side of the wall of 
flames was a tall and darkened form.  Just like the humanoids were before, this new form was 
shrouded by the fire but oddly enough she could almost sense was he looked like.  She 
concentrated on the form for a moment.  It was a man and he was dressed in flowing crimson 
robes.  She could not see his face but in his hand was a strange staff of ebony wood that 
periodically spewed forth great bursts of magical flames.  It was these fireballs that were feeding 
the flames of the forest fire.  Durenda became fixated on the staff and its power to create flames.  
The power that surged within the staff called to her.  It had given birth to all the destruction 
surrounding her.  It wanted to comfort her, consume her, make her one with itself.  Its magical 
flames and the fire in her soul sung to each other.  Their voices entwined together forming a great 
knot of unity.  Durenda felt as if her whole being was set afire.  Without hesitation she jumped 
into the wall of flames.  For a brief moment she felt a total release. Nothing mattered to her 
except for the all consuming flames around her.
     A moment later she emerged on the other side.  She was singed and her clothes were charred in 
many spots.  Tiny wisps of smoke curled off the hood of her robes.  The fiery lust retreated 
from her and left 
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her with dread and loathing.  For a moment she considered returning to the flames.  Off to her left 
she could see the humanoids more clearly.  They were definitely more of the same foul goblins 
that had attacked her earlier.  The little green shapes danced evilly around a group of scared 
villagers.  Two things happened then that would surprise Durenda later on after the dreaded 
trance had left her.  First, the goblins saw her but made no attempt to capture her and put her 
with the rest of their frightened prisoners.  In their first encounter they had tried to kill her but 
now they just ignored her.  They seemed utterly satisfied with their taunting of the captured 
villagers.  Secondly, she didn’t care about those prisoners at all.  Their sobs and screams meant 
nothing to her.  Their cries for help fell on deaf ears.  As far as she was concerned their fate was 
of little consequence to her.  The only thing that mattered was the strange man in the crimson 
robes and his ebony staff.  
     She turned and got her first good look at him.  He was a tall man.  Crimson robes flowed 
across his body making it hard to tell where they stopped and the flames started.   It was almost 
as if he were the flames.  He had an old face not filled with age but with wisdom.  He wore a 
devious smile and the fire of dancing flames shone in his eyes.  As he continued to rain deadly 
destruction upon WoodVale he stared right at Durenda.  Or was he staring into her?  She took a 
step toward the strange man, her eyes fixated on the fiery staff that he held in his hands.  With 
each step the staff sang to her louder and louder.  She got within ten feet of the strange man and 
stopped to ogle the it.  The staff’s song roared within her soul.  The strange man stopped his 
fiery assault on Woodvale and greeted her.
     “Welcome back little one,” said the strange man.  His voice hissed at her.  
     To her, his voice sounded like water being poured on a campfire.  That thought made her 
shiver.  She could hear a commotion behind her but she was drawn to this strange man and his 
eerie voice.  He stepped forward and held out a hand to her.
     “Ready to go home my dear?” the strange man said.
     Durenda slowly nodded ‘yes’ and reached her tiny hand up to grab his.  His hand was 
scorching hot yet soothing at the same time.  She looked up and smiled at him.  He returned a 
smile that seemed fatherly in nature.  Durenda started to take her first step toward the strange 
man’s side when an oddly familiar voice cut into her dreamlike state.
     “NO!” screamed the voice.
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14

Craedus Arrives

     Craedus had finally finished his long trek to WoodVale and entered the town around midnight.  
Somewhere during the journey to the city he had gotten turned around and lost his way.  He 
made a promise to himself that he would get another map as soon as he got into WoodVale.  And 
maybe after a mug of ale or two.  He also thanked Khom for lighting the way to the city for him.  
If it weren’t for the cities campfires he would have never found it.  
     As he walked closer toward WoodVale he could see that they weren’t campfires at all but a 
raging forest fire.  His walk turned into a run.  He ran as fast as his stubby little legs could carry 
him.  The dwarf took cover behind a small copse of trees shrouded in the darkness of the night.  
There he could see a mad man setting the whole city on fire.  A short distance from the strange 
man a group of goblins had rounded up a bunch of villagers.  Craedus watched the goblins dance 
gleefully around them.  It could only mean one thing.  Supper.
     “By Khom, those filthy little buggers are everywhere,” he had said it aloud, maybe a little too 
loud.  One of the goblins turned his way and grunted to the others.
     “Ooog.  Grumbus!  There bees dwarf meat wootchin’ us!” shouted the goblin.   Another much 
larger goblin turned around and glared at Craedus.
     “Me and my big mouth.  So much for stealth.  I guess it’s time for good ol’ skull cleaving,” 
Craedus said to himself as he loosened the strap on his battle axe.  He jerked it out of its belt 
strap and charged the small goblin hoard.  “For the glory of clan Stonebeard!”
     Craedus’ battle cry was answered by the snarls of a dozen goblins as half of their number 
broke away from their prisoners and charged the approaching dwarf.  As Craedus closed in on the 
goblins, something happened near the flames behind them.  He thought he saw a young woman 
dressed in robes leap from the wall of flames.  In some startling way it looked like the druidess 
that he had met earlier that morning.  But he had no time to worry about her for he was engaged 
in battle with the goblins.  He swung his axe down hard and chopped the first goblin he met in the 
waist.  Blood spurted across his chest.
     “Ah ha!  First blood to the Stonebeards!” Craedus roared.
The dwarf’s zest as short lived as he was attacked by a fury of blows from goblin daggers and 
clubs.  His armor had done its job and taken most of the damage but a few blows struck home.  
He bled from a few nicks and cuts along his face and hands.  He swung his axe up and grazed a 
goblin’s face.  It’s cheek split open spilling more blood on the dwarf.  One of the foul creatures 
jumped on his back and tried to wrestle the axe from his grasp.  Craedus twisted to and fro and 
was able to knock the beast off his back but another took it place.  Quickly and efficiently 
goblins swarmed over him and knock him to the ground.  Somewhere within the pile a goblin 
pulled his axe from his hand.  He could smell rancid goblin stench as their grimy bodies pressed 
him against the ground.  He thought he was done for when a voice rang out.
     “NO!” screamed the voice.
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Durenda Reclaimed

     The companions ran to the northwestern section of the town and saw that it was totally 
engulfed in a towering wall of flames.  Many of the towns trees and buildings had already been 
reduced to ashes.  Lanneth felted a sharp pang of sorrow well up in his stomach as he thought of 
all those trees being burned alive.  They scanned the surrounding area for some sign of Durenda.  
Suddenly Slink was yelling and pointing at something behind the wall of flames.  Through a break 
in the flames they could see Durenda standing near a strange man dressed in crimson robes.  He 
was holding some sort of staff that was spitting forth great gouts of flames.  As if the man could 
sense eyes upon him, he turned to regard the companions.  Although they could not see his face 
clearly, a devilish smile seemed to burn across his face.
     “I, I know that man,” Lanneth sputtered.
     The companions began yelling for Durenda’s attention. Whether she heard them or not she did 
not respond.  Tyrahne scanned the wall of flames looking for an opening.  He spotted a place 
near the burnt out shell of some unknown building were the flames had weakened.  With a mighty 
lunge he jumped through them.  The others only hesitated for a moment before following the 
ranger through the gap in the wall of flames. They emerged on the other side, each one putting out 
small fires that had started on their clothing.
     “Well that was definitely fun,” Merrick groaned.  He rubbed the burnt sleeve of the fine silken 
coat he was wearing.  “What a waste.  I hope she is worth it.”  Raven swatted him on the side of 
the head.  He turned rubbing his ear.  She was glaring at him.  “What?” Merrick asked.
     “Oh nothing.  Your hair was on fire,” Raven said.  She continued to glare at Merrick a moment 
before turning back to the task at hand.
     Off to the left were two groups of goblins.  The first one had made a ring around a large group 
of frightened villagers.  The villagers began to plead for them to come and rescue them.  The other 
group was a wriggling mass of goblins.  They were all piled upon one another and grunted noisily 
about something at the bottom.  Raven grabbed Merrick and started to pull him toward the 
goblins surrounding the captured villagers.  Moonstar and Gwereth followed Raven’s lead with 
their weapons drawn.   Tyrahne headed off to the right, his eyes fixated on Durenda and the 
strange man that she was with.  She was holding his hand.
     “NO!” the ranger screamed.  His voice was filled with anguish.  He bolted toward them.  
Lanneth and Slink followed him.
     The others had reached the goblins guarding the villagers and where ready to attack them when 
they heard a muffled cry come from the other goblins.  Sticking out from under the goblin pile 
was a short dwarven arm, its hand waving furiously.
     “Save him!” Gwereth yelled.
     Merrick and Raven ran toward the goblin pile and began pulling the goblins off whoever was 
at the bottom.  Raven threw one goblin off to the side and began to pull at another.  The goblin 
tried to jump on her back but with a quick thrust of her sword that plan quickly ended.  Merrick 
attempted to pull a goblin off the pile but to no avail.  The nasty little creature wriggled out of his 
grasp.  He ended up stabbing it with his sword instead.  Realizing they were being attacked the 
goblin‘s began to jump off thepile and reached for their weapons.  The first goblin to do so earned 
a blade through the ribs.  Scanning the immediate area, the goblins saw not only the two 
adventurers facing them but the others that were saving the WoodVale prisoners.  The goblin’s 
morale broke.  The remaining goblins fled into the forest leaving Raven and Merrick alone with a 
battered dwarf.  Raven was surprised to see that he was still alive.  She helped the bloodied and 
bruised dwarf to his feet.  Merrick recovered the dwarf’s battle axe and returned it to him. 
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     “Be gone you foul creatures!  Flee cowards!” Moonstar roared.  
     Raven and Merrick turned to see the goblins that Gwereth and Moonstar were battling also 
flee into the dark night.  Moonstar made sure the frightened villagers were ok as Gwereth ran over 
to join his friends.
     “Welcome to WoodVale Craedus” Gwereth said.
     “Oy.  What a welcoming committee,”  the dwarf said rubbing his aching head.
     “You know this dwarf?”  Raven asked amazed.
     “Yes, we met this morning on the way to the city,” Gwereth said with a smile.
     “Well, we can have a proper introduction later.  There are still bad guys to defeat,” Raven said 
quickly.
     “Aye, to battle,” Craedus roared.
     Tyrahne ran with amazing speed.  Lanneth and Slink found it hard to keep up with him.  By 
the time all three of them had reached Durenda, she had backed away from the strange man.  She 
stood halfway between the strange man and Tyrahne looking at one and then the other.  Both 
men glared at each other.  Durenda could still hear the song inside of her but it was slowly 
growing soft in the ranger’s presence.  Slowly Durenda took a step toward Tyrahne, then 
another.  She came to stand next to the ranger but didn’t throw her arms around him like he 
expected.  He pulled her close to him and wrapped his arms around her.  She was surprisingly 
cold to the touch considering how close she had been standing next to the flames.  At the ranger’s 
touch, the singing within Durenda’s mind faltered and grew silent.
     “You may have her for now ranger, but I will come back for her soon,” the strange man hissed 
at them.  “You also Lanneth.”
     “To Hell with you devil!”  Tyrahne roared.
      Letting go of Durenda, Tyrahne charged the strange man with his sword held high.  The 
strange man smiled at the enraged ranger and began to laugh with a hideous chuckle.  Suddenly he 
disappeared in a puff of black oily smoke.  Tyrahne was left swinging his sword at thin air.  He 
stopped, letting his rage wash over himself, and stared at the spot where the strange man had 
been standing.  Tyrahne lifted his weary head and walked back to Durenda who finally fell into 
his arms and began to sob.  The glazed look had left her face and she was now warm to the touch.  
Tyrahne could feel her tears against his neck.  The four of them walked back to the other who 
were busy calming the rescued villagers.  Tyrahne saw that Craedus was among their number but 
at that moment he really didn’t care.  With Durenda safe in his arms, all he could think of was 
who that strange man might be and why he was so interested in the druidess.  Without the 
strange man around to feed the flames the forest fire immediately grew weaker.  It wasn’t long 
before the rest of the villagers were able to put the fire out.  The companions were proclaimed the 
city’s saviors, but after their long night of battle, all they wanted to do was rest.  The 
companions wearily made their way back to the inn, healed their wounds and slept late into the 
next day.
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16

The Companions Unite

     The morning after the forest fire came with the villagers surveying the damage the city had 
suffered during the attack.  The whole northwestern section of city laid in ruins.  All that 
remained were large chunks of charred wood and piles of pale fluffy ash.  Many of them still 
glowed cherry red and gave off an immense heat.  Most of the great ring of trees that encircled the 
town in that area had been destroyed.  It’s buildings there were either destroyed or burned 
beyond restoration.  The Woodland King Inn had been one of them, just on the edge of the fire’s 
deepest reach into the city.  It would be a long time before the citizens of WoodVale could 
completely rebuild the lost buildings and even longer before the trees could be regrown.  Villagers 
wandered about the blackened skeletons of charred buildings looking in vain for anything that 
could be salvaged.  Devastation gripped the city as far as the eye could see.
     But the worst blow to WoodVale was not the loss of buildings and trees but the villagers 
themselves.  While few people were injured or slain in the goblin attack many of them had been 
carried off by the foul beasts.  Even though the companions rescued a large number of them, 
many more had already been taken.  Wild rumors, devoid of optimism,  rushed through the 
streets of WoodVale about the fate of those captured.  It wasn’t long before the cities new 
champions were called upon to rescue them.  The companions were sitting in the dining hall of 
the One Eyed Basilisk.  They had ordered a hearty supper and contemplating their next moves.
     “Craedus, I was admiring that golden string that you have entwined within your braided beard.  
May I ask what its for?” Raven asked the dwarf.
     “Yeah, I was admiring it too,” Slink said.  He smiled devilishly.
     “You just keep your eyes off it thief.  Golden or not, you will not be getting it from me,” 
Craedus warned the thief.     He turned to answer Raven.  “It is a lucky beard string that  
belonged to my grandfather’s grandfather.  It has been in my family since the days of our great 
hero Grudus Strongaxe.  It is rumored to bring luck to its wearer and to protect him from harm.  
It, of course, has to be braided into a beard, which you thief don’t have.”  He glared at the thief 
who was absentmindedly rubbing his chin.  “It is a great honor for me to have it.  It’s said to be 
highly magical.”
     “Magical?” Lanneth asked.  His curiosity was piqued at the mention of magic.  Slink too.  He 
looked at the dwarf with more interest.  Craedus slowly leaned back in his chair and stroked his 
beard keeping a close eye on his new found friends.  On the other side of the table the minions of 
Thauaras were having a hushed conversation.
     “Maybe we can persuade a few of them to join our cause.  We could use a little muscle.  The 
dwarf seems able bodied and so does Raven.  Tyrahne may be of some use if he would stop 
mooning over the druidess,” Moonstar said softy to Gwereth.
     “Yes, they would come in handy.”  He looked over at Tyrahne.  He was talking with Durenda.
     “I’m sure that there is a good explanation for whatever it was that happen to you last night,” 
he said to Durenda.
     “I hope so, but for now I don’t want to even think about.  Let’s just find out what the rest of 
our friends want to do. Then we can have a little free time together,” Durenda said.  She smiled at 
Tyrahne and he smiled back.
     After their meal was finished they decided to have a round robin to discuss their next course 
of 
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action.  That way everyone could express their own opinions and together they would decide on 
what to do next.
     “Both Gwereth and I are patrons of Thauaras.  We came to WoodVale to set up a place of 
worship for the woodland men and women here and that is what we are going to do.  Even if that 
means cleansing the forest of the goblin infestation first.  We are going to need some able bodies 
to help protect the workers if anyone is interested,” Moonstar announced.
     “I agree with Moonstar.  It is even more evident now that the people of WoodVale need the 
guidance of Thauaras to overcome this great tragedy they have suffered.  I vote for confronting 
the goblins, if even just for the sake of rescuing the captured people of  WoodVale,” Gwereth 
added.
     “Since I have no way of tracking down One Eyed Jack and Maxwell at the moment, and I 
don’t have any other pressing matters, I would like to help rescue the prisoners.  I could use 
some practice hunting down those foul creatures,” Raven said.
     “Same goes for me too.  Who knows maybe I, er, we could pick up a few gold coins in their 
lair,” Slink said.  Craedus was still stroking his beard and kept a suspicious eye on the rouge.
     “I will go too.  We need to stop those that would defile the woods of Belonda,” Durenda said.  
Deep down inside Durenda was hoping that she could meet up with the mysterious fire mage 
again.  It was a sudden thought that frightened her.  “And I can’t imagine what those poor people 
are feeling right now.”  Unbeknown to her friends Durenda had heard from one of the villagers 
that the sage Alexander was in the first group of people to be carried off by the goblins.
     “The goblins must be punished for their assault on the city.  I say that we leave immediately 
and slay them all,” Tyrahne said with a venomous look in his eyes.  More than one of his friends 
noticed the uncharacteristic rage that boiled within his words.  Not only did Tyrahne what to go 
to punish the goblins, he wanted to stay by Durenda’s side to protect her from whatever dangers 
awaited them.
     “I think I will join everyone for awhile.  Who knows, I may be able to get some new material 
for this heroic ballad that I am working on,” Merrick said.  He had hoped that everyone would 
buy his explanation.  He was working on a new melody but what he really wanted, and was 
inspired by, was Raven.  Her beauty was so captivating.  He would go anywhere she led.  
Besides there was safety in numbers.  The group had proven the night before during the goblin 
raid.
     “I, too, will follow Raven.  I have much to learn about the world of men.  The goblins must be 
stopped and the forest avenged,” Lanneth said with a sense of sadness.  He said this to the group 
with much of the same look of disinterest that he always did.  For at the moment all his mind 
could think of was the warning the strange fire mage had gave him.  I will come back for her soon.  
You also Lanneth, the fire mage had said.  He had to find out why exactly Mathias was after him.  
What did he want from him?  Couldn’t Mathias have taken him from the Silver Forest months 
earlier?  There had been plenty of opportunities.  Why now?
     “I could put off my search for the Lost Dwarven City for awhile in exchange for taking part in 
such a glorious battle against the goblins.  I can’t think of a better way to nick my axe than on the 
skulls of goblinkin,” Craedus said.  Moonstar wrinkled her nose at Craedus’ battle lust.
     They all sat there thinking over what each other had said.
     “Then it is unanimous.  We will head out in the morning to find these goblins and rescue the 
captured villagers.  I suggest that we search the city and find out if anyone has   an idea of were 
the goblins might be holed up,” Tyrahne said.  
     They got up from their seats and headed out into the city looking for any clue that would lead 
them to the goblins.  It wasn’t long before they got the general impression that the goblins were 
somewhere out 
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in the forest to the northwest.  All of the sightings of goblin activity had been from that direction.  
The companions met back at the inn a few hours later and shared what they had learned.  A plan 
was set.  
     Everyone spent the rest of the evening relaxing the best they could before turning in for the 
night.  Craedus spent a better part of the night drinking ale with some of the locals.  Some of 
them had never seen a dwarf before and were quite taken with him.  Others were more than eager 
to hear about his part in the “Great Forest Fire” and how he helped rescue the city from 
destruction.  Lanneth locked himself away in his room.  He spread his tomes out along his bed 
and tried to decide what spells to study for their adventure following morning.  He knew they 
were bound to meet much goblin resistance.  Raven and Slink wandered through the city 
surveying the damage done by the fire.  They talked about getting revenge on the goblins and 
eventually the revenge they would deal to Maxwell and Jack.  Merrick, of course, followed 
closely behind Raven wherever she went.  Raven was in such a good mood that she didn’t seem 
to mind.  Moonstar and Gwereth tried to seek an audience with the priests of WoodVale to 
discuss the temple plans.  They were angered to find that their contact had also been abducted 
the night before.  Tyrahne went on a long walk with Durenda through the forest.  This seemed to 
help her unwind a bit but Tyrahne could tell the whole ordeal from the night before was weighing 
heavily upon her mind.  Each time he tried to get her to talk about it she found a way to change 
the subject.  He finally gave up and concentrated on enjoying the countryside.  That night 
everyone was restless for their own reasons.  For Durenda it was the worst.  It took a long time 
for her to finally drift off to sleep and when she did she was plagued with nightmares about the 
wall of fire and her desire for the strange fire mage and his fiery staff.  And before she knew it, it 
was morning.
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17

The Hunt For Goblins

     The companions awoke early the following morning and readied themselves for the quest that 
laid before them.  The townspeople were all too happy to equip them with supplies and horses 
to aid them.  By the time the companions were ready to set out a large group of people had 
gathered to see them off.
     “Don’t they have anything better to do than to fawn all over us?  They should be out 
repairing the damage that the goblins have wroth,” Moonstar complained.
     “True enough, but I thought you were the one that liked all the attention?” Durenda said 
smiling.  The druidess laughed and reined her horse along side of Tyrahne’s.  
     Moonstar scowled and fell in alongside Gwereth who was trying to hide his own laughter.  
Tyrahne was glad to see that Durenda was in better spirits this morning but he wondered if she 
was truly feeling better or just a bit overtired and spiteful from a restless night of sleep.  Either 
way it felt good to see her smile for a change.  The companions had a bit of trouble trying to get 
Craedus to ride his horse and in the end they decided to let him run along side of them leading his 
horse.  They also decided that once he began to show signs of getting tired he was going to be 
expected to mount his horse. Slink said something about ‘mounting the horse’ and laughed to 
himself.  Moonstar swatted him, calling him a ‘damn fool pig of a man’ and they were off.     
     The companions headed out of the town in the general direction that the goblins had fled two 
nights earlier.  Tracking the goblins turned out to be an easier task for Tyrahne than they all 
thought it would have been.  The little creatures obviously didn’t try to cover their tracks in their 
haste to escape and for the most part followed a narrow path into a deeper part of the forest.  
The companions followed the tracks, winding their way through the forest for a few hour, before 
breaking for lunch.  There was a small stream nearby in which they watered their horses while 
they ate.  They talked for awhile about what the plan of attack would be once they found where 
the goblins where holed up. Tyrahne and Raven came up with a few contingencies which sounded 
quite feasible to the others except for Moonstar who offered her opinion about each plan.  
Merrick had doubts about a few of their ideas which made Raven wonder if Lanneth’s pep talk 
was finally wearing off.  
     After their meal was finished Tyranhe and Slink, being the trackers of the group, decided to 
scout the lands surrounding their encampment while the others prepared to leave.  They headed 
off on foot and quickly disappeared among the trees.  The companions repacked their equipment 
and secured them to their horses.  Everyone began milling around the campsite as they restlessly 
awaited the return of their two friends.  Moonstar walked over to the stream and dipped her 
fingers in the water.  It was cool and clear.  She watched her reflection blur and break apart within 
the ripples her finger had made.  She let out a long sigh and plopped herself down on a nearby 
fallen log .
     “What is taking those two so long?  We need to get out of here and rescue the villagers,” 
Moonstar said frustrated with waiting.
     Gwereth looked over to her and shrugged.  Moonstar sighed again and folded her arms tightly 
against her chest.  The others continued to wander around the camp.  Craedus had taken his battle 
axe out and was practicing various combat techniques with it when Moonstar screamed.  
Everyone immediately ran over to her to see what had startled her.  Crawling over the fallen log, 
at the spot that Moonstar had been sitting, was a giant spider.  It was the size of a small dog and 
was covered with thick brown fur.  There 
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was another one hanging from a nearby tree by a thin translucent strand of silk.  
    “Oh yuck!” Durenda exclaimed taking a step back.
     Moonstar had drawn her mace and took a swing at the spider on the log.  It jumped quickly 
out of the way landing to her left side.  It took the opportunity to scurry over and bite the 
startled priestess on the leg.  Her friends drew their weapons and ran to her aid.  Gwereth swung 
his long flail at the spider and crushed it.  It splattered bug juice all over Moonstar.
     “I could have gotten it myself Gwereth,” Moonstar said wiping yellow ichors off of her 
cheek.  She had snapped at her friend but seemed relieved to have it dead.  
     The spider hanging from the tree was join by half a dozen others.  Dropping to the ground 
they swarmed across the log and attacked the companions.  One spider tried to bite Craedus 
found the dwarfs armor too thick to penetrate.  Another one jumped onto Gwereth’s back but 
failed to harm him as Durenda brushed it from his back.  Two spiders rushed Lanneth from 
behind him.  Merrick jumped in the way and intercepted them.  With a mighty swing of his blade 
another spider was slain.  The other one ran off to the right looking for an easier victim to attack.
     “My thanks Merrick,” Lanneth said.  Merrick nodded the elfin mage.  Lanneth began to chant, 
preparing a spell.
      Durenda was busy fending off the attack of another spider.  She was trying to bash it with 
her quarterstaff but to no avail.  The hairy little insect was just too quick.  Craedus continued to 
wrestle with the spider stuck to his back.  He reached behind him and grabbed the foul thing 
around its mid section.  As he pulled it off his back he tried to squeeze the spider to death.  
Trying in vain to save itself the spider drove its fangs into Craedus’ hand.  Luckily for the dwarf 
his leather glove had been thick enough to repel the attack.  Craedus threw the spider to the 
ground and chopped it in half with his battle axe.  Gwereth held his flail in front of him and 
deflected a spider that had leapt at his face.  The insect landed in the grasses near him with thud.  
It righted itself and made another attempt to jump on the priest.  There was a loud whooshing 
sound as a stream of red light flew passed Gwereth and slammed into the spider.  The spider 
fried and sizzled from the heat of Lanneth’s magic missile.  Moonstar and Raven had ran over to 
aid Merrick with the other spider. Between the three of them it wasn’t long before the spider was 
mashed into a bloody pulp.  Durenda’s battle with her spider had pulled her away from the main 
scene of the conflict.  She took a mighty swing at the spider by missed.  She quickly stepped 
back as it jumped at her.  Her foot was caught on a tree root and she fell to the ground.  The 
spider, sensing her distress, got ready to pounce on her.  It leapt into the air and lunged itself at 
the helpless druidess.  Out of nowhere an arrow sped through the air and skewered the spider 
through the middle, sticking it to a nearby tree.  Tyrahne came running to her side and helped her 
up.
     “Are you all right?  Slink and I had just returned to see the last of the battle.  When you fell 
down I thought....”  Tyrahne’s voice trailed off.
     Durenda brushed herself off and smiled, “I am all right now.”
     The rest of the companions rushed over to Tyrahne and Durenda.  Merrick was looking at the 
spider that Tyrahne had stuck to the tree.  Little gobs of yellow spider blood was dripping from 
the grievous wound in its abdomen.  Slink stood next to him staring up into the webbed trees.
     What a shot!  I’m going to have to practice with my  short bow, Merrick thought to himself.
     Seeing that everyone was safe Gwereth crouched down and examined the bite mark on 
Moonstar’s leg.  It was slightly red and puffy but had finally stopped bleeding.  He pushed on 
the welt and made Moonstar wince.  He was relieved to see that there was no traces of poison in 
the bite.
     “I will be ok old man,” Moonstar said.  She pulled her leg away from his grasp.
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     “Yes, this time,” Gwereth said frowning at the priestess.
     “I wonder what is up there in those spider webs?” Slink said staring up into the web covered 
trees.
     “Leave them be fool.   I don’t want to have to save your butt from more spiders,” Moonstar 
scolded the thief.
     “I won’t be but a moment,” Slink said.  The rouge quickly scurried up the tree and was lost 
within the branches and spider webs.  Moonstar shook her head in disgust.
     Raven yelled up into the tree, “What do you see?”
     “Stupid thief,” Moonstar muttered to herself.
     There was no answer for long moments.  Moonstar thought that maybe there were more 
spiders in the webs and that they had gotten the foolish thief.
     “There’s definitely their lair all right.  There are bodies up here too.  Most of them are all 
shriveled and dried up.  There are quite a few goblins up here too.  There is one....man...up here.   
Looks like he has been up here for awhile,” Slink yelled down to the others.  Durenda shuddered 
at the though of those people being fed upon by the spiders.  Suddenly the rouge dropped out of 
the tree and landed gracefully next to Moonstar.  The tree he had been in was suddenly engulfed 
in flames.
     “Are you crazy!!!”  Moonstar and Gwereth cursed the rouge at the same time.
     “That is a living tree!!!”  Moonstar exclaimed.  She was about to swat the rouge.
     “Relax!  It is just the webs burning.  The tree will be fine,” Slink said.
     “You will displease Thauaras, fool!” Moonstar scolded the thief.
     “So?  Thauaras is your god, you deal with it,” Slink said.  He laughed at the fuming priestess.  
Both Moonstar and Gwereth grimaced and muttered to themselves.
     The flames quickly died out and revealed the dried out husks of the spiders former victims.  
Slink threw a rotted sack to the ground where it spilt open and spilled its contents out on the 
ground.
     “That man I found up there had this on him,” Slink said.
     Craedus poked through the pile with a stick.  It contain mostly copper and silver coins but 
mixed within was a scroll case, three vials and a medallion.  The dwarf picked up the medallion 
and examined it.
     “I can’t tell what this is,” Craedus said waving it in the air in front of the other companions.  
It caught both Gwereth and Moonstar’s eyes.
     “Let us see that,” Gwereth said.  The priest grabbed the medallion from the dwarf.  He 
showed it to Moonstar.
     “This is a holy symbol of Thauaras.  That man you found was a follower of Thauaras.  
Probably a priest,” Moonstar said studying the medallion.  As Moonstar and Gwereth continued 
to discuss the find.  Merrick and Lanneth were examining the three vials.
     “These two are most definitely flasks of holy water,” Merrick said.  He held up the two large 
glass vials.  “But I do not know what this blue one is.”  He held up the other square shaped flask.  
Raven took the vials from him and looked at them.
     “It is some sort of potion.  I could cast an identification spell on them tomorrow if you would 
like,” Lanneth told Raven.  She nodded to the elf in agreement.  Lanneth bent down and picked up 
the scroll case.  Carefully uncorking one end he pulled out the contents.  Inside was a parchment 
that was old and faded.  He took a moment to look it over.
     “Well?  Is it a treasure map?” Slink asked.  The rouge’s eyes lit up at the thought.
     “Yes Lanneth, out with it,” Raven said.
     “It is a map of some sorts.  There are a few notations about monsters and such, something 
about a 
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‘Limbrue tree’ and a large ‘X’.”  Maybe it is some sort of treasure map,” Lanneth said.
     As the elf spoke the word “Limbrue” Moonstar, Gwereth, Tyrahne and Durenda all looked 
up with wide eyes.
     “Did you say ‘Limbrue’?” Tyrahne asked.
     “Yes,” Lanneth said.
     “What is it?” Raven asked.
     “The Limbrue Tree is the Holy Tree, The Tree Life...” Tyrahne started.
     “...The Tree of Creation.  The last Limbrue tree was supposedly destroyed in a great Orkin 
war over a hundred years ago.  Could it be that there is a surviving tree somewhere?” Gwereth 
continued.  Everyone pondered the enormity of Gwereth’s words for a moment.
     “There is a letter with the map but I can’t make out the script,” Lanneth said.  He handed the 
letter the Gwereth.  Moonstar snatched it out of his outstretched hands and looked it over.
    “I can’t read it either,” Moonstar said.  She finally handed it to Gwereth who still had his hand 
outstretched to receive the letter from Lanneth.  He looked it over.
     “Ah, it is written in an old script of Thauaras’s most faithful,” Gwereth said as he continued 
to look the letter over.
     Slink nudged Moonstar.  “And here we were led to believe that you were the Thauaras’ most 
faithful.”  He laughed at the sour look he got from the priestess.
     Gwereth read the letter: 

     I write this entry in my journal with fear and excitement.  I am overjoyed at the discovery that I 
have made yet at the same time I fear what it must imply to the future of all who are faithful to our 
beloved god Thauaras.  I have found and am in possession of the last seed of the Holy tree.  In my 
grasp is the means to return the might of the Limbrue Tree to this world.  I have not the time to go 
into detail right now, but be assured that the source of this seed has been destroyed.  I travel now 
from this far off land they call Amalakre and hope to return to my homeland where I can turn 
over this   seed to the High Priest.  If for some reason the forces that are following me happen to 
catch me and stop my most holy of missions I have prepare a map to the original source of the 
seed (maybe I have missed a Limbrue seedling during my search) along with this page of my 
journal and the seed.  If you find this package then it means that I have failed.  Please pass this 
seed on to the High Priest of Thauaras.   May you always be within the loving grace of Thauaras,  
Glorimus.

    “There is a seed?” Moonstar asked.  She looked expectantly at Lanneth who was still holding 
the scroll case.  The mage tipped it over and shook it.  A large seed the size of an egg fell out of 
the case and into the elf‘s hand.  It was a dark brown and marbled color with streaks of rich red 
ran haphazardly across its surface It was all dried out and twisted.  Moonstar shivered for a 
moment before picking the seed out of Lanneth’s hand.  She stood there staring at the seed with 
awe.
     “What’s her problem?” Slink asked.
     “She holds the most holiest of legends in her hand rouge.  I would hold a civil tongue when 
you speak of it to her,” Gwereth explained.  Slink looked at Gwereth and then Moonstar and 
decided to keep his next comment to himself.
     Raven finished examining the map and rolled it back up.  She put it in the scroll case and 
handed it to Gwereth.
     “Maybe it would be wise for you and Moonstar to hold on to the map, letter and seed since 
you two 
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seemed to be the best guardians for this whole ‘Limbrue’ thing,” Raven said.  
     Gwereth accepted the scroll case.  “Yes, I do believe so.”  The priest paused a moment to 
stare at the seed before continuing, “There are powers within that seed, powers that could rival 
the gods.”
     “What about the rest of the stuff?” Slink asked.  He was eyeing up the coins.
     “I think it’s for the best to put it all in a sack and have one of us carry it for now.  Lanneth 
can identify the potion when we get back to town,” Raven said.
     “Great, group treasure,” Slink muttered to himself.    He fingered the small ruby that he had 
stashed in his pocket before jumping out of the spider’s tree.
     “Come on Slink, look on the bright side.  Hopefully there will be a lot more ‘group treasure’ 
before this quest is over,” Raven said smiling.  Slink’s eyes began to sparkle as the thought ran 
across his mind.  They all turned to Tyrahne.
     “Their are many goblin tracks that lead along the stream.  Slink and I followed them to a hilly 
area.  The land slopes down from there and the tracks join up with many others.  A little further 
on there is a stony formation that juts out of the hill side.  The tracks lead to a cave on the far 
side.  I believe that is were the goblins have their lair,” the ranger explained.
     “That is real close to WoodVale.  It’s a wonder that they didn’t attack the city long ago,” 
Gwereth said.
     “Maybe our mysterious mage was a recent addition to the goblin tribe.  He could be their 
motivation,” Merrick offered.  He said this offhandedly but drew the looks of Tyrahne, Durenda 
and Lanneth.  
     They headed back to their camp and proceeded to mount their horses.  Slink stopped for 
moment to collect a little of the spider venom before rejoining his friends.  
    “Be careful with that stuff rouge.  If you are stupid enough to go and poison yourself I am not 
going to cure you,” Moonstar said.  Slink smiled and waved the priestess off as he thought of one 
hundred and one ways he could use the poison.
     With Tyrahne in the lead the companions led their horses along the stream and through the 
hilly region.  They got to the downward slope the ranger had mentioned and saw the first goblin.  
They dismounted their horses and waited for the goblin to leave.  It rummaged through the 
forest’s undergrowth for long minutes before grunting in disgust.  Pouting the goblin wandered off 
in the direction that the companions were headed.  They continued to follow the tracks.  They 
came upon the large rocky formation that Tyrahne had told them about.  It rose sharply from the 
ground.  To the companions it looked like the edge of a gigantic overturned table protruding from 
the ground.  They all could see the darkened cave opening on the one side.  A few goblin’s 
scurried around the cave’s mouth but never came out into the sunlight.
     “How are we going to get in there?  Should we charge them?  Maybe used some force?” 
Craedus asked.
     “No, they might have an alarm set up.  I say we use stealth.  Slink should go in first and check 
it out,” Raven said.
     “Send the fool in first.  Bah, you are mad,” Moonstar said.
     “Yes.  Where is the valor in that.  I would much rather face battle than sneaking around in the 
shadows,” Craedus added.
     “Hey, sneaking around in shadows is a fine art,” Slink said defending his profession.
     “Stalking and stealing.  What would you know of the fine arts of thievery?” Merrick asked a 
bit angrily.
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     “So stealing a heart is more respectful?” Slink asked.  This made Raven think of One Eyed 
Jack.
     “Enough.  I guess you get to have the first bit of fun Slink.  Go on in and see if there is a way 
for us to sneak in,” Raven said.  Slink smiled eagerly.  “And Slink, no confrontations.”  Slink 
smiled again and winked at Raven.  He knew that meant no stealing but who was going to know?  
He just had to be quick about it.  Without another word Slink took off with a shot.  He expertly 
dodged from tree to tree until he was at the cave’s mouth.  He quickly ducked inside.
     “Maybe there is something to all that sneaking and stalking huh minstrel?”  Craedus said.  He 
nudged Merrick who just grimaced at the dwarf.  The companions waited for what seemed like a 
long time. 
     “Do you think he is in trouble?” Gwereth asked.
     “He probably found a treasure trove and is trying to figure out a way to keep it all for 
himself,” Raven answered with a laugh.  The others looked at her surprisingly.  “He is a thief 
after all.”
     A moment later Slink emerged from the cave and swiftly made his way back to his friends.
     “The coast is clear.  There was two goblin guards there but I took are of them,” Slink said.  He 
held out one of his daggers and made a stabbing motion.  
     “So much for no confrontations,” Moonstar grumbled.  Slink just smiled and continued.
     “There is a flight of stairs at the back of the cave that leads down to another cavern.  The 
goblins have set up another guard post there.
     “Does everyone remember the plan?  Take out any guards near an alarm first.  Then clear out 
the room as quickly and quietly as possible.  We can’t let any goblin escape and possibly warn 
any others.”  
     Her friends all nodded and headed out toward the goblin’s cave.
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18

Within The Goblins Lair

     The companions quietly crept their way up to the goblin lair’s entrance with Slink leading the 
way.  For once he was silent taking his roll in things quite seriously.  Moonstar was momentarily 
impressed with the rouge.  Slink’s words had been proven right on the money.  When they 
reached the cave’s entrance, it was abandoned.
     “It is odd that there were only two guards posted,” Tyrahne said looking at the bodies of the 
pair of goblins Slink had dispatched.
     “Maybe they figured that WoodVale would offer no resistance and would not send a rescuing 
party,” Slink offered. 
     “That is just dumb.  No matter how weak a city or village is, they would find a way to rescue 
their captured friends.  Whether they went out looking for them themselves or hired someone, the 
deed would get done.  It‘s the right thing to do.  Thauaras would wish it done,” Moonstar said.  
     “Just because it’s right doesn’t mean it gets done.  Sometimes you have to decide what’s best 
for all and go with that,” Slink explained.
     “Blasphemy!  What is good and just shall prevail.  God bless Thauaras!” Moonstar snapped.
     “I hate to break it to your god but good and just sometimes is not enough.  I should know,” 
Slink said sourly.  Gwereth cut the argument short by restraining the angered priestess.  Her 
moment of being impressed by Slink quickly faded away.
     “After the lost the goblins took at our hands you would think that they would be wary of 
retaliation and would have set up a guard.  Besides, there is our mysterious mage to consider.  I 
suggest that we tread with caution,” Gwereth added.
     “I think they heard of the coming of the mighty Slink and fled,” he mumbled to himself 
possibly a bit too loud.  Moonstar heard the comment and smacked him sharply on the shoulder 
glaring at him.  That feeling of impressiveness quickly turning to disgust.
     Craedus was disappointed at the lack of goblin guards to fight.  He wore a mighty frown and 
continued to finger the edge of his battle axe as they made their way into the damp and dimly lit 
cave.  The cave’s mouth opened into a large cavern that was roughly twenty feet wide to each 
sides and ran at least forty feet ahead of them.  The walls were made of hard pack earth which 
suggested that the cavern was made by hand and not by years of natural erosion.  Craedus had 
little to say about the architecture and just kept commenting about the stench of goblins.  Slink 
led them to the back of the large cavern where he pointed out a set of irregular shaped stairs that 
gently sloped downward and curved to the right.  The corridor was so narrow that the 
companions had to walk single file to descend the stairwell.  Tyrahne led the group hoping that 
he would find a trace of the goblins and their captives and be able to track them through their lair.  
He was followed by Raven, Craedus, Slink, Moonstar, Gwereth, Durenda, Lanneth and ended 
with Merrick.  The minstrel complained a little about being stuck in the back of the group and 
how he would be first to be attacked in an ambush until Slink reminded his “elf buddy” that 
someone had to protect the weak members of the group.  Besides he would have to walk 
“behind” Durenda.  With a wink from the mischievous rouge Merrick got the hint and smiled.  By 
the time they had reached the bottom of the stairs though, Merrick’s smile had faded and his 
hand was gripping the hilt of his short sword.  He did manage to find the courage to take his eyes 
off the dimly lit walls around 
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him a steal a look at the beautiful druidess in front of him.  Tyrahne slowed the group as they 
neared the bottom of the stairs.
     “Goblins ahead,” the ranger whispered and signaled the others to ready themselves.  They 
drew their weapons and rushed into the next room.  Quickly looking about as they hurried inside 
the companions saw that they had entered a squarish room roughly forty feet wide.  From the 
right hand wall, curving sharply toward the back wall, ran a small stream to and from small holes 
in the walls.  The was a door to their left partially blocked by a dozen goblins.
     “There is the welcoming committee,” Slink said as he pointed at the goblins.
     “Hello fodder!”  Craedus exclaimed as he tossed his axe from his left hand to his right.
     “Intruders!!!” the goblins yelled loudly in Goblinese as they began to pick up small boxes that 
rested near the stream.
     Before the companions could react, hundreds of brightly colored balls fell out of the goblin’s 
boxes and plopped noisily into the stream.  Its swift current quickly pulled the colored balls into 
the hole in the back wall and out of sight.  It took Craedus but a moment to reach the goblins 
swinging his axe viscously.  The rest of the companions quickly followed.  The dwarves great axe 
struck true and he cleaved the first goblin’s head in half.  One bloody half fell into the river and 
floated away as the other half fell to the floor still attached to its body.  Raven’s swift blow 
found the second goblin skewered upon her long sword.  Tyrahne crossed blades with another 
two goblins as Gwereth and Moonstar blocked the blows of another pair.  The rest of the 
companions hung back awaiting an opening into the fray.  Slink took the opportunity to blend 
into the shadows and disappear.  
     The battle continued with the goblins finally fighting back.  One goblin slashed Tyrahne across 
the arm and another one squealed in delight as it stabbed Raven in the left leg.  She winced in pain 
but did not allow a sound to escape her lips.  Three goblins had run up to counter Craedus and 
managed to pummel him with their clubs but his armor absorbed the blows.  He just laughed it off 
and continued to swing at the nasty little goblins.  One of the goblins in the back broke away 
from the battle and ran toward the door.  It was almost to safety when Slink slipped from out of 
the shadows and thrust a dagger into its back killing it instantly.
     “I thought that one of you would be cowardly enough to sneak away during the battle and try 
and warn the others.  Luckily enough the mighty intellect of Slink was at work,” Slink said.  The 
thief continued to congratulate himself as the battle raged on.  The companions and goblins 
continued to exchange blows with the goblins doing little harm to the skillful companions.  It 
wasn’t long before the outclassed goblins were defeated.
     “What?  No more goblins to battle?  Bah, the fun is over way too soon,” Craedus said.  The 
dwarf stroked his braided beard and noticed that Slink was staring at his golden string again.  He 
turned and stomped away.
     “I think you like fighting entirely too much,” Gwereth said with little indifference.  His tone 
garnered a surprised look from Moonstar.
     “Luckily I stopped one of them from escaping and alerting others,” Slink said.  The thief was 
still smiling deeply when Lanneth spoke.
     “That may have been a useless gesture.  Come look at this,” Lanneth said.  He was waving 
them over to the stream.
     Scattered about the stream were a bunch of empty boxes that the goblins had emptied into the 
river.  Among them was one that had not been overturned.  Lanneth reached inside and pulled out 
a small, two inch in diameter, bright red sphere.  He handed it to Gwereth who studied it for a 
moment.  It certainly 
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was light enough, almost light enough to float.  He handed it to Moonstar.  The priestess turned 
the sphere over in her hands.  Giving it a slight squeeze she found that the sphere was soft and 
squishy.  Indentations from her fingers marked the sphere’s surface.  She watched with curiosity 
as the sphere slowly began to expand and regain it’s former shape.
     Lanneth picked up another one of the spheres.  “Very interesting.”  He stroked his chin as he 
studied the small orb.  Slink dug into the box and grabbed a sphere of his own.  Without even 
studying it he quickly flipped it into the water.  It bobbed for a moment in the stream before the 
current grabbed it and pulled it downstream as it had done earlier.
     As Moonstar handed her sphere to Raven she saw what the thief was up to.  “HEY!  What do 
you think you are doing?”  Fortunately for Slink the priestess was too far away to slap him.
     “It’s ok Moonstar.  These are probably some sort of communication or alarm devices,” 
Lanneth said.  He held up a handful of spheres to punctuate his explanation.
     “And that is exactly why he shouldn’t be throwing them into the water,” Moonstar said.  
Gwereth put a hand on her shoulder to try and calm her but she pulled away slightly.
     “Even so, there are at least half a dozen boxes of these spheres on their way to who knows 
where.  I don’t think that one more is going to hurt anything,” Lanneth said.  His explanation 
didn’t seem to soothe Moonstar much but it did end the debate.  As the others continued to 
examine the spheres, Slink snuck away to search over the bodies of the fallen goblins.   Craedus 
joined the thief a few moments later to continuously explain his handiwork in the battle.  This 
irritated Slink to no end mainly because he had to put all the loot he found into group treasure 
under the watchful eye of the dwarf.  After the companions had thoroughly examined the 
spheres, they pulled all the goblin bodies to one side and gathered in front of the door.  Slink 
listened closely and informed the others that he heard nothing beyond it.  Raven ordered them 
back into a single file formation and they passed through the door.  The tunnel beyond the door 
ran ahead for sixty feet where it split into a four way intersection.
     “So?  Where to now boss?” Slink said.  Raven and Tyrahne both started to answer the 
question and looked at each other questionable.  It was obvious to the others that eventually this 
dual leadership was going to present a problem.  Tyrahne stepped back and allowed Raven to 
make the call.  She watched the ranger for a moment.
     “I was going to suggest left,” Raven said.  She looked at the ranger again.
     “As was I,” Tyrahne said.  He stared back at Raven.  After a moment of tense silence they all 
headed down the left passage in a single file.  After twenty feet they came to a large archway that 
lead into a large cavern.  There were piles of straw and dirty rags five feet apart that ran the 
length of the caverns walls.  There was a large burnt hole in the center of the room filled with 
ashes and charred bits of logs.  Other than that the room was empty.
     Durenda sniffed the air.  “Phew, it stinks in here.”
     “Were are they?  It looks like this place could hold dozens of goblins.  A lot more than we 
encountered in the other room,” Merrick said.  He looked about the cavern cautiously.
     “The goblins lost a large number of their army in the attack on WoodVale.  Or maybe they are 
out scouting the woods,” Tyrahne said.  It was obvious that the ranger was offering an educated 
guess.
     “Or maybe they are waiting for us further down in these caverns.  Lets not forget the 
spheres,”  Gwereth said gravely.    
     The others tensed at the thought.  They searched the cavern but found nothing of interest.  
They left the cavern and headed back to the four way intersection.  They headed down the right 
passage this time which lead thirty feet to another archway.  This new archway led to another 
large cavern.  It was another 
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sleeping quarters but not as empty as the first.  Inside the cavern were dozens of goblins, all 
females and children,  standing or sitting at the far side of the cavern.  Upon seeing them, 
Craedus, Raven and Tyrahne immediately drew their weapons and readied for an attack.
     “WAIT!” Durenda yelled loud enough to stop the three warrior’s charge.  “We can not attack 
these creatures as foul as they maybe.  They are just mothers and young that are not even armed.  
They are defenseless.  We must either subdue them or let them go.”
     “Did the villagers of WoodVale have the weapons to defend themselves against the goblin 
attack?” Raven asked loudly.  She glared intensely at the druidess she was questioning.
     “Goblins are still creatures of the woods.  Belonda tells her minions to have mercy on all her 
children no matter how foul they may be,” Durenda said.  Her answer seemed to lighten the looks 
that she had been getting from Moonstar and Gwereth.  Even Tyrahne relaxed the grip on his 
weapon, if not for Durenda’s speech then his growing feelings for her.  Raven and Craedus 
lowered their weapons a bit but held them firmly in their grasp.  Craedus mumbled something 
about being disappointed under his breath.  It was Tyrahne that decided it for them all.
    “Ok,” the ranger said.  He was smiling at Durenda when he said it.  He turned to the goblins 
huddling near the far wall.  “Oh foul creatures, you have but one chance to save yourselves.  
Leave this lair at once and flee far to the west into the depths of the forest and never return.  If 
you do you will surely be slain.  If you stay you will have to face the wrath of my friends here.”  
He gesture toward Raven and Craedus who raised their weapons menacingly.  Tyrahne finished 
his little speech by saying “Go Now!” in goblinese.  Raven and Craedus moved to the side to 
allow the goblins room to rush through but kept their weapons readied.  At first the wary goblins 
didn’t move and raven thought they were going to have to fight them after all but as the first one 
stepped forward they all made a mad dash for the exit.  A few of them were bold enough to hiss 
at the companions as they ran by but none of them attacked as they fled the room.  They ran 
down the passage that the companions had used to enter the goblins lair and out of their home 
forever.
     Raven turned to face Durenda once again.  “I don’t think that was such a good idea.  As I have 
learned from my time in the Houkahtan army, showing mercy to an enemy will only earn you a 
knife in the back.”
     “You will grow a heart of stone if you do not show a little compassion and mercy sometimes 
Raven,” Durenda said.  The druidess stepped passed Raven to stand next to Tyrahne.  She leaned 
over to whisper in Tyrahne’s ear.  “What a bitter life she must have lived in the army.”  Raven 
over heard the druidess’ words but showed no sign of it.  
     The companions seemed split on Tyrahne’s decision but what was done was done.  On one 
hand Merrick was glad that he didn’t have to battle any more goblins but on the other hand this 
disappointed Craedus immensely.  He lusted for battle but was denied by the person he 
considered to be the weakest member of their war party.   The companions made their way back 
to the four way and took the last remaining passage forward.  It wound back and forth, sloping 
up and down until it ended in another archway.  Beyond that opening was another passage that 
led to a large wooden door.  Slink pressed and ear to the door and listened for long moments.
Slink spoke in a whisper, “there are definitely goblins behind this door.  Sounds like a lot of 
them.”  Raven signaled to the others to draw their weapons.  Lanneth began to chant.
    “Lets hope that they are not young goblins, else the little one will not let us play,”  Craedus 
said sharply.  He sneered at Durenda.  Raven gave them the signal to enter.  Craedus forced the 
door open and the companions rushed into a huge cavern.  There was a wooden door in the right 
wall and an 
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opening in the left wall.  Beyond the gate that barred the opening to the left were men and women 
huddled in a small group.  They were obviously the no frightened villagers of WoodVale captured 
in the goblin attack.  At the far end of the cavern was a goblin like creature sitting on a crudely 
crafted throne alongside a stream.  The beast was thicker and taller than the little goblins the 
companions had encountered the night before.  It’s skin was not green like the others but a sickly 
yellow that was covered with a thin coat of rust colored hair.  It had a thick distorted face with 
long pointed ears making it look like a grotesquely deformed elf.  It had to be the goblin’s 
chieftain.  Beside the seated humanoid were four large goblin like creatures standing guard.  The 
guardsmen looked more like goblins than their leader did.  They were much taller than ordinary 
goblins, roughly six and a half feet tall and had reddish skin, but were definitely goblin kin.  They 
wore oiled black leather vests with long swords that hung at their sides.   Scattered about the 
room in front of the other goblin kin were a group of a dozen goblin warriors which immediately 
charged the companions.  Before the charging goblins could reach them, Lanneth finished his 
spell.  Suddenly a large number of the goblins slowed, yawned and fell over into a deep slumber.  
Four of the charging goblins remained to finish the attack.
     “Boy I really love it when you do that,” Slink said enthusiastically.  He congratulated the 
elven mage as he tried to slip into the shadows.  Seeing his troops fall in battle the chieftain 
sitting on the throne barked out commands in a language that none of the companions recognized.  
The four goblin kin guarding the chieftain drew their swords and rushed into battle.
     “Here come the Hobgoblins!”  Tyrahne shouted as he turned his attention toward his new 
opponents.  He block the attack of a nearby goblin.   Slink had successfully blended into the 
background as the other goblins began attacking Raven and Craedus.  By the time the hobgoblins 
had joined the fray the four little goblins had been put down.  Each warrior moved to intercept a 
new foe.  Raven, Craedus, Tyrahne and Gwereth stepped forward to do battle as Lanneth readied 
another spell.  Moonstar and Merrick readied themselves for any attacks that broke through the 
front line.  A hobgoblin brought its long sword down upon Craedus but caused him little harm 
through his armor.  The dwarf laughed as it cursed Craedus’ good luck.   Raven jabbed her 
hobgoblin in the ribs as Tyrahne and Gwereth block blows from their opponents.  
    “Stoopid Hoomins.  Now yoose dies!”  the hobgoblin screamed in broken common as it 
brought its long sword down on Gwereth’s shoulder.  The sword cleaved through the priest’s 
robes and deep into his flesh.  He yelled in pain and fell back as blood squirted from the gash in 
his shoulder.  Immediately Moonstar stepped forward and filled in the gap left by her fallen 
friend.   The priestess swung viscously at the hobgoblin and smashed its left arm causing it to 
drop it‘s weapon.  It howled in pain as it tried to retrieve its sword.  The chieftain stood up off 
his throne and drew its sword just as Lanneth finished his spell.  A streak of fiery red magic 
zoomed passed the companions and slammed into the chieftain.  It squealed as it rubbed the burn 
marks on its arm.  Durenda looked in awe for a moment at the blur of Lanneth’s fiery magic 
before remembering the battle and snapped back to the situation at hand.  Moonstar had stepped 
back to drag Gwereth out of battle and Merrick hesitantly stepped forward to take on 
Moonstar’s Hobgoblin.  Raven expertly skewered her opponent through the midsection.   Behind 
them Moonstar began to chant.  She finished her spell and laid glowing hands on Gwereth’s 
bloodied shoulder.  The priest groaned softly as the wound began to close.
     “This is another one you owe me old man,” Moonstar said.  She smiled and then winked at 
the fallen priest.  
     Craedus blocked the attack of his foe, ducked under its outstretched arm and brought his axe 
up into its armpit.  With ease he finished his stroke and the creature’s arm fell to the ground.  It 
squealed loudly 
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for a moment before falling to the ground, joining its arm, bleeding to death.   
      Merrick and his Hobgoblin opponent traded blows, nicking each other in the process until the 
minstrel landed a mighty blow and slashed the creature across both eyes.  His short sword bit 
deep into its skull, dropping it dead.  
     The last hobgoblin swung at Tyrahne but missed.  It made a particularly agile move for a 
hobgoblin bringing its sword around catching the ranger square in the forehead with its pommel.  
Tyrahne was driven to the floor by the blow.  The hobgoblin raised its sword and hovered over 
the fallen ranger getting ready to deliver the killing blow.  At that moment the ranger brought his 
axe up into the hobgoblins groin.  It never made a sound, just a look of surprise and then fell over 
with a thud landing on the ranger.  Tyrahne was pinned to the floor under the dead hobgoblin‘s 
weight, still half stunned by its attack.
     While the companions were busy battling the hobgoblins, Slink had made his attack on the 
goblin chieftain.  As the chieftain continued to head toward the battle, still rubbing its arm after 
Lanneth’s magical attack, Slink jumped out of the shadows and slashed the creature across the 
chest cutting through its leather mail and drawing blood.  With a flurry of rage driven attacks, the 
chieftain tried to slay little rouge.  All the while Slink managed to dodge the chieftains attacks and 
draw blood in various places.  The chieftain made a mighty lunge for the thief.  Slink stealthily 
dodged to one side, twisted the grip on one of his throwing daggers and plunged the blade deep 
into the chieftain’s neck.  With a twist of the blade the chieftain made a gurgling sound and fell to 
the floor dead.  He turned to see Raven and Craedus haul a dead hobgoblin off of Tyrahne.
     “Sure, we do all the work and you just lie there doing nothing,” Raven teased the ranger.  He 
gave her a dirty look as he got to his feet.  He wobbled a little as he dusted himself off.  Durenda 
quickly ran to his side to help steady him.  They searched the room concentrating mainly on the 
chieftain.  Lanneth and Tyrahne studied it and discussed something amongst themselves.
       “This must be a bugbear.  You can tell by the shape of his head,” Tyrahne said.  As he said 
this Craedus leaned over and picked up the sword the Bugbear was using.  It was exceptionally 
well crafted.  The dwarf turned it over a few times in his hand.
     “Where would a creature like this get its paws on such a finely crafted weapon?” Craedus 
said.  He handed the weapon to Raven.
     “Maybe it was stolen from a caravan from Throffhorn,” Gwereth offered.
     “More likely it was given to the bugbear by the mage that was with the goblins.  The one 
starting the fires at WoodVale,” Raven said.  As she mentioned the mage, Lanneth and Durenda 
both looked at her.  
     A large crude key was found upon the chieftain and was used to open the gate holding the 
WoodVale villagers captive.  The villagers poured out of their confinements and immediately 
thanked the companions repeatedly.  They had many questions about the fate of WoodVale and 
the companions did their best to answer them.  The villagers were extremely happy to hear that, 
for the most part, WoodVale had survived the goblin attack.  
     Slink called out to his friends.  He had been messing round with the cheap tapestries that hung 
behind the bugbears throne.  Thinking they were valuable Slink was trying to find a way of 
stealing them when he had accidentally pulled one down upon himself.  By removing the tapestry 
he revealed a lighter patch of stone wall behind it.  Lanneth joined the thief and in moments they 
had sprung a secret door.  A warm breeze issued from the darkened tunnel beyond.
     “I wonder what’s down there?” Slink asked.  He said it to Lanneth with a mischievous smile.
     “Yes, I wonder?”   Lanneth said to Slink with an uncharacteristically devilish smile.  That old 
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familiar feeling of exploration quickly returned to the elf.
     “I think our thief is going to be a bad influence.”  Raven said to Merrick who nodded in 
agreement.
     “Shall we go?”  Slink said with a gesture toward the dark passage that loomed before him.
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The Fire Mage Revealed

     It was decided that Moonstar and Gwereth stay behind to watch over the people of 
WoodVale and heal any that were injured.  The companions agreed that it was risky to leave both 
healers behind, but Gwereth was not fully recovered from his injured shoulder and Moonstar 
would be needed to help it along.  Durenda offered to stay behind and help, almost insisting, until 
Tyrahne reassured her that he would protect her.  She faked a smile as she reluctantly allowed the 
ranger to lead her toward the secret door behind the tapestry.  She took one last look at the 
villagers secretly scanning it for the sage, Alexander, before she was pulled into a dark tunnel.  
     The tunnel itself was made of gray stones being ten feet wide and eight feet high.  Craedus 
commented on how well it was built and quite a contrast to the crude caverns of the goblins.  
Slink led the way searching for traps and pitfalls as they went.  Raven stood behind him holding a 
torch high so that they could see.  The group slowly made their way down the tunnel one 
hundred and twenty feet until it turned left.  They rounded the corner and walked another thirty 
feet until the tunnel turned left again.  They walked another sixty feet until they reached an 
ornately carved door.  It was polished oak and stained with a reddish hue.  The top of the door 
was curved and its surface was covered with carvings that could have been some sort of leafy 
plant or vines.  Durenda thought they looked like flames.  The door was warm to the touch.  
     Examining the door Slink found no traps on it.  Slink put an ear to its warm surface but 
couldn’t hear anything behind it that would give them a clue as to who or what was behind it.  He 
turned the knob a quarter turn to the left and found that it was not locked.  He looked up at the 
others.  They all stood there waiting until both Raven and Tyrahne nodded affirmatively.  Slink 
slowly turned the knob the rest of the way and pushed the door open.  Beyond the door was a 
large laboratory of some sorts.  They quickly entered and saw who they all had, in the back of 
their minds, been expecting to see.  It was the strange man in robes that had been lighting the trees 
of WoodVale on fire.  As if sensing the companions he lifted his head out of the book he had been 
studying, closed it and stood up to face them.  He was still dressed in his long flowing crimson 
robes and held his ebony staff in his hand.  Seeing it filled Durenda with excitement.
     “Welcome my children,” said the strange man.  He said this is a raspy, slithering voice.
     “MATHIAS!” the elven mage shouted this as he rushed toward the front of the group.
     “MYRIMAR!” the druidess scream as she too rush to the front of the group with Tyrahne 
close behind.
     The rest of the companions drew their weapons and assumed a defensive stance.  A wave of 
differing emotions washed over the companions.  Tyrahne felt hatred, Durenda felt desire, 
Merrick felt fear and Lanneth felt loathsome.
     “My have you grown much in the time since I’ve seen you my son.  It is good to see you 
again Lanneth,” Mathias hissed.  At the word “son” the others looked at Lanneth with confusion.
     “But not you evil one.  Your gifts could never replace the love of my true father,” Lanneth 
spat at him.  Craedus shifted his battle stance.
     “Such tone you take with the one who has opened your eyes to the gift of fiery magic,” 
Mathias said.
     “A gift?  More like a curse!” Lanneth exclaimed.
     “Did it not free you from that prison you elves call home?  Is it not what you wished for?  A 
life of adventure?” Mathias cackled.  Lanneth did not answer him.  He just stood there rolling 
Mathias’ words over and over in his head.  Mathias took a step closer.  The companions 
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tightened their grip on their weapons.  Mathias gestured at Tyrahne with his ebony staff.
     “And you ranger.  Are you so eager to rid yourself of my daughter that you bring her back to 
me so quickly?” Mathias asked.
     “I have come here to destroy you not bring you tribute,” Tyrahne said fiercely.
     “A tribute?  So you consider her above all others now?  Good....good,” Mathias pondered this 
and then continued.  “But remember, soon I will take her back.”
     “NEVER!”  Tyrahne growled and stepped forward, sword point first, threatening Mathias.  
     In an instant Mathias had conjured up a huge ball of fire with his staff and sent it hurling 
toward the enraged ranger.  In a blink of an eye Durenda rushed forward and managed to shove 
Tyrahne aside.  Unfortunately she was now in the path of the speeding fireball and took the 
brunt of the blast.  The ball of flames exploded on contact, sheathing her in an envelope of fire 
and heat.  As the fire consumed itself and burned out, Durenda crumbled to the floor.  Mathias 
stood there laughing insanely.
     “This is going to be easier than I thought,” Mathias said laughing.  He looked over to see that 
the rest of the companions  had charged him during his fiery attack and were almost to him.  With 
a gesture and a quick flip of the wrist a pit opened up underneath him and he fell through the 
floor.  
    The companions ran over to the pit as Tyrahne scooped up the blacked body of Durenda.  Her 
clothes were burnt and her hair singed and her skin was cold to the touch.  Tyrahne cradled her in 
his arms and laid his head on hers.  He began to weep over the tremendous loss he felt in his 
heart.  Tears ran down his cheeks.
    “Are those tears for me?” Durenda said this weakly.  Tyrahne looked up in surprise.  He saw 
the little druidess looking up at him with bright blue eyes and a gentle smile.  He smiled deeply 
and hugged her.  His tears became those of joy.  After a long embrace he set her on her feet and 
was amazed at the strength she still possessed. After such a devastating attack she should have 
been dead.  He offered her his cloak to wrap herself in.  Large bits of burnt clothing fell from her 
singed body each time she moved.  The others were standing around the pit looking down at a 
chute that led away into darkness.
     “I think we are going to run into him again,” Raven said.
     “Count on it,” Lanneth said.  Slink crouched down bending an ear to the pit.  Listening 
intently he could have sworn that he heard laughter.  
     Tyrahne and Durenda joined the others and after they all took turns asking if the little 
druidess was all right, they searched the room.  The room was indeed a laboratory of sorts with 
large bookshelves in one corner, which Lanneth search intensely, and a large table in the other.   
On the table were vials and flask and glass tubes leading everywhere filled with various liquids.  
There were jars of all sorts of herbs, minerals and animal parts.  Slink was having fun playing 
with a jar of “newt eyes” until Raven suggested that he help look for treasure.  With that the 
rouge was off.  When the search was finished they had collected three finished potions, a ring, 
some odd books and a journal written in a strange unknown language.  Lanneth and Merrick 
looked over all the treasure trying to discern what they were.
     “I have no magic power left and can not identify these potions or ring today.  As for the 
journal, I have no idea what that language is,” Lanneth said.  He handed the journal to Slink and 
the potions and ring to Merrick.  He had already put the old books into his back pack along with 
various jars of herbs.  Merrick looked at the unlabeled potions.  “I believe that two of these 
potions are of the curative variety but I’m not sure.  And the ring baffles me.”  He handed them 
to Raven who put them in the group 
treasure.  Slink was paging through the journal.
    “Ah.  Yup.  Mmmm Hmmm,”  the rouge said looking thoughtfully through the journal.
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    “What is it?” Lanneth asked.
    “It says, ‘in 461 the great and mighty rouge Slink the Crafty led his fellow adventurers against 
the evil Mathias....” Slink announced with bravado.  Raven groaned and grabbed the journal out of 
his hands, stashing it in her pack.
     “Simpleton.” Lanneth mumbled, uncommonly grumpy.
     With one last look over the lab, they headed back to the throne room.  Gwereth was feeling 
better and with the help of Moonstar was doing his best to answer the many question of the 
WoodVale villagers.  He seemed relived to see his friends return.  Tyrahne recounted the events 
beyond the tapestries to them all.  When he got to Mathias’ “defeat” everyone cheered.  The 
villagers began to talked excitedly among themselves as they began to ready themselves for the 
trip back to WoodVale.  Sometime during Tyrahne’s tale Durenda had wandered off into the 
crowd.
     “No doubt helping the injured villagers,” Tyrahne said.  He thought to himself.  He was going 
to make sure that he kept a better eye on her in the future.  He needed to protect her.  In the back 
of his mind was this nagging need to find out how she had survive the fireball blast and why it 
had somehow energized her.
     The companions rounded up the villagers and led them out of the goblin’s lair and back to 
their home.
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20

The Sage

     It had taken a few days for all of the excitement to calm down.  After returning to WoodVale 
with the missing villagers, the mayor of WoodVale ordered a celebration for the companions.  
Moonstar argued that the time would be better spent rebuilding the city but the mayor insisted 
on honoring the heroes.  And what a celebration it was.  There was a parade, a huge dinner and a 
dance which ended up with a great bonfire, supervised of course, and plenty of drinking.  Slink 
had gone to great lengths to keep up with Craedus’ ale drinking, much to Merrick and Raven’s 
warnings and ended up thoroughly drunk.  Craedus applauded his efforts and even managed to 
keep him from wandering into the fire pit a few times.  
     The next few days were spent making temporary repairs to the city so that it was serviceable 
until the wood smiths came to make more permanent repairs.  Once the celebration had worn 
down the Mayor became extremely distraught over the loss of so many of the city’s trees but 
was cheered up when Durenda offered her druidic services.  Within a day there were plenty of 
saplings planted in a new ring around the village.  After a week things calmed down enough and 
allowed the companions a bit of freedom to wander the city and do their own things.  While there 
was no arena or thieves guild in the city, many of the companions found villagers that were able 
to train them in their perspective careers. 
     But Durenda was in no mood for long boring training sessions and for once she was not 
interested in watching the sweat glisten off Tyrahne’s chest as he practiced his sword skills.  She 
was doing all that she could just dealing with having to wait for a chance to see the sage 
Alexander.   
     After long days of rebuilding the city her wait was over.  She had been checking on the new 
sapling the villagers had planted the day before when word came to her that Alexander would see 
her.  The Sage had set up a temporary shop in the city to help out until the final repairs of 
WoodVale were finished.  Durenda followed the directions that she had been given.  She 
approached the shop with a bit of apprehension.  Although she was more than eager to learn 
anything that she could about her growing fascination with fire, she was also afraid of hearing the 
truth.  What if her condition was permanent?  What if it was only going to get worst?  What if 
she was slowly going mad?  All of these questions danced around her mind as she entered the 
small shop.  Inside the shop was a clutter of books and tomes, scientific equipment, parchment, 
pens and inks, and all sorts of models and diagrams.  Everything seemed as though it was piled 
haphazardly in whatever spot had room.  Many of the piles threatened to tip over when she 
walked near them.  She was staring at a odd map of strange lands connected by lines, which 
looked a lot like a spider’s web, when she heard a voice.
     “That’s a map of the known, and some unknown, realms and the gateways that connect them.  
It is very old.  Ancient in fact.  I still haven’t deciphered most of it,” said a voice from behind her.  
Durenda turned to see a thin, almost frail, man dressed in tan scholar’s gowns.  He had a wrinkled 
face that was framed with a scraggly gray beard and moustache.  He was not a regal looking man, 
actually ordinary in appearance.  He could have been mistaken for a street peddler more often 
than a scholar if not for his gown.  Durenda recognized him as one of the villagers that they had 
rescued from the goblins.  It was the sage Alexander.
     “I am glad to see that you are doing well,” Durenda said.
     “No worse for wear after those foul little creatures abducted me.  Actually I learned quite a bit 
from 
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the whole experience.  I hope to write a book about them one day,”  Alexander said excitedly.  
Durenda smiled at his enthusiasm.  She would have been terrified by the whole experience.  “But 
enough about me, what about you young one.  Tell me what worries have brought you to my 
humble shop.”   Alexander waved outstretched hand at the clutter surrounding him and smiled.
     Durenda told him her whole story in detail, leaving nothing out.  He stood there for long 
moments scratching the wiry hairs on his chin as he took it all in.
     “Hmmm.  Maybe we should conduct a little test,” the sage said.  Motioning toward a small 
table.  There were two chairs alongside it, one on each end.  “Please take a seat.”  Durenda sat at 
one end of the small table and Alexander at the other.  He grabbed a few things out of the clutter 
and pushed the rest to the side.  In the middle of the table he set a candle, a flint and steel and one 
of his battered log books.  
     “I am going to light this candle and I want you to focus on it.”  Durenda nodded yes.  
Alexander began to hum a soft melody as he took the flint and steel and sparked the candle’s 
wick to life.  A cheery little flame danced on the end of the wick.  He hummed a bit louder as he 
grabbed his log book and opened it in front of him.  He produced a quill and ink from another pile 
and got ready to write in his book.      
     “Remember, focus on the flame.”  He began to hum again.  
     Durenda fidgeted nervously in her seat but kept her eyes on the flame.  She felt nothing at 
first, nothing for long moments.  Slowly Durenda’s eyes began to grow heavy, her pupils glazed 
over.  An emotionless calm washed over her face as she started intently at the flickering flame.  
Alexander scribbled something in his book.  Durenda leaned closer and closer to the candle until 
her nose was mere inches away from it’s flame.  Alexander continued to write in his book.  His 
humming grew louder and louder but did nothing to snap the young woman out of her trance.  
Slowly she reached forward with her right hand and outstretched a finger and a thumb to the 
flame as if she was going to snuff it out.  She held her pointer finger in the flame for long 
moments.  Alexander was astounded to see that nothing happened to her finger, no smoke, no 
burns, no yelps of pain.  Suddenly Durenda snapped her fingers together as if to capture the tiny 
flame and it went out.  Almost as quickly Durenda snapped out of her trance.  This surprised 
Alexander and he stopped humming.  Durenda blinked a few times, awareness returning to her, 
and turned to Alexander who was staring at her.  She quickly pulled her hand away from the 
smoldering candle.
     “Well, I see that something has happened, even thought I can’t remember what.  What did you 
discover?  Am I going crazy?” Durenda asked.
     “You can’t remember anything?” Alexander asked.  Durenda nodded no.  Alexander thought 
about it for a moment and consulted his notes.  “I think that we can rule out pyromania.”  
Durenda let out the deep breath that she had been holding.  “Pyromaniacs don’t go into trances 
like you did.  Also they try to expand and celebrate flames not capture and diminish them like 
you did.”
     “Then what do you think it is?” Durenda asked still worried about the outcome.
     “I’m not definite but I think that you are under the influence of someone or something,” 
Alexander explained.  An image of the fire mage flashed across Durenda’s mind.  “You are 
obviously not affected by the heat of fire, as was the case in this experiment.  Just like when you 
jumped through the ring of fire surrounding the city during the attack.  I can’t tell you any 
specifics but I would suggest visiting a high priest in Throffhorn.  He should be able to tell you a 
bit more.  If nothing else, he could perform an exorcism on you just in case of demonic influence 
or possession,” he said offhandedly.  Durenda became horrorstruck.  
     Demonic possession?  How could that be? she thought.  Alexander saw the despair in her eyes 
and
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 quickly realized what his words had done.
     “Young one, that is the worst case scenario.  Most likely this is a side effect of your druidic 
magic and your Fey heritage.  This resistance could actually be a blessing in disguise.  Don’t 
assume anything until you have had a chance to speak with a high priest or priestess,” the sage 
said.  He was happy to see that this had instilled a bit of reassurance in the young druidess.  He 
was careful not to let his true feelings show through.    
     Durenda stood up from the table.  “Thank you for all of your time dear Alexander.  I will go 
to Throffhorn in the morning and find the answers to the riddle that is my life,” She said.  The 
druidess leaned over and kissed the sage on the cheek.  With a joyous giggle she turned away and 
quickly headed out of the shop.  Her mind was a whirl with all the knowledge that she had 
gained.
     God speed my child.  May your faith carry you through the unfortunate events that are sure to 
come your way, Alexander thought to himself.    His blushing, smiling face turned to ashen gray 
worry.
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The Truth About Gateways 

     Raven stood looking out the window of her room at the One Eyed Basilisk watching all of the 
busy villagers scurrying about, doing their daily errands.  Slink laid on the room’s single bed 
staring merrily at the ceiling.  Lanneth sat in a small wooden chair in the room’s corner studying 
the books that he had taken from Mathias’ laboratory.  Every once in a while he would shift to a 
more comfortable position or an “ahhh” would escape his lips.  Other than that a person would 
not even realize that he was there.  Merrick leaned against the door leading out of the room and 
stared at Raven.  His eyes followed the curves of her body.  She was even more pleasing to him 
now that she had gotten out of her black leathers and into traditional WoodVale clothing.  She 
wore tight tan trousers and a green blouse that was rather low cut in the front.  She looked more 
like a lady than a stuffy old tom boy warrior.  He watched intently as she twirled a long braid of 
black hair in her hand.
     “I never knew how many fascinating shapes the cracks in a ceiling could make.  Now I know 
what fascinates women so much,” Slink said.  Raven turned at threw him an ugly glare.
     “Be serious Slink.  We need to figure out our next move,” Raven snapped at him.  Merrick 
knew what his next move should be.  He looked at Raven and smiled with lusty thoughts.
    “Its like watching clouds myself....” Slink started to say when Raven gave the bed a hard kick 
getting.  
    “Sheeeesh!  What a wet sock you are Raven.”
     Raven turned to her other friends.  Merrick snapped his head up quickly when he realized 
where his gaze still wandering.  He shrugged and blush slightly at Raven’s stern look.  Slink 
laughed.
     “We need to find a way to follow Maxwell,” Raven said.
     “Through that gate?  Impossible” Merrick said crossing his arms.  There was no way he 
wanted to encounter Maxwell and his gang again..
     “Always the doubter, bard.  There is a way to everything.  You just have to know where to 
look for it,” Slink said to the bard.  Merrick pondered the rouge’s words.  He thought of his 
earlier ideas about Raven.  There is a solution for everything.  He smiled deeply.
     “Since the gate is magical, I thought maybe Lanneth could shed some light on all of this,” 
Raven said.   They all looked at the elf who was busy reading a large tome that was resting in his 
lap.  They waited for him to answer.  As if sensing all the stares that were upon him, he looked 
up.
     “What?” Lanneth asked.  Raven restated her question impatiently.  “I am sorry but gateways 
are not within my sphere of knowledge.  I can tell you that the gateway we saw required a great 
deal of power to open much less maintain and its weave was very complicated.  Other than that I 
am at a loss.  We are going to have to seek some help if we are to unravel its workings.”
     “You really don’t mean to follow this Maxwell through one of those gates do you?”  Merrick 
asked shocked, forgetting all about Raven’s curves.
     “I thought that you would follow me anywhere?” She said this coyly.  Merrick blushed and 
said nothing as his mouth hung agape.  Slink laughed as he continued to stare at the ceiling.  
“There is a sage in town that should be able to help us out with this whole situation.  Merrick, 
you stay here with Lanneth.  Slink and I will be right back.  See you later Lanneth.”  Lanneth 
waved to her without ever lifting his head out of his book.  
     Merrick watched Raven’s hips sway back and forth as she left the room.  Merrick let out a 
deep sigh. 
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 Lanneth heard this and looked up.
     “I will never understand your human nature.”  he said to the half-elven minstrel.
     “That’s too bad elf.  You are really missing out,” he said with a devilish smile.
     Raven and Slink rounded the corner and approached the sage’s shop.  Suddenly its door flew 
open and a giggling Durenda rushed out of it.  She hurried down the road and off into the distance 
without noticing her two friends.  Raven and Slink looked at each other but offered no 
explanation.
      Our little druidess is turning out to be quite secretive, Slink thought this to himself as they 
approached the shop.   The pair entered it and found an old man staring out a window in the 
direction that the druidess had gone.  After a moment he turned to greet the two companions.
     “Well hello.  It is good to have more of my rescuers visit my humble shop,” Alexander said.  
Raven raised an eyebrow at the word “more” but got no explanation from the sage.  “How can I 
help you today?”.  Slink looked around the shop at the piles of oddities with wide eyes.  
Obviously his curiosity had been piques.
     “We need some information,” Raven said.
     “Well now, don’t we all.  But you have come to the right place then my good lady,” the sage 
said.  Raven tensed a little at Alexander’s feminine reference.  Slink noticed this and chuckled 
softly to himself.
     “Gateways,” was all that Raven said, but it was all that was necessary.  Now the sage’s 
curiosity was piqued.  It was definitely something he did not expect to hear.
     “Gateways?  What an interesting subject you have brought to me.  What do you want to 
know about them?” Alexander asked.
     “There is one in particular that we need to know about.  We need to know how to reopen it.” 
Raven answered.
     “Tell me about this gateway.”  Alexander said.
     Raven explained the gateway in as much detail that she could remember Slink added a detail 
here and there as he slowly rummaged through the sage’s equipment.  Raven ended her story with 
Lanneth’s spell and the effect it had on the gateway.  The sage took in all the information and 
pondered on it for a moment slowly scratching his scraggly beard.  He cleared his throat and 
began his explanation.
     “The gate that you described sounds like a Gihgas Gate, a special portal created long ago by 
the powers of the great Arch mage Gihgas himself.  It is said that his power was so great that it 
would tear holes in the fabric of time and space every time he used it.  This is probably an 
exaggeration but still, he could have been powerful enough to link all sorts of pocket worlds to 
prime planes with special tunnels.  Traveling through these tunnels would take a person to the 
next realm instantaneously.  To safe guard these tunnels from intruders and unwanted travelers, 
Gihgas closed both ends off with gates, Gihgas Gates.  They could only be opened by the 
powerful and the knowledgeable.  The person that opened your gate must have been powerful 
indeed,” the sage explained.  Raven thought back to Ezmerelda.  “I do not know the meaning of 
the change in color or what the effect of your mage friend’s spell had on the gate.  It must have 
altered the gate in some way.  My guess is that its travelers didn’t end up where they expected 
to.  I hope that they weren’t friends of yours,” Alexander asked.  Raven nodded sharply no.  “It 
would be possible to reopen the gate in the same place as before if you knew the right spell.  
Gihgas Gates for the most part are stationary, fixed to a certain location.”  He looked at the two 
companions ascertaining that they were not verse in the arts of magic.  “Maybe if you employed 
the help of a gate witch it would be possible.  May I ask were this portal was opened exactly?”  
Alexander grabbed his tattered log book and his quill.  He dipped the quill in a jar of ink while he 
waited for Raven to answer.
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     “Right here in WoodVale.  A few blocks west right past the town square,” Raven said.  The 
sage looked shocked as he bolted up right and ran to the wall were Durenda had been reading the 
map earlier.  He was mumbling to himself and all Raven could make out was the word “amazing.”  
The sage pulled the map off the wall and turned to Raven.
     “Do you plan on reopening the Gate?” Alexander asked.
     “Yes” Raven said this with determination in her eyes.
     “Then I offer you this deal.  If you agree to keep a journal of all the information you can 
collect on the gateways and the lands beyond them, I will loan you this,” the sage said.  
Alexander held out the strange map that Durenda thought looked like a spider’s web.
     “What is this?” Raven asked.
     “This is an ancient map of Gihgas Gateways.  I have only deciphered a bit of it, but it may aid 
you on your journey,” Alexander said.  Raven looked at the map and only had to think for a brief 
moment.
     “Deal!” Raven exclaimed taking the map.  She looked at all the strange markings upon it.  It 
was covered with small circles connected with various colored lines. In the center of the map was 
a larger circle.  Within the central circle were land masses.  The eastern most continent looked 
familiar.  It was her homeland of Houkahtan.  She recognized it from her geography studies she 
had while still in the Houkahtan army.
     “Is this…,” Raven started
     “Yes.  That is our world.  This red line is most likely the gateway you were referring to,”  
Alexander said excitedly as he pointed at the map.
     “Thank you Alexander.  This is definitely a great starting point,” Raven said rolling up the 
map.  She shook the sage’s hand vigorously.  She signaled to Slink that they were leaving.  He 
dropped the strange device that he had been looking at and headed for the door.
     “Fare thee well and good journey my brave gatewalkers,” Alexander said.  They were almost 
out of the shop when Raven stopped and looked at Slink with a stern glare.
     “What?”  Slink asked sheepishly.
     “The stuff?”  she answered the rouge’s question with a question.
     “Oh all right,” Slink said.  He acted crushed as he pulled out another small strange device that 
looked like a tinderbox with knobs, a compass, three vials and a bit of fur out of his pocket and 
threw them on the table.  “Now can we leave?”  Raven nodded and led them back to the One 
Eyed Basilisk.
     Alexander looked at the small pile on the table.  He picked up the small apparatus and the bit 
of fur.   
     “That thief sure knows how to pick out the good stuff.”  Alexander said to no one in 
particular and smiled.  Somehow he knew that he was going to run into Raven and Slink again. 
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The Hardest Decision Of All

     Durenda walked quickly through the streets of WoodVale thinking about all the things that 
Alexander had told her.  She was excited that she may finally be at the end of this great mystery.  
One more stop in Throffhorn and it would all be over.  She might still be able to get back to the 
Sacred Grove in time.  Of course there would be a lot of explaining to do but she was sure that 
she could iron it all out.  As she reached the town stables though, her excitement quickly turned 
into nervousness.  She walked across the corral to a barn in the back and peered through its open 
doors.  There she saw Tyrahne gently grooming one of his mares.  The butterflies in her stomach 
began to flitter about anxiously.  She stood there watch him for a moment.  She watched the 
muscles of his arms flex with each stroke of his brush.  This was going to be harder than she 
though.  Slowly she walked into the barn.
     “Tyrahne?”  Durenda asked in a soft voice.  Tyrahne stopped brushing his mare and turned to 
look at her.
     “Durenda, my fair lady,” Tyrahne said with a smile that made her butterflies flitter about even 
more.  Durenda managed a half of a nervous smile before speaking again.
     “Tyrahne, we need to talk,” she said.
     “Yes we do,” he said.  His smile faded a bit.  “I was hoping that we would have gotten a 
chance to talk over the past few days but with the repairs to the village and my training and your 
work on the forest...” He trailed off, staring at her beauty.  Durenda nodded in agreement and 
walked over to him.  He stood up and stretched the stiffness out of his arms.  Durenda watch as 
his biceps flex.  
     “I wanted to talk to you about the night of the attack, the fire, that strange fire mage.  Do you 
know why he is after you?  Do you know what happened to you after the fireball?  Have you 
had a chance to talk to Lanneth about it yet?”  Durenda nodded “no” to all his questions.
     “I wanted to talk to you about tomorrow.  When the others leave WoodVale, I am going too.  I 
need to go and see someone in Throffhorn,” Durenda said.
     “And I would just be getting in the way,” Tyrahne said sadly.  The ranger lowered his head 
and stared at the ground.
     “No, no, I am not going to see anyone like that.  I need to speak with someone that can help 
me answer the same questions you asked me,” Durenda said.  She tried to reassure Tyrahne that 
there was no one special in her heart except for him.  The ranger started to smile again.  “I would 
like it very much if you would return with me to Throffhorn.”  She stepped a bit closer to him 
and placed her hand on his warm chest, which sent tingles through her body.  Tyrahne’s smile 
faded as he took a step back.  Durenda’s hand fell from his body.
     “I would like to join you but I need to get back to my cottage.  I have neglected it for too long 
already.  Even though we put a stop to the goblin attack on WoodVale, I am certain that there are 
more goblins out there just waiting to attack.  The forest needs my protection,” Tyrahne said.
     Durenda stepped close to Tyrahne once again, this time placing a hand on his cheek.  He tried 
to look away but the little druidess pulled his gaze to meet hers.
     “You have to do what you think is right my brave ranger.  I will miss you but remember, no 
matter what happens you will always be in my heart,” Durenda said.  She leaned forward and 
gently kissed him on the lips.  Without another word she turned from him and quickly rushed out 
of the barn.  Tyrahne 
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watched her go.  He wanted to go to her and stop her but he knew that it would just make things 
more painful.  He could never be with her as long as he had his duty to the forest.  He had to go 
back to his cottage and continue his work protecting the forest.
     As Durenda stepped out of the corral and into her future, a tear gently rolled down her cheek.
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Decisions And Plans

     That night the companions met in the dining hall of the Wandering Pilgrim.  Raven’s group 
was the last to arrive.  She led the way with Slink bouncing happily behind her babbling about the 
treasure that they had found in the goblin’s lair.  Merrick was doing his best to try and watch 
Raven’s backside without tripping over anything.  He had limited results at best.  The bard had 
already managed to trip up one step and over three rather large roots.  Slink snickered at him ever 
time he did so.  Lanneth, on the other hand, seemed to have perfected the art easily.  He had kept 
his head in his tome the whole way and never faltered once.
     “Come on Raven.  Why can’t we just keep it all.  I found most of the treasure and the elf 
identified it.  Now you are carrying it all.  Why can’t we just keep the treasure for ourselves?” 
Slink asked.  The rouge looked at her with pleading eyes.
     “For the last time, this is group treasure so it belongs to everyone.  Everyone helped get it so 
everyone gets a share,” Raven said.  Slink pouted for a moment before falling back a bit to 
whisper something in Merrick‘s ear.  Whatever it was, it made the minstrel blush.  Slink 
snickered again.
     They reached the Wandering Pilgrim and walked inside.  The rest of their friends were seated 
around a large round table.  Moonstar and Gwereth were deep into one of their intense 
discussions.  Tyrahne and Durenda were sitting near each other but for the first time that Raven 
could recall, they weren’t talking to each other with hushed voices and big smiles.  Craedus was 
busy devouring the food that the barmaid had already served them.
     “Hey Craedus!” Slink said and slithered up to the dwarf.
     “Hmmmph” the dwarf said with a mouthful of lamb.
     “If you think you are going to get you beard all messy, I could hold your string for you.  I 
would hate to see you get it stained or anything like that,” Slink offered.  Craedus made his 
answer perfectly clear by glaring sharply at the rouge.  “Just trying to be helpful.”  He shrugged.  
     Raven pushed the mischievous little rouge into his chair.  She took one for herself and she set 
a bulging sack on the table.  It made a loud thud as it fell against the table top.  Moonstar stopped 
talking with Gwereth finally realizing that the rest of the companions had joined them.
     “Good, we are all here.  Now we can begin our making our plans,” Gwereth said to everyone 
at the table.   Craedus stopped eating for a moment and looked at Gwereth who was now 
standing, then quickly went back to the leg bone he was gnawing on.
     “Watch out everyone.  Get to close to the dwarf and you may just loose a hand,” Slink said 
and laughed as Craedus glared at him again.  The priest ignored Slink and began his speech.
     “As all of you know, Moonstar and I traveled here to check on the possibility of erecting a 
forest temple in honor of Thauaras and to promote his religion in WoodVale.  Now that the 
goblins have been defeated, I think it is safe to build that temple.  Our plans are to travel back to 
Throffhorn to get final approval and funding for the temple,” Gwereth said.
     Slink’s attention was grabbed when he heard the word “funding.”  He squinted his eyes as he 
hatched a devious plan in his head.
     “Although I do not believe that we have heard the last of the goblins, I will be accompanying 
Moonstar and Gwereth as far as my cottage.  I will return there to protect the forests from 
further
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retaliations by the goblins,” Tyrahne said staring straight.  It was obvious that Tyrahne was 
trying to be bold but somewhere his bravo was lost within the words.  This added to Raven’s 
growing suspicion that something bad had happened between Durenda and the ranger.  She 
looked at the druidess and saw that Durenda seemed to be ignoring Tyrahne.  Suddenly she spoke 
up.
     “And I too will travel to Throffhorn for my own reasons,” Durenda said.  She definitely 
spoke in a tone that was surprisingly defiant for the druidess.
     “And what about your merry band of adventurers Raven?  Will you be joining us in our return 
to Throffhorn?  We could use a few good sword arms and spell slingers at our side.  You never 
know if the goblins will reappear to hinder us as we erect the temple even though  I doubt that 
they would challenge the might of Thauaras again,” Moonstar asked.  Raven wasn’t sure if she 
like the way Moonstar said “we could use” and “at our side”.  To her it seem as if Moonstar 
wanted them as servants to be discarded whenever she was done with them.  Raven looked at 
Tyrahne and nodded.
     “Tyrahne is right.  The goblins will return and I think in greater numbers than you expect.  
Anyway, Slink and I will be returning to Throffhorn, also for our own reasons,” Raven said 
looking at Durenda.  The druidess was still avoiding all eyes that fell upon her.
     “And I will be following the Lady Raven wherever the road takes her,” Merrick said.  He 
smiled and nodded to Raven.  Raven flashed a half hearted smile at the minstrel.
     It will be ok, as long as he doesn’t wink at me, she thought to herself.    Suddenly Lanneth 
spoke for the first time today.  
     Lanneth lifted his head out of his tome and said, “I too am Raven’s faithful follower.”  Just as 
quickly he dropped his head back in his tome and it was as if he had never spoken.
     “Good, then the four of you can join us as far as the Throffhorn City gates.  We can talk more 
about future plans once we get there,” Moonstar said.  Merrick and Slink stirred a bit, getting a 
little restless with the conversation.
     “Er, we were hoping that you would join us,” Raven said provoking a raised eyebrow and a 
questioning look from Moonstar. “We are not too welcome in Throffhorn right now and will need 
to enter the city in disguise.  We have decided to enter the city posing as merchants but we need a 
few more people to make it look legitimate.”
     “Merchants always travel in large group, for protection and all.  And they have lots of 
powerful bodyguards to protect them, like me the mighty Slink,” the rouge said.  Moonstar 
frowned at him for long moments before leaning over to Gwereth.  She whispered something into 
his ear.  The priest nodded and whispered something back.  Moonstar shook her head violently 
and whispered to Gwereth once again.  Realization dawned on his face.  He smiled and nodded 
his head in one pronounced nod.
     “It is nothing illegal is it?  The reason that you are not wanted in Throffhorn,” Moonstar 
asked.
     “No, we have done nothing wrong,” Raven said leaving out the details of their framing.  
Technically she hadn‘t done anything more than defend herself.  But in the eyes of the 
Throffhorn city guard she was guilty of murder and possibly arson.  Maxwell and One Eyed Jack 
had seen to that.  Slink crossed his fingers under the table.   Moonstar talked with Gwereth for a 
moment longer before addressing Raven.
     “Fine, we will help you on one condition.  We will help you get back into Throffhorn and 
then you help us get the temple constructed.   Once you are done with your business of course,” 
Moonstar said.  Raven was surprised at the ease in which Moonstar agreed to help them.  If the 
priestess was that eager to help them do something potentially illegal, she must really need their 
help with the temple.  Maybe Moonstar really was worried about a retaliation by the goblins.
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     “Yes. Of course,” she agreed without consulting her friends.  Slink wasn’t sure if he liked 
Raven answering for him.  After all he wasn’t like Lanneth and Merrick who followed her blindly 
wherever she went.  Slink hadn’t realized what Raven did.  Wherever the gateway took them, it 
maybe be days or months or years before they return, if all, to Throffhorn.  In a way Raven had 
made an empty promise to the priestess.
     “What about the dwarf?”  Slink said pointing to Craedus who was washing down a large 
mouthful of lamb with a mug of ale.
     “I have decided to put off my search for the Lost City of the Dwarves for yet another 
moment.  You humans, and elf, have proven yourselves a worth distraction.  I am enjoying 
myself for the first time since left home.  If there are any more goblins out there I will be ready 
for a glorious battle indeed.  Besides merchants always need guards don’t they?” Craedus asked.  
Raven smiled at the dwarf.
     “Welcome to the group then Craedus,” Raven said. Craedus smiled back as he proceeded to 
stuff another hunk of lamb into his gapping mouth.  Slink had starting to poke around at the sack 
that Raven had brought with her.  He was bored with the planning and was anxious to divvy up 
their group treasure.
     “So what’s in the bag that is making our thief friend here all jumpy,” Tyrahne asked.  He was 
still sitting with his back turned to the druidess.  Raven grabbed the sack and began to empty it.  
She pulled out all the group treasure that they had found since coming to WoodVale.  The pile 
consisted of a finely crafted sword, two vials of clear liquid, a blue potion, a ring, the strange 
journal, and a small sack of various coins.  Slink looked at the pile with eyes that sparkled with 
lust.
     “Our last order of business would seem to be dividing up the group treasure.  Our first 
adventure together has netted us some fine items,” Raven said as she explained this she had to 
slap Slink’s hand twice as he reached for the treasure.
     “And you know what each item is now?” Moonstar asked.
     “Yes, Lanneth has used his magic, along with Merrick’s knowledge of lore, to discern what 
each item is,” Raven explained.
     “Go on,” Moonstar said keeping one eye on Slink.
     “The finely crafted long sword is indeed magical.  It was made very sturdy and sharp and 
should allow its wielder to cause more harm to their opponent.  The vials are indeed holy water 
like Merrick thought, probably blessed by Thauaras and the potion is a one of healing.  The ring 
will afford its wearer greater protection against bodily harm.  Neither Lanneth nor Merrick, could 
decipher the language that the journal is written in,” Raven explained.  She pointed at each item in 
turn as she explained what they were.
     Slink interrupted Raven, “we could sell it.  Old books are worth a lot I hear.”
     “Can you even read?” Moonstar asked.  Slink stuck his tongue out at the priestess.
     “As I was saying, the journal is useless to us right now but Lanneth thinks that it may come 
in handy in the future.  That is if we can find the means to translate it.  As for actual coinage, we 
were able to get a total of fifty seven gold,” Raven reported.
     “So how are we going to divide this loot?” Slink asked,  “I can get this going by picking first.”  
Raven shook her head “no,” much to Slink’s disappointment.
     “The problem is there is five magic items, six if you count the journal and there are nine of 
us,” Raven said as she pointed at the items on the table.
     “I say that for the time being, we give the items to whoever can use them the best and give 
greater shares of the coins to anyone not getting an item.  Later, if we find more magical items, we 
can decide on a better way to divide them up,” Gwereth said.  He looked at everyone as they 
thought about his suggestion.
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     “Agreed?” Raven asked.  Everyone agreed, some more reluctantly than others.  In the end, 
Moonstar and Gwereth both got a vial of Thauaras’ holy water.  To the both of them, the 
blessings of their god was more valuable than the wealth that laid upon the table.  The ring of 
protection was given to Lanneth but he reminded the others that he still had Mathias’ spell book.  
Since he was the only on that could use the magical incantations, he would pass on the ring and 
keep the book.  As much as he wanted the magical ring he thought that was the only fair thing to 
do.  He was a mage after all not a thief.  Merrick was given the ring instead since he seemed to get 
wounded in every battle that he had been in since joining the group.  
     For some strange reason Durenda wanted to hold on to the strange journal.  Lanneth seemed 
concerned about this and actually lifted his head out of his tome to look at the druidess for a 
moment.  Was she drawn to the journal because of her mysterious bond to Mathias?  What about 
his relationship with the fire mage?  Maybe he should be the one to possess the journal.  In the 
end Lanneth decided that he didn’t want to be in possession of an item the fire mage was bound 
to want back.  Lanneth had had enough of Mathias to last him a lifetime.  If Durenda’s coveting 
of the journal had bothered Tyrahne, he didn’t show any signs of it.  Since Craedus was always 
at the front of battles, he was given the healing potion. And for the same reason Raven was given 
the enchanted sword.  Craedus had passed on the sword saying he had no use for a sword when 
he had his axe.  Tyrahne had also passed up the sword not wanting any of the goblins ill gotten 
treasure.  Slink was disappointed that he didn’t receive any of the magical treasure but was more 
than happy to accept over half of the coins.  The rest of the gold coins went into a travel fund.  
After the companions had finished their business they had the barmaid bring them two large 
plates of steaming meats and vegetables.  They ate the hearty supper and relaxed falling into 
casual conversation.  They were content with enjoying their last night in WoodVale with their 
newfound friends.
     Craedus took a big swig from his mug of ale. “BURP!  Ah, fine food, fine ale and the promise 
of adventure.  By Khom, life is good!” the dwarf exclaimed.   The companion’s cheered Craedus’ 
toast.  The dwarf took another drink of his ale, spilling some down his chin.  “Ack!”  He wiped 
off his chin and his ale soaked golden string.
     “I told you to let me hang on to that string.  Now look at what you have done.  Here let me 
help you...” Slink said reaching for the dwarf’s beard.
     “Don’t even think about it,” Craedus roared as he leaned back out of the way.  Suddenly the 
dwarf’s chair slid out from under him and he crashed to the floor, spilling his mug of ale all over 
himself.
     “That string doesn’t seem so lucky now does it?” the rouge asked innocently.  Everyone 
laughed.
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The Trip Back To Throffhorn

     The companions awoke the next morning and headed to the stables.  The early morning sky 
above them was overcast and threatened rain.  Raven hoped they wouldn’t have to ride all the 
way back to Throffhorn in a downpour.  That was where they were to be transformed into 
merchants.  Craedus stumbled along behind the rest of his friends, holding his head and groaning.
     “Why does the sun have to be so bright?”  Craedus groaned again looking up at the patchy 
sky.
     “It’s called morning.  If we would have let you sleep any longer you would have missed it,” 
Moonstar said.
     “I have such a pain in my head.  You can heal me.  Make it stop,” Craedus moaned.
     “And that is called a hangover.  Serves you right for drinking all that ale.  You should have 
stopped when you fell off your chair.  I think I will let you suffer a bit, just as a reminder so you 
don’t go and drink like that again,” Moonstar said.  The little priestess smiled, lifted her head into 
the air and walked away from the ailing dwarf.  Craedus muttered something about her being a 
royal pain in the buttocks before groaning again and stumbled on behind the other companions.
     Sitting in the middle of the stable’s corral was three wagons.  All of the wagons were hitched 
together with the lead wagon being to four fine looking horses.  The last two wagons were loaded 
down with crates and boxes, while the first wagon was fairly empty.
     “Is all this for me?” Slink said smiling.  The rouge began poking through the wares.
     “Thanks for the loan,” Raven said to a rather well dressed villager.  He was a middle aged man 
dressed in fine clothing and shiny boots.  He had a round, rosy face and a receding hair line.
     “It is no problem after all you and your friends did to save us,” Jomin said.
     “That was no problem either,” Raven said.
     “Now remember, I would really like the horses and wagons back.  Feel free to sell all the 
goods on the wagon and keep the money as a reward.  If you just feel like getting rid of the 
merchant disguise once you get to Throffhorn, just leave everything with my cousin Jerth at his 
shop in the market square.  It’s called Wood N Stuff,” Jomin said, “you can’t miss it.  It look like 
a large wooden crate.  Jerth never had a sense of fashion.  Gets it from his mother’s side of the 
family.”  He eyed Raven warily.
     “Not to worry Jomin.  Thanks again,” she said.  They shook each others hands.  Just then a 
plump woman who was dressed in seamstress robes walked out of the barn.  She took a look at 
the assembled companions and shook her head and sighed.
     “You are lucky that I am helping you.  The minstrel would never be able to sneak into 
Throffhorn in those clothes,” Lavern the Seamstress said as she pointed at the bright colored 
tunic and jerkins that Merrick was wearing.
     “What’s wrong with my clothes?  People always like them when I perform.  Adds a bit of 
style if you ask me,” Merrick inquired.  He looked a little hurt.
     Raven patted Merrick on the shoulder.  “But we are not planning to put on a concert.  We are 
sneaking into a city where we are wanted criminals,” Raven said whispering the last part so only 
Merrick could hear her.  She walked away from him but not before realization dawned on his 
face.  He looked at Slink who was looking back at him.  The thief winked at him and smiled like it 
was an honor to be a wanted man.
     “Jake and I have just finished with the disguises.  Come try them on,” the seamstress said. 
 Lavern rounded up the companions and led them into a barn were Jake the leather smith was 
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waiting.  Merrick continued to looked at his flashy clothes as he followed the others into the 
barn.
     “Lavern and I managed to throw together some merchants clothes and some leather vests for 
the everyone posing as guards,” Jake said.  He began to hand out the vests and Lavern handed out 
the fancy clothing.  Raven thought that they were a bit fancy but said nothing.  “Remember that 
these leather vests are for show only, they will provide you little protection.  I made them big 
enough that they should fit over your regular armor.”  
     The companions donned their costumes and found that most of them fit pretty good.  There 
were a few problems though, especially with Craedus’ costume.  The people of WoodVale had 
nothing to compare to a dwarf so the costume ended up being a bit longer than needed.  The pant 
legs and sleeve of the costume were way too long.  It made Craedus look like the “incredible 
shrinking dwarf” as Slink put it.   Craedus grumbled the disguise not working as Lavern began to 
pin the costume up.  In no time at all she had his pant legs hemmed up and the sleeves shortened.
     “Now don’t go and prick yourself with those pins,” Lavern teased the grumpy dwarf.
Another problem they found was finding a hat that Lanneth could were to cover his ears.  There 
were few High Elves in this part of the kingdom making it hard to believe one would be employed 
to guard a merchant’s caravan.  They ended up tying Lavern’s floral scarf around his head like a 
head band.  It looked silly wrapped around his head like a bandage but it certainly hid his pointy 
ears.
     “Aren’t you the sexy one with your pink bandana,” Slink said laughing at the elf.  The thief 
stopped his teasing when Lanneth threatened to turn him into a toad.  The companions looked 
each other over and were amazed how well they fit the part of merchants.
     “Boy, don’t we look ready for the ball?”  Slink said.
     “Just get in the wagon.” Moonstar snapped.  As the companions began to climb aboard the 
wagons they encountered their third problem.
     “Horses?” Craedus asked.  The dwarf looked panicked.
     “Is there a problem?” Raven asked.
     “Ah yes, horses,” Tyrahne said.  The ranger remembered the first encounter he had with 
Craedus and how the dwarf had turned down the horse he offered.
     “Craedus?” Raven asked the frightened dwarf.
     “There is no way that I am getting up on one of those things,” Craedus said.
     “Don’t tell me you are afraid of horses?” Slink asked.  He chuckled aloud.
     “Do you know how dangerous those things are for dwarves?” Craedus said.  He stared wide 
eyed at the horse in front of him.
     “And the mighty plan collapses already,” Moonstar said with sarcasms.  Raven gave her a 
look.
     “Craedus, we are going to be moving way too fast for you to run along side of the wagons.  
Please get on your horse,” Raven said.  She was practically pleading with the dwarf.  
     I don’t have time for this, she thought to herself.
     “Uh uh,” Craedus said.
     “Please?” Raven asked again.
     “No way!” Craedus exclaimed.
     “Soldier, I order you.  Get on that horse.” Raven said putting on her best mad-face.
     “There is no way I am leaving WoodVale on that horse,” Craedus insisted.  He crossed his 
arms and planted his feet digging himself in.
     “Fine!  Have it your way,” raven said with a sigh.     
The wagons rode out of WoodVale.  Villagers lined the street and bid farewell to the companions, 
cheering them on as they rode out of the city.  Everybody waved back except for Craedus who 
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sat in the back of the wagon sulking.
     “Whoever heard of a guard sitting in the back of the wagon he was trying to protect?” Craedus 
mumbled to himself.
     “You say something Craedus?”  Raven yelled back from her seat at the front of the wagon.  
She snapped the reigns and spurred the horses into a fast trot.  The dwarf grumbled again before 
moving closer to the front of the wagon to join the others.  Raven leaned back a little so that she 
could steer and occasionally turn her head and speak to the others.  “Ok, now that we are out of 
WoodVale let me clarify a few things.  First of all I want to reassure all of you that this trip, all 
the disguises, are not necessary due to anything illegal Slink and I might have done,” Raven 
explained.  She managed to glance in Moonstar’s direction.  The little priestess wore a face that 
told Raven that she didn’t entirely believe the woman.  “Slink and I ran into a bit of trouble the 
day before we met the rest of you.  There was a fight at a local pub and there was bloodshed.”  
Moonstar’s eyes widened with shock and she was about to say something until Gwereth 
whispered to her.
     “Let Raven finish,” he said to the priestess.
     “We were setup by the local thieves guild, who was working with a man named Maxwell who 
Slink and I were following, to take the blame for the deaths.  We are currently wanted by the 
Throffhorn authorities for those deaths.  If we are caught we will, at the very least, be jailed.  
Merrick and Lanneth were unfortunate enough to get caught up in the middle of this mess, but 
likewise are just as wanted,”  Raven explained.  Moonstar slid away from the elf that was sitting 
next her.  Moonstar muttered something to Gwereth before she spoke.
     “So you are saying that if you are caught in Throffhorn and we are in your presence we may 
be implicated in your little web of trouble?”  Moonstar asked.  Raven frowned and nodded.
     “They may consider you accomplices, guilty by vasodilatation,” she explained. 
     “The trick is not to get caught,” Slink added.  Moonstar flashed him a fierce look.
    “We only need your help to get into Throffhorn.  After that you may leave us if you so desire.  
Besides, with your positions in the church it should be easy for you to convince the authorities 
of your innocence if we are caught.  You could tell them that your were under our influence, our 
prisoners if you like,” Raven said.  Moonstar raised an eyebrow to the woman as if to say “Us?  
Prisoners of yours?”
     “What?  We associate with accused murderers and now you want us to lie too?”  Moonstar 
asked.
     “We were framed.  We didn’t murder anyone,” Slink said offhandedly.
     “Shut up!” Moonstar snapped.  She turned back to Raven, “and what makes you think that 
you could hold sway over us, faithful followers of Thauaras?” Moonstar asked.
     “You are still here aren’t you?” Slink asked.  This time Moonstar swatted him.  “Hey!”
     “It will sound believable to the right people.  You are a respected priestess of Thauaras.  Who 
is going to question your word?  I am just a lowly bounty hunter that is wanted for murder,” 
Raven said.  Raven was doing her best to butter the priestess up.  And it seemed like it was going 
to work.   Moonstar accepted Raven’s explanation and fell silent.  Just as Raven suspected, a  
little flattery went a long way with Moonstar.  She knew that deep down inside the priestess 
was struggling with her confession, but the fact that Moonstar had given up arguing with her was 
a good sign that everything was going to be ok.
     Durenda sat near the back of the wagon.  She had been silent during the whole verbal exchange 
between Raven and Moonstar, barely listening to it at all.  And the fact that she had condemned 
Ravenand her friends a week before while waiting to see the Empath never entered her mind.  All 
she really heard was the sad melody that Merrick was playing on his harp.  The melody seemed 
to mirror Durenda’s feelings.  She was staring solemnly at the trees ahead of them trying to figure 
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out a way to be with Tyrahne.  She had not talked to him since their conversation in the barn.  
After he made it clear that he wasn’t going to join her in Throffhorn she had turned her back on 
him and never looked back.  Her head told her that it was in her best interest to forget him but her 
heart told her otherwise.  Every time she thought of life without him she ached.  Even if she 
found a way to escape her illness how could she live without the ranger?  Tyrahne was riding his 
mare off to the side of Durenda’s wagon.  He didn’t look at her but kept his horse in line with her 
position in the wagon.  Was he thinking of the same things that she was?  Did he want to be with 
her as much as she did?  Why couldn’t he just join her for a few days in the city?  Durenda knew 
that things would be so better once she found a cure for her illness.  She started to replace her 
feeling of melancholy with anger.  If he didn’t have that cottage of his, everything would be all 
right.  He would have no reason not to go with her into the city.  As the growing anger welled up 
inside her Durenda focused intensely on the image of Tyrahne’s cottage.  With her eyes closed 
she could see the cottage pictured perfectly in her mind.  A shiver ran down her spine and she 
shook involuntarily.  Suddenly she opened her eyes and found Tyrahne looking at her.  She 
smiled thinly at him.  He smiled back.
     Gwereth had moved in to take over the conversation that Moonstar had started with Raven.  
“Why a merchant’s caravan?”  He looked down at the fancy looking clothes that he was now 
wearing.
     “Throffhorn is a major trade center in the northern lands.  They import and export a lot of 
goods from Houkahtan to the north, the lands to the West and the Seven Baronies to the south.  
Merchants are a familiar sight.  The guardsmen at the gates tend to examine a merchant’s wares 
more often than the merchants themselves.  If our goods check out then we should have no 
problems getting in without incident,” Raven explained.
     “Should?” Gwereth asked.
     “If not, we can slice and dice our way in,”  Slink said holding up a handful of his throwing 
knives.”
     “Oh, I’m really believing your story now Raven,”  Moonstar added from behind Gwereth.
     Raven gave Slink a push with one of her hands, the other still holding the reins.  “Our contact 
in the city is located a short ways from the Trader’s district.  This whole plan should go over 
pretty easily,” Raven said.  Gwereth leaned back mulling over all sorts of details.  
     Durenda was totally confused by their conversation having missed the first part of it.  Her 
attention was drawn back to Tyrahne when she heard his voice.  He had guided his horse close to 
the wagon and drew closer to her.
     “We are getting close to my cottage.  I will have to leave you soon but I want you to 
remember, my thought will always go with you,” he said this softly to Durenda.
    “And mine with you,” Durenda said.  A tear welled up in her eyes.  She blinked once and it 
rolled down her cheek.   Tyrahne raised a hand and wiped away the fallen tear.  He was just 
about to say something when there was a commotion at the front of the wagon.  Raven had 
slowed their pace.
    “What is that?” Merrick asked.  He had stopped playing his harp.  far ahead of the wagons 
was a thick copse of oak trees.   Rising menacingly above them was a large smudge of black that 
dirtied the sky.
     “Smoke?” Gwereth asked the others.
     Durenda whispered to herself, “fire.”  She felt a pang of excitement in her chest.
     Tyrahne suddenly spurred his horse into a full gallop and raced toward the growing cloud of 
smoke.  Raven followed in the wagon as fast as she could without tipping their load.  Moonstar 
and Gwereth 
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drew their weapons remembering what happened the last time they were in this area.
     “Another goblin trap?” she asked her advisor but he just shrugged his shoulders.
     The companions rounded a corner and headed into a familiar clearing.  Off to the side of the 
road was Tyrahne’s cottage.  It was engulfed in flames.  Tyrahne was still on his horse stopped 
in the middle of the road watching as his cottage burned to the ground.  As the companion’s 
wagon drew near Tyrahne, Moonstar could feel the heat of the flames on her face.  As she drew 
back from the warmth, Durenda moved forward as she was drawn to it.  She hopped out of the 
wagon and ran over to Tyrahne.  She reached up and put a hand on his and stared into the fire.  
She was mesmerized by it.  Mesmerized by the way the fire quickly consumed the wooden 
structure.  Everywhere the flames touched the wood it turned it into ashes.  She looked up at 
Tyrahne and he was looking down at her.  This time it was the ranger that had tears rolling down 
his face.  There was nothing they could do but wait.  Durenda stood there squeezing Tyrahne’s 
had, trying to comfort him as she watch the flames lick the charred beams of his cottage.  Within 
an hour the cottage had been reduced to hot ash and a large scorch mark.  The fire had finally 
burned itself out.  Once the area cooled Tyrahne slowly sifted through the ruins but found 
nothing of value.  The rest of the companions gathered together and were talking among 
themselves.
     “At least he wasn’t in the cottage at the time,” Slink said to no one in particular.  Both 
Moonstar and Raven swatted the rogue.
     “Show some compassion will you?” Moonstar growled.  She glared at the rouge for a moment 
and turned back to the others.  “What do you think?  Goblins?  They could be taking their 
revenge on Tyrahne for saving us from the ones that attacked our coach.”  Seeing the questionable 
looks from the others, Moonstar explained how their coach had been attacked by goblins a week 
earlier and that Tyrahne had come to the rescue.
     “I don’t think so.  How would they know that this was Tyrahne’s home.  And the goblins 
that we drove out of their lair were only women and children.  I don’t think they would mount an 
attack like this.  Anyway, if it were goblins, I think they would have attacked us by now,” 
Gwereth said.  Slink had made his way toward the cottage and was also sifting through the ruins 
for signs of anything valuable.
    “True.  I heard Tyrahne tell Durenda that there were no tracks or evidence of anyone or 
anything being here since he left here last week.  Its as if the cottage just burst into spontaneous 
combustion,” Raven said.
     “Its not that hot and dry out,” Moonstar commented.
     Durenda overheard Raven’s comment and was suddenly overwhelmed with dread.  She was to 
blame for the destruction of Tyrahne’s cottage.  The druidess burst into tears and ran into the 
forest crying.  Tyrahne saw her flee and forgot all about his ruined cottage.  He quickly followed 
her into the surrounding forest.  He found her sitting on the forest floor crying, her legs pulled up 
to her chest, rocking back and forth.  She saw Tyrahne coming and burst into another fit of sobs.
     “I am so sorry Tyrahne.  This is all my fault,” she said weeping.  Tyrahne knelt down next to 
her and gently stroked her long blonde hair.
     “And how is this all your fault my dear?” he said softly.  She looked up at him with teary 
eyes.
     “I was thinking about you and how you would come with me to Throffhorn if you didn’t 
have your cottage to go back to.  And now your cottage is gone.  I wished it to happen.  I willed 
it to catch fire and be destroyed,” Durenda said.  And with that she started to sob all over again.
     “Just because you thought it doesn’t mean that it is your fault.  Yes it saddens me deeply to 
loose my home, but it makes me happy to know that I still have someone who cares so deeply 
about me.  Someone who wants to be with me, someone I would be happy to travel with,”
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Tyrahne said trying to sooth the weeping druidess.  At first his words had no effect on the 
devastated druidess but finally Durenda began to realized what Tyrahne was saying to her.
     “You are going to stay with me after all of the terrible things I have done to you?”  she sniffled 
softly, wiping the tears from her eyes.
     “Where else would I want to be?  Please don’t blame yourself, you didn’t start the fire.  Try 
to look at the good things in all of this.  We can be together now.  There is nothing left for me 
here,” Tyrahne said.   He held her head up and kissed her on the forehead.  Durenda was happy 
to hear his reassurance but deep down inside she knew that somehow she had wished the fire into 
existence.  Tyrahne helped her up.   She brushed the pine needles off her backside and let the 
ranger lead her back to the others.
     “Is everything ok?”  Moonstar asked genuinely concern.
     “Yes, everything is going to be ok,” Durenda said.  She looked up at Tyrahne and smiled.  
     Deep down inside beyond Durenda’s rational thinking an evil thought took form.  Somewhere 
deep inside Durenda’s mind, far beyond rational thinking, an evil thought took form.  She was 
glad that Tyrahne’s cottage had burned down.  It had given her exactly what she had wanted.  
And it told her that she was going to get a lot more whether she wanted it or not.
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25

Rangers At The Gate

     The companions had quietly left the smoldering ruins of Tyrahne’s cottage behind and barely 
spoke as they continued their journey toward Throffhorn.  Merrick sat in the back of their wagon 
playing a light melody on his harp.  It was a happy tune, one that seemed to lift the companions 
spirits.   Raven had secretly warned him against playing anything to somber or depressing.  
Every once and a while Durenda would whisper something to Tyrahne who was still riding 
horseback along side the wagon.  Craedus was still groaning with every bump that the wagon rode 
over.  Obviously his hangover from the celebration the night before had yet to wear off.  They 
rounded a corner and passed a small wagon that was heading in the opposite direction, probably 
to WoodVale.  Raven did not recognize it’s driver as a citizen of the small woodland village 
though.  She returned the merchants wave and continued on.  The companion’s small caravan 
passed two more merchants wagons before they reached the last hills before Throffhorn.  As the 
horse drawn wagons started their sloping descent toward the cities massive walls, Raven turned 
her head to address the others.
     “Is everyone ready?” Raven asked.  Most of them nodded or murmured something to her.  
Moonstar slid up behind her.
     “Are you sure this is going to work?  It was easy enough for you to lie to the villagers of 
WoodVale and get them to aid you, but the guards at the West Gate are sure to be a bit more 
suspicious,” Moonstar inquired.
     “Not to worry.  My plan will work.  Besides, I talked you into coming along, and I figured 
you to be the toughest one to convince,” Raven said.  
     Moonstar frowned at her.  She starting to say something but just let it go.  As she sat back in 
her seat she mumbled loudly to herself, “Lets just be done with it so that I can get back to the 
temple’s construction.”  Gwereth kept an eye on the brooding priestess but said nothing.
     Raven drove the wagon to the bottom of the hill and to the end of a line of merchant wagons.
     Slink stood up in his seat.  “Ah man.  There must be a hundred of them.  This is going to take 
forever.”
     “There isn’t quite a hundred, only six.  It won’t be long.  Now sit down and relax before you 
draw attention to us,” Raven said.  
     The thief sat down in his seat and waited impatiently.  Moonstar leaned over to the thief with 
a mischievous smile.
     “Why are you in such a hurry to get back into the city?  You looking forward to getting caught 
or something?  I think a life time in jail would make you rethink those foolish actions of yours.  
Not to mention your wild tongue,” Moonstar teased Slink.  She leaned back into her chair 
laughing to herself.
     “I’m not worried about getting caught.  That will never happen.  Besides, if we were to get 
caught, you’d have more to explain and lose than I do,” Slink teased back.  The rouge smiled back.  
Moonstar stopped laughing and just glared at the rouge.
     Raven’s prediction had been right.  It wasn’t long before she was reining the horses up 
alongside the Inspection booth.  Raven jumped out of the driver’s seat and walked up to the city 
guards with Tyrahne who was still on horseback.  Durenda was nervous, especially without 
Tyrahne by her side.  She wondered why.  Was it the fact that they were sneaking into 
Throffhorn with wanted people or that she 
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was one step closer to finding out what her illness really was?  Merrick had stopped playing his 
harp and had put it back in its case.  He was now fiddling with the corner of his merchant’s cloak.  
His patch worked minstrel’s cloak had long since been packed away.  Moonstar and Gwereth 
looked on with indifference, not worrying about what to do until they saw how the whole 
encounter was going to transpire.  Both Slink and Craedus jumped out of the wagon and took 
defensive positions around the it like good merchant guards would do.  Craedus had let out a 
small groan when his stubby little legs hit the ground.
     “Khom’s holy headaches,” the dwarf swore to himself.  He pressed his hands against his 
temples.
     Slink held up a finger to hush him as they took their positions.  Both of them put a hand on 
their weapon, Craedus’ on his axe and Slink’s on his sword.  The thief also had three throwing 
daggers hidden in his right hand, out of sight of the city guards.  Up ahead, two of the guardsmen 
approach Raven and Tyrahne.
     “Where are you coming from, where are you going, what are you carrying?” the first city 
guard said in a flat monotone voice.  It sounded as if the guard had said it a thousand times before 
and was thoroughly bored with the speech.
     “We are coming from WoodVale.  We seek entrance to the Trader’s District to sell our wares 
which consist mainly of wooden goods and some green wares,” Raven answered.
     “Mainly?” the second guard asked curiously and looked back at the loaded wagons.  Raven 
could see that he had his hand on the grip of his long sword.
     “There are a few other, more exotic items, like seeds and spice and such.  All legal items that 
are cultivated organically from WoodVale,” Raven explained.  She stiffened for a moment as the 
second guard wandered toward the loaded wagons and began checking their crates.  A third guard, 
armed with a loaded crossbow stood near the gate watching everything that transpired.
     “Your from WoodVale?  We have heard a few rumors from there.  What happened exactly?” 
the first guard asked.  He stood watching Raven, waiting for her explanation.  Was this some sort 
of test?
     “Goblin attack.  They came to burn and loot the village but were driven back with the help of 
some rangers.  We decided to load up our wagons and get out of there before the goblins decided 
to mount a retaliatory strike against them.  That is if they are stupid enough to try it,” Raven 
said.  She watched the guard to see if he bought it or not.
     “Hmmm.  That’s too bad.  Someone should really root those buggers out,” the guard 
answered.  Raven looked to the wagons and saw that the second guard was still digging through 
the crates.  He was getting close to the packs that held their personal belongs.  She quickly turned 
to face the first guard, and in doing so she caught Tyrahne‘s sideways glance.  He flashed her a 
look of concern.  What if the true story of WoodVale’s demise had already reached Throffhorn?  
It would do no good to lie to the guard if that was the case.
     “Rangers?” the third guard asked.  The guard with the crossbow had approached Raven during 
her conversation with the first guard.  He had obvious been eavesdropping.
     “What?” Raven said suddenly.  She turned quickly to face the guard.  He was tall and broad 
shouldered.  He had long dark brown hair which was tied in the back.  A finely crafted suit of 
leather mail adorned his body and a leather cap with some strange feathers in it rested on his 
head.  In an odd way he reminded her of Tyrahne.
     “Rangers you say?  Was the mighty Tyrahne among them?” the guard asked again.  The guard 
looked up at Tyrahne giving the ranger the first good look at his face.  
     Craedus and Slink, who were watching the event unfold, tensed and tightened the grips on 
their 
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weapons.   Had they been discovered?  Tyrahne dismounted his horse, laughing as he did.  The 
guard walked over to him and grasped the hand Tyrahne had extended.  
     “It is good to see you Malyke.  I see that city life is treating you well,” Tyrahne said.  A big 
smile had spread across his face.  Merrick let out a long sigh and loosed the white knuckled grip 
that he had on his short sword.
     “Just because you want to hole yourself up in the wilds miles away from civilization and all 
of the excitement....” Malyke said.
     “You don’t know the half of it,” Tyrahne laughed.
     Raven turned and looked back at the others.  Slink flashed her a questionable look.  She just 
shrugged.
     “So what’s this news of rangers in WoodVale.  And how did you get to be the guide for a 
group of merchants?  I thought the only thing that would tear you away from your little hut in 
the middle of nowhere would have been a pretty little lady,” Malyke asked and then laughed.  It 
made Tyrahne blushed a little.  Somehow he could feel Durenda’s eyes on him as she wondered 
just what that comment had meant.  In the wagon Moonstar leaned over to Gwereth.
     “Is there skeleton’s in the ranger’s closet?  That could cause trouble in paradise,” Moonstar 
said gesturing toward Durenda.  She smiled at the old man.  He sighed once and rolled his eyes, 
continuing to listen to the conversation.
     “Well, I can’t really have them trampling through my woods can I?”  Tyrahne answered 
laughing.  Malyke laughed too.
     “Your woods?  You will never change will you?” Malyke continued to chuckle.  “So, were the 
Golden Leaves in WoodVale?”  Malyke said, his mood changed instantly.  He had stopped 
laughing and suddenly grew cold and serious.  It was almost as if he spat the words ‘golden 
leaves’ out of his mouth.  Tyrahne had to be careful of how he answered.  He knew about the bad 
blood between  Malyke and that particular group of rangers and of all the feelings of ill will his 
friend had toward them.
     “They were there aiding me in the battle.  Although it seemed like the merchant guards and I 
were doing all the work and they were taking all the credit.   You know how it can get with them 
when they are ‘protecting’ the woods around here,” Tyrahne said.  He stood there waiting for an 
answer.
     “Yes, I remember,” he said darkly.  “They are almost as bad as you when it comes to these 
woods.”  Malyke began to laugh again.  It was a shallow, almost forced laugh, but laughter 
nonetheless.  Tyrahne laughed back and this time Raven joined in adding to the effect.  The 
second guard approached the laughing group.
     “Everything seems to be in order Captain Malyke.  Shall I let them go through?” the guard 
announced.
     “Most certainly.  Tyrahne here is a good friend of mine,”  Malyke said and pointed at the 
ranger.  “If you can’t trust a good friend, then who can you trust?”
     Tyrahne thought to himself, if you only knew my old friend.  Malyke slapped Tyrahne on the 
back arousing him from his thoughts.  Raven headed back to her wagon as Tyrahne mounted his 
horse.
     “Fare thee well Tyrahne,” Malyke said.
     “Fare well Malyke,” Tyrahne answered.
     The captain of the guards waved Raven through the western gate and into Throffhorn.  Slink 
and Craedus followed along side the wagons perfectly mimicking guard behaviors.  As they rode 
off into the city, all three guards fell into a conversation.
     “So what was that all about?” the first guard asked.
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     “Yeah, it was odd seeing a dwarf and a half elf in a merchants wagon. Especially one being led 
by the ranger,” the second guard added.
     “Anything could happen nowadays boys.  And knowing Tyrahne, there is more to it than 
meets the eye.  He probably made up the whole thing about the Golden Leaves to cover up the 
fact that he, and he along, fought of the goblins.  Is sure is a modest guy.  Did I ever tell you time 
when Tyrahne and I were trapped by this monstrous pack of Wood Trolls...” Malyke said 
starting another one of his glorious stories.  The other two guards listened in awe.
     While WoodVale was quiet and serene and unlike a city of men, Throffhorn was a chaotic 
storm of hustle and bustle.  People scurried here and there going about their busy lives.  At once 
Slink felt right at home and Tyrahne felt on edge.  Even Lanneth was bothered by it all, even 
though the week in WoodVale was helping him get over his fear of cities.  Tyrahne sat solemnly 
in his saddle looking about the busy streets.  It was everything that he remembered leaving in the 
first place.  It was cramped and suffocating  It made him feel so closed in.  He steered his horse 
closer to the wagon and glanced at Durenda every so often looking for a little reassurance that 
everything was going to be all right.  She was sympathetic to the ranger’s uneasiness in the city.  
On the rare occasion that she visited the city Durenda often missed her grove so much it would 
make her feel detached, almost separated from Nature altogether.  She had wanted to do nothing 
more than flee back to the open expanses of her grove. She could see that Tyrahne was becoming 
unnerved so she winked him seductively.  That simple yet effective act seemed to lighten his 
mood more than any of her smiles had done.
     “You’re not much of a warrior but you’re a master at flirting,”  Moonstar said to the druidess.  
She smiled devilishly at Durenda.  The druidess blushed and turned away from the taunting.
     Gwereth had moved up by Raven and had missed the whole display that Moonstar using to 
taunt Durenda.  “You know, for a moment there I wasn’t sure that we were going to get by those 
guards.  Especially with that nosy one that was searching our supplies.”
     “Yes, it was a bit tense there for a moment, wasn’t it?  Thank the gods that Malyke ended up 
being a friend of Tyrahne’s.  I would have hated to have fought them,” Raven said.
     “Yes indeed.  But I get the strangest feeling that they weren’t entirely convinced,” Gwereth 
said.
     “No matter now,” Raven said.  There was a moment of silence between them.
     “Would you have really fought them?” Gwereth asked.  Raven gave him a steely eyed stare 
that answered Gwereth‘s questions including a few questions that he had not asked.
     It wasn’t long before Raven led them through the western section of the city to the Traders 
District.  She led them into a large courtyard and stopped the wagon.  Hundreds of people ran to 
and fro between a dozen merchants trains haggling and trading goods.  Raven scanned the 
surrounding buildings for a moment until she found the one that she was looking for.  She lead the 
companion to the front of a small nondescript shop.  Slink kept an eye on the busy courtyard 
and looked for signs of the Flaming Skulls.  He didn’t see any.  No one seemed to have recognized 
either Raven or himself.
     “Slink, continue to watch the streets.  Lanneth come with me.  Everyone else, look busy and 
act like merchants.  If anyone wants to trade something, then do it,” Raven said.  She turned 
away with the mage in tow and headed for the entrance of the shop.
     “How exactly do you act like a merchant?” Craedus asked Merrick but the half-elf just 
shrugged.
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26

Faumbul’s Shop

     Raven and Lanneth were standing in the front room of a spacious shop.  There were tables and 
shelves along all four of the rooms walls, holding a wild array of instruments and devices.  In 
many ways it reminded Raven of Alexander’s shop in WoodVale but more organized and tidy.  
     Raven called out, “hello?!?”
     For a moment there was no answer.  A muffled voice called out from a distant room,  “In the 
back.  Come and join me.”
     Raven led Lanneth through a doorway in the back of the main room and down a long hallway.  
There were many closed doorways along the hall, but it was the archway at the end of the hall 
that had drawn Raven’s attention.  She quickly rushed through it and entered a small back room.  
Three of the four walls in this new room were lined with book cases filled with many books and 
tomes.  Lanneth saw the books and had the sudden urge to read them all.  Sitting at a small oaken 
desk along the fourth wall was an old man.
     “Come, I have been expecting you,” the old man said as the two companions entered the 
room.  After a moment he turned to face them.  He was an ancient looking man with a long 
flowing white beard and a wrinkled face.  Somehow he looked oddly familiar to Raven.
     “You have been expecting us sir?”  Lanneth asked after he was finally able to pull his gaze 
away from all the books.  He studied the man’s face as the man studied his.
The old man sighed and spoke, “do I look that old to elven eyes?”
     “With long years comes great wisdom,” Lanneth answered.  He continued to study the old 
man.
     “Well spoken child of the trees.  I am Faumbul, Master Sage of Throffhorn.  And I always 
expect those in search of knowledge.”  
     “How do you know we came here seeking knowledge?” Raven asked.
     “I can see it in your eyes,” Faumbul said.
     “But…” Raven started.  The sage waved her comment away.
     “What can I do for you?” the old man asked.
     “I am Raven and this is my friend Lanneth, high elf of the Silver Forest.”  She gestured to 
Lanneth, “and we seek knowledge of the Gihgas Gateways.”  Faumbul pondered her words for a 
moment, stroking his beard.
     “Gig-who?” Faumbul asked.
     Raven dug around in her pack for a moment and pulled out the map that Alexander had given 
her.  Faumbul took the map, unrolled it and studied it for a moment.
     “So, you have Alexander’s Gihgas map, do you?  Ok, then you must be serious about gate 
traveling.  I will impart some of my knowledge upon you.  I assume that you know how the 
Gihgas gates were created and their basic functions?” the old man asked.  Raven nodded yes.  
Lanneth was about to speak up and tell him that he did not know the specifics until Raven 
elbowed him lightly in the side.  Lanneth fell silent and continued to look at the books around him 
as Faumbul continued this explanation.  “First you must know that traveling through gateways is 
a dangerous proposition at best.  There are many perils like shifting gates, time fluxes, inter-
planar beasties roaming about, vortexes, wormholes, and such.  Are you really sure that you want 
to try and tackle these things?”  Lanneth was doubtful after hearing 
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Faumbul’s explanation but Raven wasn’t.  The thought of Maxwell setting her up with the help 
of her old friend One Eyed Jack was more than enough to fuel her desire for gate traveling.
     “Yes.  We are interested in reopening a gate in WoodVale to follow someone,” Raven said.  
Faumbul looked curiously at Raven for another moment.
     “Well, that is the trick isn’t it?  As long as the gate is attached to a certain location, “fixed” so 
to speak, there should be no problem in reopening it.  But that is the easy part.  You never know 
how far down the tunnel your quarry has gone,”  Faumbul explained.  Raven raised an eyebrow 
to the aging sage.  “Ho, ho.  What is this?  By your look of surprise I can guess what you are 
thinking.  You thought gate travel was instantaneous, like teleportation.  Step through one gate 
and you are stepping out another gate a second later.  No, it may seem that way most of the time, 
but it’s not really like that.  To a trained gatewalker, the tunnel goes on and on.  It is possible to 
travel to your destination or to any planes or dimensions that lie between or around the tunnel.  
It is even possible to span time if you could control the time fluxes that sometimes plague the 
tunnels.  I’ve even heard stories of alternate prime planes that are but twisted mirrors of our 
lands.  Maybe it is best if you forget about following this ‘person’ you are looking for.”  
Faumbul feigned indifference but kept one eye on Raven.
     “That is not an option.  It is imperative that I find a way to travel though the gate,” Raven 
said.  The passion of Raven’s words burned within her eyes.
    “Very well.  I can see that you are adamant about going forth with gate walking.  Have you 
employed the services of a Gatemaster or Gatewitch?” Faumbul asked.  Both Raven and Lanneth 
shook their heads.  “Going to do this solo then?  Well, I suggest that you head north to the 
Serpentine Mountains and find yourself a huge chunk of Mygellex and return here with it.”  
Raven looked at Lanneth who just shrugged.  Faumbul sighed.  “What exactly is Mygellex?  
Mygellex is a crystal of sorts, a crystal that is the fossilized or petrified form of magic, frozen in 
it’s most productive state.  It can be refined and used to power magical items and devices such as 
Gateways.”  Faumbul waited for a moment to let his explanation sink in.  “As far as I know, 
there is only a few places in the Realms to find the crystal, one being a secluded valley hidden 
somewhere in the area of Cragan’s Bluff.  I would head for that town and seek some out.  Get a 
real big chunk while you are there and return to me with it.  I can help you more then.”
     Raven was about to ask another one of the hundred questions that where bouncing around her 
mind when she heard distant shouting.  Neither Lanneth nor Raven could make out what was 
being shouted but it was soon followed by the familiar sounds of steel on steel.  With a look of 
surprise they questioned each other before Raven bolted from Faumbul’s backroom and down the 
hallway.  Lanneth did his best to keep up with her.  He had to lift his robes up out of the path of 
his feet to avoid tripping over them.  Raven jumped out of the shop’s front door with her sword 
drawn.  Once outside she saw what she had been fearing the most.  Her friends had been attacked, 
not by the city guard, but by the Flaming Skulls.  Lanneth caught up with Raven, panting as he 
stopped by her side.
     Lanneth surveyed the courtyard which had turned into a battlefield.  “What now?” he asked.  
Raven turned and smiled at the mage.
     “What else?  We save our friends,” Raven said.  With that she jumped into the fray.  Lanneth 
muttered something and followed her.  As they did, the few of the Flaming Skulls noticed them 
and broke off from the main battle.
     “See brothers, I told you they would return to Throffhorn to plot further transgressions 
against the guild.  Look at the force that they have gathered,” said the Flaming Skull leader.  The 
two thieves that were with him nodded in agreement.  They continued to pursue Raven and 
Lanneth.
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     Friends and foe were scattered about the courtyard attacking each other furiously.  Durenda 
was standing side by side with Tyrahne, a small cut ran across her abdomen.  Craedus was 
holding his own cutting deeply into the Flaming Skulls’ ranks with mighty swings of his battle 
axe.  Merrick and Slink flanked him on either side.  Closest to Raven was Moonstar and Gwereth.  
Moonstar had a cut across her left cheek and Gwereth was bleeding freely from the arm holding 
his quarterstaff.
     “Easy in, easy out, right Raven?”  Moonstar said sarcastically but the comment was lost on 
deaf ears.  Raven raised her sword high and attacked the thief that had wounded Gwereth.  With a 
powerful swipe of her magical long sword the thief fell to the ground.  
     Off to the side Slink had drawn two throwing daggers from inside the folds of his clothes.  
With deadly accuracy he buried them deep within the chest of a nearby opponent.  The battle 
waged on with neither side gaining control of the battle.  Flaming Skulls were falling to the might 
of the companions but each a bloody wound inflicted by the thieves.  One thief viciously 
attacked Merrick, driving him to the ground.  Before the thief could deliver the killing blow 
Lanneth jumped in between the two of them.
     “What are you doing?!?”  Merrick screamed at the elf.  The only answer that he received was 
chanting.  There was a sudden flash of bright red light.  Both ends of Lanneth’s quarterstaff burst 
into flames.  The elf began to swing the staff in great sweeping arcs.  Every time the fiery staff 
touched a thief, they caught on fire.  One unfortunate victim hopped around crazily trying to take 
off his burning leather mail before he was roasted alive.  Somewhere in the fray Slink laughed.
     “Now they really are flaming Skulls,” Slink said merrily.  His joke was lost in the midst of 
battle.
     Lanneth had cleared out an area which allowed Merrick to get back to his feet.
     “How did you manage to do that?”  Merrick asked dumbfounded.  “I have never heard of a 
spell like that before.”
     “It’s called Fiery Staff.  It comes compliments of our new archenemies Mathias.  I learned it 
from his spell book that I liberated from his laboratory,” Lanneth said excitedly.  The elf smiled 
and patted one of the books that hung within the folds of his robe.  
     Merrick looked a bit shocked.  “Not that I don’t appreciate the help, but do you think it is 
wise to be using his magic after all the trouble that he and it has caused us?”  Before the mage 
could answer another thief approached them. 
     Slink had moved around the courtyard looking for a the opportunity to backstab someone.  He 
had made his way all the way around to the front of Faumbul’s shop.  He was scanning the 
combatants when he heard a muffled sound behind him.  Some one was unsuccessfully trying to 
sneak up behind him.  Drawing two daggers from his belt sheaths he whirled around to face his 
attacker.  He dodged quickly to the side as the blade of a long sword came crashing down cutting 
into the railing next to him.  Slink’s assailant was a young woman, obviously a thief from the way 
that she was dressed.
     “Curse you foul skull slayer,” she hissed as she stepped out of the shadows.
     “Do you think that you can best the mighty Slink?” he bragged as he got the first good look at 
his attacker.  She was a young woman of average height and build dressed in dark stalking 
leathers.  She had long brown hair that was tied up behind her head and the deepest brown eyes 
that Slink had ever seen.  The woman slashed at Slink again and cut him slightly across his ribs.
     “You should be concentrating more on fighting me than on my body.  Or are you going to 
make this easy and let me kill you now, skull slayer?”  the woman said laughing at him.  
     He was still looking at her, mesmerized by her beauty, and thinking about how he did not 
want to snuff out the fire he saw in her captivating eyes when the woman brought her sword 
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down from a mighty arc above her head.  Slink snapped out of his daydream and skillfully bought 
his daggers up in front of him, blocking the sword.  The woman looked shocked and 
disappointed.  Now it was Slink’s turn to smile and laugh.
     “Don’t be to proud of yourself.  You have left yourself defenseless down below,” she said.  
Slink’s smile faded as he looked down passed their locked weapon and to his feet.  The woman 
brought her knee up hard into Slink’s groin sending a jolt of pain through his lower half and stars 
in his eyes.  As she had expected, Slink fell to his knees and then to the floor.  What she had not 
expected was to have Slink roll over on his back bringing a foot up into her thigh.  She was driven 
back and onto the floor.  Slink continued to barrel roll across the shop’s porch and down three 
steps ending up against a wagon’s wheel.  He laid there trying to give his groin time to stop 
aching.  The woman got up and picked up her sword that had been knock from her grasp by 
Slink’s surprise attack.
     “You son of a devil.  I’ll get you for that,” the woman said as she quickly limped over to Slink 
who was lying on his stomach groaning.  She ran down the three steps with her sword above her 
head.  Slink rolled over and launched one of his daggers at the approaching thief.  It sank deep 
into her belly.  With a squeak the woman fell to the ground a mere ten feet from Slink.  He looked 
at her unmoving form.  What had he done?  He had killed her.  It was in self defense, but such a 
waste.  All that beauty, gone forever. He got up and was painfully making his way to the woman 
when his friends came running to the shop.
     “Hurry Slink, the city guards are approaching.  The remaining Skulls have fled leaving us to 
take the blame once again,” Raven said as she hurried by.  He watched as his friends began 
running passed him and into the shop.  Bringing up the rear was Moonstar and Gwereth.  The old 
man seemed to be leaning on the little priestess a bit, hobbling on a leg that had a deep gash across 
its calf.  As the pair reached Slink Moonstar paused to speak with him.
     “You had better hurry up and get your ‘friend’ inside if either of you are to survive.  Raven 
has another one of her glorious plans in mind,” Moonstar said and left him with those words.
     Friend? he thought to himself.    He looked down and saw that in all the confusion he had 
absentmindedly pulled the woman to him and was now cradling her body in his arms.  To his 
surprise the woman stirred a bit.
     “Leave me guildtraitor.  My fellow Flaming Skulls will save me,” she gasped weakly for air as 
she spoke.
     “Sorry lady but your fellow Skulls have left you here to die.  You are coming with me,” Slink 
said softly as he rose slowly to his feet, the woman still cradled in his arms.  At first she 
struggled but exhaustion quickly claimed her.  Within seconds she was unconscious.  Slink hurried 
into the shop with the sounds of approaching guardsmen ringing in his ears.  After he was safely 
in the shop, Craedus slammed the door shut and knocked a bookshelf over blocking the door.  
Books tumbled across the floor.  Lanneth frowned.
     “That’s not going to hold them for long,” Craedus said.  Raven motioned to the hallway 
leading to the backroom.  Following her lead, they rushed to the backroom where Faumbul was 
still sitting.
     “Faumbul.  We are in dire need of a back door,” Raven told the sage.
     “I am sorry but there is only one exit from this shop and that is the front door,” Faumbul 
informed her.  His answer drew looks of horror from the companions.  They were trapped.  
Craedus walked back toward the hallway brandishing his battle axe.
     “Then we will stand and fight,” the dwarf said boldly.  He waited in the doorway leading to 
the front room for the guardsmen to break through their barricade.
     “But that doesn’t mean there is no escape from here,”  Faumbul continued.  He smiled at the 
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companions and walked to the far wall.  He stood in front of a bar patch of wall between to 
bookcases.  The sounds of guardsmen banging on the shop’s front door could be heard.
     “Not long now,” the dwarf murmured to himself waving his axe about.
     Faumbul had dug a large piece of chalk from his pocket and proceeded to drawn the outline of 
a door on the wall.  He was chanting in some strange language as he did so.  The banging in the 
front room was louder now, accompanied by the sounds of breaking glass and splintering wood.  
In Raven’s mind she willed the sage all her energy in hopes that he would finish whatever it was 
he was doing before the guards broke through the front door.  Faumbul’s chanting reached a 
fevered pitch as a loud crash issued front the front room.
     “Hurry, they are almost in!” Merrick exclaimed anxiously.  He was looking over Craedus’ 
head at the guards who were beginning to remove the shelf away from the door.  He could see 
their faces peer through a great rent in the front door.  Craedus tightened his grip on his axe, 
anticipation filling him with excitement.  Battle was coming to him and he couldn’t be happier.
     Faumbul reached out and touched the imaginary chalk door.  There was a loud crackling sound 
and a bright flash of light.  Where the outline of the chalk door once was, a shimmering portal of 
blue light now stood.  Raven looked at it and marveled.  It was similar to the one in WoodVale, 
yet different.  She looked at Faumbul who had stepped to the side.
     “No questions, just go,” he said and pointed at the gate.  Raven stepped up to its rippling 
surface.  It looked a lot like the surface of a pond.   She wondered if its felt as wet as it looked.  
There was only one way to satisfy her curiosity.
     “I will return with the Mygellex Faumbul,” Raven promised.  With that she slowly stepped 
through the gate.  She could hear the guards break into the front room as she was drawn into the 
gate.  There was a brief moment of a shock as if she had jumped into a frigid lake.  She felt an odd 
sensation wash over her.  Her front half, which was submerged in the gateway, felt as if it were 
being pulled away from the rest of herself, racing away at great speeds.  Her back half felt like it 
was following the rest of her body but at  snail’s pace. The two distinct sensations made her feel 
like she was being pulled apart, stretched beyond her limits.  What seemed like hours later she 
began to feel whole again and filled with a sense of ease like she was drifting through a pleasant 
dream.  After long moments of drifting she found herself standing on solid ground blinking as 
bright light stung her eyes.  She blinked tears out of her eyes and saw that she was standing in a 
clearing.  Large white standing stones, over fifteen feet high, ringed the clearing.  Beyond those 
were a deep forest to her left and a rolling meadow to the right.  As her friends appeared in the 
clearing around her she looked up with awe.  The sun blazed brightly, directly above them.  When 
they had reached Faumbul’s shop it was approaching dusk and was still overcast.  Now the sky 
was cloudless and allowed a noon time sun to shine down upon them.  Once again she looked 
around trying to figure out where Faumbul had sent then in his haste to rescue them from 
Throffhorn’s city guard.  Nothing look familiar to her.

*     *     *
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